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Report on the Project 

“Support to Traditional Healers for Strengthening and Capacity Building” 

Funded by the Ministry of Tribal Affairs, Government of India under Article 275(1) 

 

Introduction: 

The project was sanctioned to the Bio-Resources Development Centre on 30.6.2017 vide  S.O 

no. Pl (S&T) 4/2017/60 and was credited to the Bank Account of BRDC on 14.8.2017. 

 

Traditional medicine/ indigenous system of medicine in the State provide ample opportunities 

for Traditional Healers and other stakeholders in this trade with livelihood.  The implementation of 

the project has paved way for channelizing this sector into a sustainable enterprise not only for rural 

development but also for addressing the issues related to bio-diversity and cultural conservation. 

 The Mission of the project is “Promotion and upliftment of traditional system of healing and 

cultural heritage” and the Goal and Objectives are given as under:- 

 

Goal 

a. Partial Fulfillment of the constraints of the LHPs with regard to his/her dispensing 

traditional medicine/ practice. 

Objectives 

a. Profiling of Traditional Healers in the State. 

b. Identification of the constraints and problems of Traditional Healers. 

c. Training & Capacity Building. 

d. Providing of processing tools and kits, etc.  

e. Promotion of Herbal gardens. 

 

The project was implemented through three phases viz., i) Block Level Awareness cum Health 

Camp on Traditional Healing, ii) District Level Training and Capacity building of the Traditional 

Healers and  

iii) Distribution of Tools & Kits.  

Local Health Practitioners/ Traditional Healers Associations in different districts of the State 

were the main target groups in the project. Examples of such Traditional Healers Associations for 

which the Centre has worked closely during implementation of the project are Jaintia Indigenous 

Medicine Association, Seng Nongai Dawai Khasi Nylla,  Meghalaya Samachik Association, etc which 

are registered Non-Governmental Organisations. The project was implemented in collaboration with 

Non-Governmental Organisations such as Grassroot, Shillong and Consortium of resource Persons 

(CORPs), Shillong and also with the North East Institute of Ayurveda and Homepathy, Shillong. 

 

Block Level Awareness cum Health Camp on Traditional Healing  

The first phase of the project was implemented in the month of November, 2017. Block Level 

Awareness cum Health Camp on Traditional Healing was organised in 37 C& RD Blocks of the State 

in collaboration with Grassroot, Shillong, Consortium of Resource Persons (CORPs) and the 

Enterprise Facilitation Centres.   A total of 585 Traditional Healers attended the Block level 

Programmes, whereby; their profiles along with years of experience and area of specialisation were 

documented (Annexure-I). Producers and Cultivators of medicinal plants though not many were also 
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identified. In addition, problems and constraints of the Traditional Healers/ Cultivators were also 

documented. The programme has been able to identify Traditional Healers from each Block who will 

participate in the next two phases of the programme 

The Traditional Health Camps had been successful in promoting and publicising the 
Traditional Healing system of the State to the general public. The health camps were organised at the 
venues and also at the local markets.   

The date-wise Block Level Awareness cum Traditional Healing Health Camp programmes is 
listed hereunder: 

 

Sl. 
No. 

District Block Date 
No. of Traditional Healers who 

attended the Block level 
programme 

1 East Garo Hills Rongjeng 14.10.17 10 
Samanda 12.10.17 20 
Songsak 13.10.17 10 

2. South Garo Hills Baghmara 5.10.17 8 

Chokpot 3.10.17 16 
Gasuapara 6.10.17 11 
Ronggara 4.10.17 6 

3. South West Garo 
Hills 

Betasing 27.9.17 24 
Zigzak 26.9.17 18 

4. West Garo Hills Dalu 25.9.17 12 
Gambegre 26.9.17 6 
Rongram 22.9.17 9 
Selsella 28.9.17 22 
Dadenggiri 29.9.17 - 
Tikrikilla 27.9.17 - 

5. North Garo Hills Resubelpara 19.9.17 6 

Kharkutta 20.9.17 11 
6. Ri- Bhoi Umling 11.10.17 31 

Umsning 10.10.17 8 
Jirang 12.10.17 26 

7. East Jaintia Hills Saipung 6.10.17 10 
Khliehriat 5.10.17 19 

8. West Jaintia Hills Amlarem 3.10.17 20 
Laskein  3.10.17 12 
Thadlaskein 4.10.17 20 

9. West Khasi Hills Mairang 3.10.17 19 
Mawshynrut 6.10.17 38 

Mawthadraishan 4.10.17 9 
Nongstoin 5.10.17 16 

10. East Khasi Hills Mylliem 6.10.17 6 
Mawryngkneng 4.10.17 19 
Laitkroh 11.10.17 14 
Pynursla 14.1.17 33 
Shella 12.10.17 10 
Mawkynrew 5.10.17 6 
Mawphlang 9.10.17 11 
Mawsynram 10.10.17 42 
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The data collected on some of the major constraints and problems of the Traditional Healers/ Cultivators is 

summarised below:- 

 

Problems faced by Traditional Healers 

 Unavailability of equipments to prepare medicines and tools/ machineries to grind raw materials such 
as barks, roots, etc.  

 Unavailability of herbal and medicinal plants and financial constraint on manpower to collect medicinal 
plants from forests. 

 Short shelf life period of herbal medicines. 
 Space requirement for treating patients. 
 Lack of funds for cultivation of medicinal plants including seeds and planting materials. 
 Lack of drying, processing and storage units and packaging materials for herbal medicine production. 
 Lack of awareness of local people on conservation of medicinal plants and government initiatives on 

afforestation programmes. 
 Unavailability of first aid kits during emergency. 

 Recognition from Government for their practices. 
 A uniform fee structure and uniform pricing of herbal products. 
 Lack of basic amenities such as sterile gloves, blades, aprons, etc for midwives.  
 Some herbs are known to the Traditional Healers by sight but they do not have a name for them. 
 Financial constraint for fencing of areas under cultivation which leads to destruction by cattle, etc. 

Suggestions provided by the Traditional Healers 

 Networking between the traditional healers with the medicinal cultivators for the supply of these 

medicinal herbs. 

 Financial assistance for setting up of  

 clinic or treatment facility at Block Level,  

 polyhouses for nursery raising of medicinal plants and herbs and fencing of areas under 

cultivation.   

 Training on  

 Use of preservatives for increasing shelf life of herbal medicines 

 Construction of storage units. 

 Packaging methods and production of herbal products such as pills, capsules, ointments, etc. 

Problems faced by Cultivators 

 Financial constraint related to fencing of areas under medicinal plants cultivation which leads to the 

trespassing of domesticated animals and destroying of the herbs/medicinal plants. 

 Unavailability of seeds and planting materials 

 Lack of storage units for harvested medicinal plants and herbs 

 Some medicinal plants and herbs cannot be domesticated and therefore requires to be cultivated in situ. 

Suggestions  

 Training and capacity  building on  

 agrotechniques for medicinal plants (ex situ and in situ) 

 nursery raising  

 Financial assistance for polyhouse and net houses to maintain the germplasm and to function as seed 

bank for medicinal plants and herbs. 

11. South West Khasi 
Hills 

Ranikor 4.10.17 2 
Mawkyrwat 4.10.17 25 
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BLOCK LEVEL AWARENESS PROGRAMMES 
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TRADITIONAL HEALING HEALTH CAMPS 
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The total amount expended for the first phase of the programme was ₹ 17.00 L (Annexure-II) 

District Level Training and Capacity building of the Traditional Healers 

The second Phase of the project is the Training and Capacity building of the Traditional Healers at District 

Level.  
The objective of the training is to empower the Local Health Practitioners/ Traditional healers with 

knowledge pertaining to different health issues, the need for networking with other systems of medicines, and 

knowledge on how to promote their health care as Health Tourism, which would eventually promote the socio-

economics of not only the Traditional healers but also other stakeholders at their areas of functioning.  

In order for the programme to be a success, the Centre had held meetings with the traditional healers 

and other community members in the planning and implementation of the training programme. By getting their 

views and suggestions regarding the health priorities of the community, their views on what they would want to 

learn, and the kind of support they will need after training, the Training Manual was prepared as can be seen at 

Annexure-III. 
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Some of the suggestions made by the Traditional Healers such as Training on communication skills were also 

incorporated into the Manual.  Other suggestions include-Training for the producers and cultivators of 

Medicinal plants  and for the traditional healers to understand basic diagnostic reports which is needed for 

proceeding with treatments of patients.  

 

Goal: Promoting Traditional System of Medicine and Cultural Heritage. 
 

Objective:  

 Skill enhancement for the Traditional healers on the basic knowledge about common and prevalent 

diseases and ailments (Communicable and Non-Communicable diseases, Prevention of communicable 

diseases with respect to primary health care). 
 Capacity building on the necessity to maintain basic hygiene during treatment and preparation of herbal 

medicine. 

 Capacity building on documentation of their practices (treatment /duration/outcomes of treatment/ 

patients feedback, etc) 

 To encourage THs’ referrals to other Health systems when they are unable to treat illnesses 

(networking with other systems of medicines). 

 Processing and storage and of herbal medicine. 
 Preparation of Herbaria, etc. 

 

The following are the expected outcomes of the Training programmes 

 Empowerment of the Local Health Practitioners/ Traditional healers with knowledge pertaining to 

different health issues  

 Networking with other systems of medicines, 
 Promotion of Traditional health care as Health Tourism. 

 Acquirement of skills sets to serve the rural community better as primary health workers. 

 Improved practices of Traditional medicine preparation, packaging and how to run their practices will 

enable them to improve  on the quality of their  practices 

 Enable TH to make appropriate changes in their working environment and abandon potentially 

harmful practices and treatments. 

 Hygienic methods of practices during treatment and preparation of herbal medicines 

 Knowledge on basic communication skills. 
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ANNEXURE-I 

Brief Profiles of Traditional Healers 

A. East Khasi Hills District 

A total of 137 Healers attended the training programme from East Khasi Hills district. Their profiles are listed 

below: 

 

LAITKROH BLOCK 

 
1. Shri Albad Lyngdoh, aged 45years from Pdengkseh village of Laitkroh Block, East Khasi 

Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2016. His expertise with 

traditional medicine includes bandaging, chanting, prescription of oral medicine and 

ointment as per the sickness. He diagnoses various ailments of his patients by 

observation. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his niece Ms Queen 

Mary Lyngdoh 

 

2. Shri. Donbok Sohkhlet, aged 42years from Tyniar village of Laitkroh Block, East Khasi Hills District has 

been practising traditional medicine since 2014. His expertise with traditional 

medicine includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, prescription of ointment and oral 

medicine as per the sickness and in some cases only chanting is being performed. His 

diagnoses various ailments utilizing his senses of touch. The traditional medical 

knowledge will be passed on to his nephew Mr Wanshai Sohkhlet. 

 

 

3. Shri. Henry Diengdoh, aged 46 years from Tyniar village of Laitkroh Block, East Khasi 

Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2007. His treatment methods 

depend on the explanation as described by the patient. His treatment approach includes 

wounds bandaging, preparation of oral medicines and ointment as per the sickness. He 

also treats those patients through prayer and chanting. His gift of Traditional medical 

knowledge will be passed on to his son Mr Kynsaiborlang Khongsit. 

 

4. Shri. Markor Diengdoh, aged 47years from Mawroh village of Laitkroh Block, East Khasi Hills District has 

been practising traditional medicine since 2013. His treatment methods includes 

massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of ointment as per the diagnosis and in 

some cases only chanting is being performed. The traditional medical knowledge will be 

passed on to Ms Ajoy Dohling, his daughter. 
 

 

5. Shri Minstar Sangriang, aged 48years from Swer village of Laitkroh Block, East Khasi Hills 

District has been practising traditional medicine since 2015.  His treatment method of 

diagnosis of various ailments is by touching of the patient’s hands. His treatment approach 

includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, prescription of oral medicine and ointment as 

per the sickness. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Ms 

Balaaihunlang Dohling and his son Mr Pynshlur Dohling. 
 

6. Shri. Morton Kohongjliew, aged 64years from Laitmusiang Mawdohnud village of Laitkroh Block, East 

Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 1973. His treatment 

methods depend on the explanation as described by the patient. His treatment approach 

includes massaging, wounds bandaging, preparation of oral medicines and ointment as per 

the sickness. He also treats those patients through his chanting. His gift of Traditional 

medical knowledge will be passed on to his Grand-son Mr Khraw Kupar Marbaninag. 
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7. Shri. Peldinglan Syiemlieh aged 36years from Diengsong village of Laitkroh Block; East 

Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2013. His treatment 

method includes bandaging of wounds, preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per 

the diagnosis. He also treats those patients through his chanting. 
 

8. Smt. Phinola Shabong, aged 58years from Pyrda village of Laitkroh Block, East Khasi Hills District has 

been practising traditional medicine since 2007. Her treatment methods depend on the 

explanation as described by the patient. Her treatment approach includes massaging, 

wounds bandaging, preparation of oral medicines and ointment as per the sickness. She 

also treats those patients through her chanting. Her gift of Traditional medical 

knowledge will be passed on to her daughter Shongieitlang Shabong. 

 

 

9. Shri Phlaining Lyndem, aged 41years from Swer village of Laitkroh Block, East Khasi 

Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2000. His treatment method 

of diagnosis of various ailments is by observing the patient. His treatment approach 

includes prescription of oral medicine and ointment as per the sickness. He also treats 

those patients through his chanting .his gift of traditional medical knowledge will be 

passed on to his daughter Ms Shwanoki Nongkhlaw. 

 

 

10. Shri Slaningstar Ryndem, aged 39 years from Swer village of Laitkroh Block, East Khasi Hills District has 

been practising traditional medicine since 2001. His expertise with traditional medicine 

includes bandaging, prescription of oral medicine and ointment as per the sickness. He 

also treats those patients through his chanting. His treatment method of diagnosis of 

various ailments is by observing the patient. The traditional medical knowledge will be 

passed on to his son Mr Batskhem Dohling 

 

11. Smt. Spermon Kharnaior aged 65years from Pyrda village of Laitkroh Block; East Khasi 

Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2008. Her treatment methods 

includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of ointment and oral medicines as 

per the diagnosis and in some cases only chanting is being performed. The traditional 

medical knowledge will be passed on to Ms Ismila Kharnaior who is her daughter. 
 

 

12. Shri Stanli Roy Diengdoh, aged 43years from Diengsona village of Laitkroh Block, East Khasi Hills District 

has been practising traditional medicine since 1998. His treatment method of diagnosis 

of various ailments is by sensing through touch. His treatment approach includes 

massaging, bandaging, preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per the sickness 

and in some cases only chanting is being performed. His gift of Traditional medical 

knowledge will be passed on to Mr Batskhem Khongsit, his son. 
 

 

MAWKYNREW  BLOCK 

 

13. Shri. Augustin Kharumnuid, aged 47years from Laitdiengsai village of Mawynrew Block, 

East Khasi Hills District. His treatment method includes preparation of ointment and 

oral medicines as per the diagnosis of his patients. The traditional medical knowledge 

will be passed on to his daughter Ms. Sumarlang Mawkhiew 
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14. Shri. Kwirin Nongrum, aged 58years from Umsning village of Mawynrew Block, East 

Khasi Hills District has been practicing traditional medicine since 1997. His treatment 

methods depend on the explanation as described by the patient and by his sense of touch. 

His treatment approach includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, and preparation of oral 

medicines and ointment as per the sickness. He also treats patients with snake bite. The 

Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Mr. Linus Suting who is his son.  

 

 

15. Shri. Petros Nonglyer, aged 76years from Jongksha village of Mawynrew Block, East Khasi Hills District 

has been practising traditional medicine since 1988. His treatment method includes 

massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per the 

diagnosis .The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his son Mr. Ristonsing 

Sohtun. 

 

 

16. Smt. Phlora Mawkhiew, aged 57years from Laitdiengsai village of Mawynrew Block, East 

Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2002. Her treatment 

methods depend on the explanation as described by the patient. Her treatment approach 

includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, and preparation of oral medicines and ointment 

as per the sickness. The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her daughter 

Ms. Sumarlang Mawkhiew. 

 

17. Shri. Phrenson Pyngrope, aged 56years from Rapleng village of Mawynrew Block, East Khasi Hills District 

has been practising traditional medicine since 2003. His treatment method includes 

bandaging of wounds, preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis .The 

traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Mr. Phibaritngen Songthiang, his 

daughter. 

 

 

18. Shri. Riar Suting, aged 60years from Umsning village of Mawkynrew Block, East Khasi 

Hills District.   His treatment approach includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, 

preparation of oral medicines and ointment as per the sickness .The Traditional medical 

knowledge will be passed on to Mr. Jlin Nongrum who is his son. 

 

 

19. Shri. Ringswer Lawai, aged 40years from Kharang village of Mawkynrew Block, East Khasi Hills District 

has been practising traditional medicine since 2003. His treatment method of diagnosis of 

various ailments is by observing the patients. His treatment approach includes massaging, 

preparation of oral medicines and ointment as per the sickness. He also treats those patients 

through his chanting. His gift of Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Mr. 

Imrot Lawai who is his brother. 

 

20. Shri. Sdein Nongrum, aged 47 years from Umsning village of Mawkynrew Block, East 

Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 1993. His treatment 

methods depend on the explanation as described by the patient and by observing the 

infected area. His treatment approach includes massaging, preparation of oral medicines 

and ointment as per the sickness. The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to 

Mr. Kodian Singh Suting who is his son. 
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21. Smt. Sumarlang Mawkhiew, a budding healer from Laitdiengsai village of Mawynrew 

Block, East Khasi Hills District is 18years old and has been practising traditional 

medicine since 2018. Her treatment method includes preparation of oral medicines and 

ointment as per the diagnosis. 

 

 

MAWPHLANG BLOCK 

 

22. Smt. Armina Mawlong, aged 51years from Thainthynroh village of Mawphlang Block, East Khasi Hills 

District has been practicing traditional medicine since 2010. She diagnoses patients by 

observing them. Her treatment approach includes prescription of oral medicine and 

ointment as per the sickness. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to 

Ms. Rolbida Mawlong who is her daughter. 

 

23. Shri. Bik Kharjana, aged 50years from Lummynshain village of Mawphlang Block, East 

Khasi Hills District has been practicing traditional medicine since 1996. His expertise 

with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, prescription of 

ointment and oral medicine as per the sickness. The traditional medical knowledge will 

be passed on to his daughter Ms. Ladapbiang Kurbah. 
 

24. Shri. Biktor Hynniewta, aged 45years from Niamsang village of Mawphlang Block, East Khasi Hills District 

has been practicing traditional medicine since 2000. His treatment methods includes 

massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per 

the diagnosis and in some cases only chanting is being performed. The traditional 

medical knowledge will be passed on to Ms. Iolintamary Khasain who is his 

daughter. 

 
 

25. Shri. Efolding S. Nongdhar, aged 48years from Weiphyllun Langiong village of 

Mawphlang Block, East Khasi Hills District has been practicing traditional medicine 

since 1998. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by observing 

the patients. His treatment approach includes prescription of oral medicine and 

ointment as per the sickness and in some cases only chanting is being performed. The 

traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Mr. Shanting Jala who is his son. 
 

26. Smt.Jngersy Kharshandi, aged 49years from Kyiem Lyngkieng village of Mawphlang Block, East Khasi Hills 

District has been practicing traditional medicine since 2004. Her treatment method 

of diagnosis of various ailments is by looking at the patient’s eyes. Her treatment 

approach includes wound bandaging, preparation of oral medicine and ointment as 

per the sickness. She also treats patients through chanting and prayer. The 

Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her son Mr. Khraw kupar 

Kharshandi. 
 

 

27. Shri. Liverjon Kharsyntiew, aged 56years from Umtyrniut village of Mawphlang 

Block, East Khasi Hills District has been practicing traditional medicine since 2011. 

His treatment methods depend on the explanation as described by the patient. His 

treatment approach includes massaging, preparation of oral medicines and ointment as 

per the sickness. His gift of Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to 

Ms.Sidalin Nongbri and SaralinNongbri who is his daughters.  
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28. Shri. Mulsing Dkhar, aged 66 years from Sohphoh village of Mawphlang Block, East Khasi Hills District 

has been practicing traditional medicine since 2000. His treatment methods depend 

on the explanation as described by the patient and also by sensing through touch. His 

treatment approach includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of oral 

medicines and ointment as per the sickness. The Traditional medical knowledge will 

be passed on to Smt.AugustinaNongsiej who is his wife. 
 

 

29. Shri. Phladstar Nongbri, aged 40years from Mawsadang village of Mawphlang Block, 

East Khasi Hills District has been practicing traditional medicine since 2001. His 

treatment methods includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of ointment 

and oral medicines as per the diagnosis and in some cases only chanting is being 

performed. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Mr.Kularskhem 

Rani who is his son. 

 

30. Shri. Phranson Jala, aged 54 years from Langiong village of Mawphlang Block, East Khasi Hills District has 

been practising traditional medicine since 1983. His treatment methods depend on the 

explanation as described by the patient and also by looking at the patient’s eyes. His 

treatment approach includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of oral 

medicines and ointment as per the sickness. He also treats those patients through his 

chanting. His gift of Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Ms. Dharilin 

Jaba who is his daughter. 
 

31. Shri. Roland Wanniang, aged 55years from Sohphoh village of Mawphlang Block, 

East Khasi Hills District has been practicing traditional medicine since 1998. His 

treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by observing the patients and 

sensing through touch. His treatment approach includes wound bandaging, 

prescription of oral medicine and ointment as per the sickness. The traditional medical 

knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Ms. Medralyne Nongsiej.  
 

32. Smt. Skalinda Jaba, aged 30years from Lyngiong village of Mawphlang Block, East Khasi Hills District has 

been practising traditional medicine since 1994. Her treatment methods includes 

massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per 

the diagnosis and in some cases only chanting is being performed. The traditional 

medical knowledge will be passed on to Mr. Benezer Jaba who is her son.  
 

 

 

33. Shri. Swiar Kharrynki, aged 76years from Lyngiong village of Mawphlang Block, East 

Khasi Hills District has been practicing traditional medicine since 1998. His treatment 

methods depend on the explanation as described by the patient. His treatment 

approach includes massaging, bandaging and preparation of ointment as per the 

sickness and in some cases only chanting is being performed. His gift of Traditional 

medical knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Ms. HikiraRyntathiang. 

 

34. Shri. Tirot Thwmuit, aged 76years from Laitjem village of Mawphlang Block, East Khasi Hills District has 

been practising traditional medicine since 1991. His treatment methods depend on 

the explanation as described by the patient. His treatment approach includes 

massaging, bandaging, preparation of oral medicine and ointment as per the diagnosis. 

The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his Son-in-law Mr.Nineson 

Dohtdong. 
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35. Shri.Wen Shangpliang, aged 33years from Lyngiong village of Mawphlang Block, East 

Khasi Hills District has been practicing traditional medicine since 2004. His treatment 

methods includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of ointment and oral 

medicines as per the diagnosis and in some cases only chanting is being performed. The 

traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Ms. Sibalin Shangpliang who is his 

sister.  
 

 

MAWRYNGKNENG BLOCK 

 

36. Smt.Airit Mynsong aged 65years from Puriangsaw kyntoidkrun village of Mawryngkneng Block; 
East Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2011. 
Her treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by observing the 
patients. Her treatment approach includes preparation of oral medicines and 
ointment as per the sickness and in some cases only chanting is being 
performed. The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her 
daughter Ms Slinda Mynsong. 

 

37. Smt. Banrisha Warjri, aged 40years from Pommura village of Mawryngkneng 
Block; East Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 
2001. Her treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by observing the 
patients. Her treatment approach includes oral medicines as per the sickness. Her 
gift of Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her niece Ms. Jenisica 
Warjri. 

 

38. Smt. Dalimon Kharkongor, aged 36years from Umphyrnai village of Mawryngkneng Block, East 
Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 1994. Her 
treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through the 
touch. Her treatment approach includes massaging and bandaging of wounds as 
per the diagnosis. The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her 
daughter Ms. Jennifer Kharkongor.  

 

39. Smt. Diana Synna, aged 50years from Pommura village of of Mawryngkneng 
Block, East Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 
2002. Her treatment methods depend on the explanation as described by the 
patient. Her treatment approach includes wounds massaging, bandaging of 
wounds, preparation of oral medicines as per the sickness. The Traditional 
medical knowledge will be passed on to her daughter Ms. Monisha Synna.  

 

40. Shri. Dlass Rani, aged 68years from Mawryngkneng village of Mawryngkneng Block, East Khasi 
Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since1981. His treatment 
methods includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of ointment 
and oral medicines as per the diagnosis and in some cases only chanting is being 
performed. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Ms.Meba 
Mukhim who is his Grand-daughter.  
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41. Shri.John Sunai, aged 50years from Puriang village of Mawryngkneng Block, 
East Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2016. 
His treatment methods depend on the explanation as described by the patient. 
His treatment approach includes wounds massaging and preparation of oral 
medicines as per the sickness. The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed 
on to his daughter Ms. Liza Mynsong. 

 

 

42. Shri. Kilo Nongspung, aged 56years from Puriang village of Mawryngkneng Block, East Khasi 
Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 1983. His 
treatment methods depend on the explanation as described by the patient. His 
treatment approach includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of 
oral medicines and ointment as per the sickness. He also treats those patients 
through his chanting. The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to 
Ms.Kynti Marboh who is his daughter.  

 

43. Shri. Kostarwell Kharkongor, local health practitioner aged 38years from 
Pommura village of Mawryngkneng Block; East Khasi Hills District has been 
practising traditional medicine since 2015. His treatment method of diagnosis of 
various ailments is by sensing through the touch of the patient’s hands His 
treatment approach includes massaging and prescription of ointment as per the 
sickness and in some cases only chanting is being performed. The traditional 
medical knowledge will be passed on to his son Ms.Ksanborlang Khyriem.  

 

44. Shri. Mording Nongspung, aged 70years from Pommura village of Mawryngkneng Block; East 
Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 1995. His 
treatment methods depend on the explanation as described by the patient. His 
treatment approach include massaging, wounds bandaging, preparation of oral 
medicines and ointment as per the sickness. He also treats those patients 
through his chanting. His gift of Traditional medical knowledge will be passed 
on to Mr. Shoisting Lawai who is his son.  

 

 

45. Smt. Phartimon Warjri, aged 50years from Pomura village of Mawryngkneng 
Block, East Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 
1983. Her treatment methods depend on the explanation as described by the 
patient and also by sensing through the touch of the patient’s hands. Her 
treatment approach includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of 
oral medicines and ointment as per the sickness. She also treats those patients 
through her chanting. The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to 
Ms. Jenecika Warjri who is her daughter.  

 

46. Shri. Phinik Lawai, aged 60years from Pommura village of Mawryngkneng Block, East Khasi Hills 
District has been practising traditional medicine since 2002. His treatment 
method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and by 
observing the patients. His treatment approach includes massaging, bandaging 
of wounds and prescription of ointment as per the diagnosis. The Traditional 
medical knowledge will be passed on to his son Mr. Drishanstin Synnah.  
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47. Shri. Phirding Warjri, aged 50years from Siejiong village of Mawryngkneng 
Block, East Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 
2016. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by observing 
the patient’s hands. His treatment approach includes prescription of oral 
medicine and ointment as per the sickenss. The Traditional medical 
knowledge will be passed on to his son Mr. Philip Phawa.  

 

 

48. Smt. Phrom Nongspung, aged 46years from Puriang village of Mawryngkneng Block; East Khasi 
Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2005. Her 
treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by observing the patients. 
Her treatment approach includes massaging, bandaging of wound, preparation 
of oral medicines and ointment as per the sickness. The Traditional medical 
knowledge will be passed on to her daughter Ms Olivia Nongspung.  

 

49. Shri. Shos Kharumnuid, aged 69years from Puriang village of Mawryngkneng 
Block; East Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 
1998. His treatment methods includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, 
preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis and in some 
cases only chanting is being performed. The traditional medical knowledge will 
be passed on to his son Mr. Sngewnguh Kharsunai.  

 

 

50. Shri. Simon Kharsunai, aged 47years from Puriang village of Mawryngkneng Block, East Khasi 
Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2016. His treatment 
method of diagnosis of various ailments is by observing the patient’s hands. His 
treatment approach includes prescription of oral medicine and ointment as per 
the sickness. The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his son 
Mr. Donbari Kharlukhi.  

 

 

MAWSYNRAM BLOCK 

 

51. Smt. Aiancy Nongbet, aged 55years from Mawsadang village of Mawsynram Block, East 

Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2004. Her treatment 

methods depend on the explanation as described by the patient. Her treatment approach 

includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, and preparation of oral medicines and 

ointment as per the sickness. She also treats those patients through her chanting. The 

Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Mr Pynbhalang Nongbet who is 

her son.  

 

52. Shri Brisstar Shangdiar, aged 46years from Mawkasain village of Mawsynram Block, East Khasi Hills 

District has been practising traditional medicine since 1996. His expertise with 

traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, and prescription of oral medicine 

and ointment as per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various 

ailments is by sensing through touch. The traditional medical knowledge will be 

passed on to his daughter Ms.Shilbanylla Shylla.  
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53. Shri. Dibas Jones Nongsiej, aged 32years from Mawkasain village of Mawsynram Block, 

East Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2007. His 

treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through the touch of the 

patient’s hand and by looking at the patient’s eyes. His treatment approach includes 

bandaging of wounds as per the sickness. The Traditional medical knowledge will be 

passed on to her daughter Ms.Phibanylla Nongbsaw.  

 

54. Smt. Dimolin Wankhar, local health practitioner aged 54years from Lawbah village of Mawsynram Block, 

East Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2008. Her 

treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by observing the patients. Her 

treatment approach includes massaging, bandaging and prescription of ointment as per 

the sickness. Her gift of traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her son 

Mr.Banskhemlang Wankhar.  
 

 

55. Shri. Diptorson Marwein, aged 22years from Kmawanrum village of Mawsynram Block, 

East Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2006. His 

treatment methods includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of ointment 

and oral medicines as per the diagnosis and in some cases only chanting is being 

performed. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Miss Mary Marwein 

who is his sister.  
 

56. Smt. Eliancy Nongbet, aged 57years from Nongmadan village of Mawsynram Block, East Khasi Hills 

District has been practising traditional medicine since 1998. Her treatment methods 

depend on the explanation as described by the patient. Her treatment approach 

includes wound bandaging, preparation of oral medicines and ointment as per the 

sickness. She also treats those patients through her chanting. The Traditional medical 

knowledge will be passed on to Mr Silmila Nongbet who is her daughter.  
 

 

57. Shri. Elton Marbaniang, aged 50years from Mawkasain village of Mawsynram Block, 

East Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 1998. His 

treatment methods depend on the explanation as described by the patient. His 

treatment approach includes massaging and bandaging of wounds. His gift of 

Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Mr.Pynskhemlang Rynsang who is 

his Son.  
 

58. Shri. Hostanding Rani, aged 62years from Mawkasain village of Mawsynram Block, East Khasi Hills 

District has been practising traditional medicine since 1996. His treatment method of 

diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through the touch of the patient’s hand. His 

treatment approach includes bandaging of wounds, prescription of oral medicines and 

ointment as per the sickness and in some cases only chanting is being performed. The 

Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his son Mr Syntarlang Iawrot. 

  

59. Smt.Ieimon Kharlyngdoh, aged 68years from Mawkasain village of Mawsynram Block, 

East Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 1993. Her 

treatment methods depend on the explanation as described by the patients and also by 

observing. Her treatment approach includes massaging, bandaging, prescription of 

ointment and oral medicines as per the sickness. The Traditional medical knowledge 

will be passed on to her daughter Ms.Phibari Kharlyngdoh.  
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60. Smt.Iengskhemlang Rani, aged 60 years from Mawsadang village of Mawsynram Block, 

East Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2016. His 

treatment methods depend on the explanation as described by the patient. His 

treatment approach includes massaging, wounds bandaging, preparation of oral 

medicines as per the sickness. He also treats those patients through his chanting. His 

gift of Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Mr.Diki Rani who is his 

nephew.  
 

61. Smt. Iingli Rani, aged 32years from Nongwah village of Mawphlang Block, East Khasi Hills District has 

been practising traditional medicine since 2000. Her treatment method of diagnosis of 

various ailments is by sensing through the touch of the patient’s hand. His treatment 

approach includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, and prescription of oral medicine 

as per the sickness. The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her 

daughter Ms.Rithiang Rani.  
 

 

62. Shri. Imshyrti Rani, aged 56years from Mawrohroh village of Mawsynram Block, East 

Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2000. Her treatment 

method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through the touch of the patient’s 

hand. Her treatment approach includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation 

of oral medicine and ointment as per the sickness. The Traditional medical knowledge 

will be passed on to her daughter Ms Sophika Rani.  
 

 

63. Smt. Injoli Dotni, aged 45years from Mawsadang village of Mawsynram Block, East Khasi Hills District has 

been practising traditional medicine since 2012. Her treatment methods depend on 

the explanation as described by the patient. Her treatment approach includes 

bandaging of wounds, and preparation of oral medicines and ointment as per the 

sickness. She also treats those patients through her chanting. The Traditional medical 

knowledge will be passed on to Mr Wandajiedskhem Dotni who is her son.  

 

 

64. Smt. Janti Kharwanniang, local health practitioner aged 38years from Mawrapad 

village of Mawsynram Block; East Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional 

medicine since 2000. Her treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by 

observing and by sensing through the touch of the patient’s hands His treatment 

approach includes massaging as per the sickness.The traditional medical knowledge 

will be passed on to her daughter Ms.Janaibiang  Kharwanniang.  
 

 

65. Shri. Joinsing Jala aged 45years from Nongmadan village of Mawsynram Block; East Khasi Hills District 

has been practising traditional medicine since 1993. His treatment methods includes 

massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per 

the diagnosis and in some cases only chanting is being performed. The traditional 

medical knowledge will be passed on to Mr Kordorlang Nongbet who is his son.  
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66. Shri.Kitdor Snaitang, local health practitioner aged 31years from Phlangwanbroi 

village of Mawsynram Block, East Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional 

medicine since 2016. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by 

observing the patients. His treatment approach includes massaging, bandaging and 

prescription of ointment as per the sickness. His gift of traditional medical knowledge 

will be passed on to his son Mr Nebanshan Syiemlieh.  
 

67. Shri. Lekson Kynter, aged 62years from Kenmynsaw village of Mawsynram Block, East Khasi Hills District 

has been practising traditional medicine since 1998. His treatment methods includes 

massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per 

the diagnosis and in some cases only chanting is being performed. The traditional 

medical knowledge will be passed on to Mr Shailok Pdahkasiej who is his son.  

 

 

68. Shri. Lesstar Sawkmie, aged 60years from Mawsadang village of Mawsynram Block, 

East Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 1978. His 

expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, chanting, 

and prescription of ointment and oral medicines as per the sickness. His treatment 

method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch. The traditional 

medical knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Ms Haphilari Rani.  

 

69. Shri. Maiskhem Ronsang, aged 18years from Mawkasain village of Mawsynram Block, East Khasi Hills 

District has been practising traditional medicine since2018. His treatment method of 

diagnosis of various ailments is by looking at the patient’s eyes. His treatment 

approach includes preparation of ointment as per the sickness. The Traditional 

medical knowledge will be passed on to his sister Ms. Chrisstimary Ronsang.  

 

 

 

70. Smt. Metilda Marwein, aged 58years from Mawkasian village of Mawsynram Block, 

East Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 1996. Her 

treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by looking at the patient’s eyes. 

Her treatment approach includes bandaging of wounds as per the sickness. Her gift of 

Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her daughter Ms Ibalawanri 

Marwein.  

 

71. Smt. Nibatrity Malngiang, aged 36years from Mawlyngbna village of Mawsynram Block, East Khasi Hills 

District has been practising traditional medicine since 2000. Her treatment method of 

diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through the touch and by observing the 

patients. Her treatment approach includes massaging, and prescription of oral 

medicine as per the sickness. The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to 

her son Mr.Arbinandsing Malngiang.  
 

 

72. Shri. Phrangsngi Shnagdiar, aged 20years from Mawkasain village of Mawsynram 

Block, East Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since2018. 

His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by looking at the patient’s 

eyes. His treatment approach includes preparation of ointment as per the sickness. The 

Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his sister Ms. Kyntilin Shangdiar.  
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73. Smt. Ramesta Khasain, aged 52years from Nongwah village of Mawsynram Block, 

East Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2014. Her 

treatment methods depend on the explanation as described by the patient. Her 

treatment approach includes preparation of oral medicines as per the sickness. Her 

gift of Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Ms.Binalin Khasain who 

is her daughter.  
 

 

74. Shri. Rus Shylla, aged 55years from Phlangwanbroi of village of Mawsynram Block, East Khasi Hills 

District has been practising traditional medicine since 1996. His treatment approach 

includes bandaging of wounds and prescription of oral medicine as per the sickness. 

The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his son Mr.Joitlang Iawrod.  

 

 

 

 

75. Shri. Sailet Kharwanniang, aged 58years from Mawkasain village of village of 

Mawsynram Block, East Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional 

medicine since 1980. His treatment methods includes massaging, bandaging of 

wounds, preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis and in 

some cases only chanting is being performed. The traditional medical knowledge 

will be passed on to Ms. Sarilin Rynsang who is his daughter.  

 

 

76. Smt. Shalek Sawkmie, aged 42years from Nongwah village of Mawsynram Block, East Khasi Hills District 

has been practising traditional medicine since 2014. Her treatment methods depend 

on the explanation as described by the patient. Her treatment approach includes 

preparation of ointment as per the sickness. Her gift of Traditional medical 

knowledge will be passed on to Ms.Laphida Sawkmie who is her daughter.  

 

 

 

77. Shri. Shanbor Pdahkasiej, aged 53years from Mawlyngbna village of Mawsynram 

Block, East Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2012. 

His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through the 

touch and by looking at the patient’s eyes. His treatment approach includes 

massaging, bandaging of wounds and preparation of oral medicine and ointment as 

per the sickness. The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her 

daughter Ms.Banda Kharshan.  
 

 

78. Smt. Shibi Khasain aged 61years from Nongwah village of Mawsynram Block; East Khasi Hills District has 

been practising traditional medicine since 2001. Her treatment methods includes 

massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per 

the diagnosis and in some cases only chanting is being performed. The traditional 

medical knowledge will be passed on to Mr. Wanshemlang Khasain who is her son.  
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79. Shri. Shror Wahlang, aged 57years from Phlangwanbroi village of Mawsynram Block, 

East Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 1995. His 

treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch. His 

treatment approach includes massaging, bandaging of wounds and preparation of oral 

medicine and ointment as per the sickness. The Traditional medical knowledge will 

be passed on to his son Mr.Adelbert Sohmat.  

 

 

80. Smt. Sibilinda Wankhar, aged 46years from Lawbah village of Mawsynram Block, East Khasi Hills District 

has been practising traditional medicine since 2000. Her treatment method of 

diagnosis of various ailments is By observing and sensing through touch. Her 

treatment approach includes massaging, bandaging of wounds and preparation of oral 

medicine and ointment as per the sickness. The Traditional medical knowledge will 

be passed on to her daughter Ms.Dawanri Wankhar.  
 

 

 

81. Smt Siloda Jyrwa, aged 62years from Lumdiengngan village of Mawsynram Block, 

East Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 1974. Her 

expertise with traditional Medicine includes bandaging of wounds and prescription of 

ointment as per the sickness Her treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is 

by observing through signs. The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to 

her daughter Ms.Ibansara Jyrwa.  

 

82. Shri.Teilang Marbaniang, aged 55years from Lawbah village of Mawsynram Block, East Khasi Hills District 

has been practicing traditional medicine since 1991. His treatment method of 

diagnosis of various ailments is by observing and sensing through touch. His treatment 

approach includes massaging, bandaging of wounds and preparation of oral medicine 

and ointment as per the sickness. He also treats those patients through his chanting. 

The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his daughter 

Ms.Ibanpynphriang Kharbhih.  
 

 

83. Smt. Teslian Rangsong, aged 58years from Mawkasain village of Mawsynram Block, 

East Khasi Hills District has been practicing traditional medicine since 1996. Her 

expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, preparation of 

ointment and oral medicines as per the sickness and in some cases only chanting is 

being performed. Her treatment method of diagnosis of various by sensing through 

the touch of the patient’s hand. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on 

to her son Mr.Maiskhemlang Rangsong.  
 

 

MYLLIEM BLOCK 

 

84. Shri. Aiborlang Mylliemngap, aged 30years from Nongmensong village of Mylliem Block; East 
Khasi Hills District has been practicing traditional medicine since 1998. His 
treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by observing the patients. 
His treatment approach includes preparation of oral medicines and ointment as 
per the sickness and in some cases only chanting is being performed.  
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85. Smt. Augustina W. Dkhar, aged 45years from Upper Shillong village of 
Mylliem Block; East Khasi Hills District has been practicing traditional 
medicine since 2009. Her treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is 
by sensing through the touch of the patient’s hands.  

 

 

 

86. Smt. Balinda Nongrum, aged 56years from Langkyrding village of Mylliem Block; East Khasi Hills 
District has been practicing traditional medicine since 1993. Her treatment 
methods depend on the explanation as described by the patient. His treatment 
approach includes massaging, wounds bandaging, preparation of oral medicine 
sand ointment as per the sickness. She also treats those patients through her 
chanting. The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Ms.Daiahun 
Nongrum who is her daughter.  

 

87. Dr. (Mrs) Beauty Kharmawphlang, aged 48years from Umpling village of 
Mylliem Block; East Khasi Hills District has been practicing traditional 
medicine since 1994. Her treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is 
by observing the patients. Her treatment approach includes massaging, 
preparation of oral medicines and ointment as per the sickness and in some cases 
only chanting is being performed. The Traditional medical knowledge will be 
passed on to her daughter Ms.Genevieve Kharmawphlang.  

 

88. Smt. Biolin Diengdoh, aged 77years from Nongshiliang,Nongthymmai village of Mylliem Block, 
East Khasi Hills District has been practicing traditional medicine since 1961. 
Her treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through 
the touch of the patient’s hands and also by looking at the patient’s eyes. Her 
treatment approach includes massaging, bandaging, preparation of oral medicine 
and ointment as per the sickness. The Traditional medical knowledge will be 
passed on to her nice Ms. Jospehine Diengdoh.  

 

 

89. Smt. Donna Lyngdoh Talang, aged 40years from Lumparing village of Mylliem 
Block, East Khasi Hills District has been practicing traditional medicine since 
2010. Her treatment method includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, and 
preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis. The traditional 
medical knowledge will be passed on to Ms. Abigail Lyngdoh Talang who is her 
daughter.  

 

 

90. Dr. (Mrs) Alka Kharsati, aged 50years from Laitumkhrah village of Mylliem Block, East Khasi 
Hills District has been practicing traditional medicine since 1997. Her treatment 
methods depend on the explanation as described by the patient. Her treatment 
approach includes massaging, wounds bandaging, preparation of oral medicines 
and ointment as per the sickness. She also treats those patients through her 
chanting. Her gift of Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Mrs. 
Stephanie Fancon who is her daughter.  
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91. Shri. Hermis Nongspung, aged 58years from Langkyrding village of Mylliem 
Block, East Khasi Hills District has been practicing traditional medicine since 
1998. His treatment method includes massaging per the diagnosis. The 
traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Ms. Daiahun Nongrum who 
is his daughter.  

 

 

92. Shri. Jensing Synrem, aged 50years from Laitmynsaw village of Mylliem Block; East Khasi Hills 
District has been practicing traditional medicine since 1980. His treatment 
methods depend on the explanation as described by the patient and by sensing 
through the touch of the patient’s hands. His treatment approach includes 
massaging, wounds bandaging, preparation of oral medicine sand ointment as 
per the sickness. The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Smt. 
Betikos Dkhar who is his wife.  

 

93. Mr. Jerry War, aged 29years from Pynthorbah village of Mylliem Block, East 
Khasi Hills District has been practicing traditional medicine since 2001. His 
treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by examining and observing 
the patients. His treatment approach includes preparation of oral medicine and 
ointment as per the sickness and in some cases only chanting is being performed.  

 

94. Smt. Jopmon Nongkhlaw, aged 73years from Lumparing village of Mylliem Block, East Khasi 
Hills District has been practicing traditional medicine since 1972. Her 
treatment methods includes massaging, bandaging of wounds and preparation 
of oral medicines as per the diagnosis and in some cases only chanting is being 
performed. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her Grand-
son Mr. Micheal Nongkhlaw.  

 

95. Smt. Khrikmon Dkhar, aged 43years from Nongpiur village of Mylliem Block, 
East Khasi Hills District has been practicing traditional medicine since 2008. 
Her treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through 
touch. Her treatment approach includes massaging, chanting and preparation of 
ointment as per the diagnosis. The Traditional medical knowledge will be 
passed on to her son Mr.Rapborlang Dkhar.  

 

 

96. Smt. Krinlida Thawmuit, aged 55years from Nongpiur village of Mylliem Block, East Khasi Hills 
District has been practicing traditional medicine since 1998. His treatment 
methods depend on the explanation as described by the patients. She also  treats 
patients with snake bite. The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on 
to Mr. Mebankitlang Thawmuit and Rebanson Thawmuit who is her sons.  

 

 

 

97. Smt. Merily Talang, aged 60years from Lumparing village of Mylliem Block, East 
Khasi Hills District has been practicing traditional medicine since 2003. Her 
treatment method includes massaging and preparation of oral medicines as per 
the diagnosis. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her Grand-
daughter Ms.Gracie Nora Talang.  
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98. Smt. Nesly Talang, aged 45years from Lumparing village of Mylliem Block, East 
Khasi Hills District has been practicing traditional medicine since 2010. Her 
treatment method includes preparation of oral medicines and ointment as per the 
diagnosis. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her daughter 
Ms. Heiwasankaru Talang.  

 
 

99. Shri. Phrom Dkhar, aged 78years from Nongpiur village of Mylliem Block; East Khasi Hills 
District has been practicing traditional medicine since 1968. His treatment 
method of diagnosis of various ailments is by observing the patients. His 
treatment approach includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of 
oral medicines and ointment as per the sickness and in some cases only 
chanting is being performed. His gift of Traditional medical knowledge will be 
passed on to his daughter Ms.Erialda lyngdoh.  

 

 

100. Smt. Piu Dkhar, aged 43years from Nongpiur village of Mylliem Block; East 
Khasi Hills District has been practicing traditional medicine since 2008. His 
treatment methods depend on the explanation as described by the patient. His 
treatment approach includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of 
oral medicines and ointment as per the sickness. She also treats those patients 
through his chanting. Her gift of Traditional medical knowledge will be passed 
on to Ms. Emisha Dkhar who is his daughter.  

 

 

101. Smt. Prisclla Dkhar, aged 58years from Lumshyiap,Langkyrding village of Mylliem Block; East 
Khasi Hills District has been practicing traditional medicine since 1975. Her 
treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through the 
touch of the patient’s feet. Her treatment approach includes massaging, 
bandaging of wounds, preparation of oral medicines and ointment as per the 
sickness and in some cases only chanting is being performed. The Traditional 
medical knowledge will be passed on to her sister Mrs. Probina Dkhar and her 
niece Ms. Shimtihun Dkhar.  

 

 

102. Smt. Pristina Kharkongor, aged 78years from Lumshyiap, Langkyrding village 
of Mylliem Block; East Khasi Hills District has been practicing traditional 
medicine since 1970. Her treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is 
by sensing through touch. Her treatment approach includes massaging, 
bandaging of wounds and in some cases only chanting is being performed. Her 
gift of Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his son Mr. Eddie 
Fonsius Kharkongor.  

 

 

103. Shri. Romeo Mawrie, aged 77years from Lumparing village of of Mylliem Block; East Khasi Hills 
District has been practicing traditional medicine since 1968. His treatment 
method includes preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per the 
diagnosis. He also treats those patients through his chanting. The traditional 
medical knowledge will be passed on to Ms. Pynsuklang kurkalang who is his 
daughter.  
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104. Mr. Synshar Umdor, aged 27years from Baniun village of Mylliem Block; East 
Khasi Hills District has been practicing traditional medicine since 2018. His 
treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by looking at the signs. 
His treatment approach includes bandaging of wounds, preparation of 
ointment as per the diagnosis. His gift of Traditional medical knowledge will 
be passed on to his brother Mr. Khamdonlang Umdor.  

 
 

105. Shri. Trikshon Dkhar, aged 69years from Nongpiur village of Mylliem Block; East Khasi Hills 
District has been practicing traditional medicine since 1993. His treatment 
method of diagnosis of various ailments is by observing the patients and 
sensing through touch. His treatment approach includes massaging, bandaging 
of wounds, preparation of oral medicines and ointment as per the diagnosis.  

 

 

 

106. Smt. Wonderful Shabong, aged 53 years from Pynthorbah village of Mylliem Block; East Khasi 
Hills District has been practicing traditional medicine since 2015. His treatment method includes 
massaging, bandaging of wounds, and preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per the 
diagnosis.  

 
 

PYNURSLA BLOCK 

 

107. Shri. Batkupar Suting, aged 48years from Mawpran village of Pynurlsa Block; 
East Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 1998. 
His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by observing the 
patients and sensing through touch. His treatment approach includes 
massaging, bandaging and preparation of oral medicines and ointment as per 
the sickness and in some cases only chanting is being performed. The 
Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his son Mr.Tosman 
Binan. 

 

 

108. Smt. Enjelabon Khongngai, aged 66years from Lapalang village of Pynurlsa Block; East Khasi 
Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 1992. Her 
treatment methods depend on the explanation as described by the patient. Her 
treatment approach includes massaging, preparation of oral medicines and 
ointment as per the sickness. She also treats those patients through her 
chanting. Her gift of Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Ms. 
Ribatngen Khongngai who is her daughter.  

 

 

109. Shri. Esar Ryngskai, aged 51years from Nongskhen village of Pynurlsa Block; 
East Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 1993. 
His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through 
the touch of the patient’s hand and sensing through touch. His treatment 
approach includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, prescription of oral 
medicine and ointment as per the sickness. The Traditional medical 
knowledge will be passed on to his wife Ms.Philda Iawran.  
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110. Smt. Hiarmon Khongjoh, aged 52years from Langkawet village of Pynurlsa 
Block; East Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 
2008.  Her treatment methods depend on the explanation as described by the 
patient. Her treatment approach include wounds bandaging, preparation of 
oral medicines as per the sickness. Her gift of Traditional medical knowledge 
will be passed on to Ms. Ribakmen Khongjoh who is his daughter.  

 

 

111. Shri. Higherson Khongsar, aged 51years from Nohwet village of Pynurlsa Block; East Khasi Hills 
District has been practising traditional medicine since 2017. His treatment 
methods depend on the explanation as described by the patient. His treatment 
approach includes massaging and preparation of oral medicines as per the 
sickness. His gift of Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Mr. 
Jilis Khongkrong who is his son.  

 

 

 

112. Shri. Joinsar Mawiong, aged 35years from Tiengkei village of Pynurlsa Block; 
East Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2008. 
His treatment methods depend on the explanation as described by the patient. 
His treatment approach includes massaging, bandaging of wounds and 
preparation of oral medicines and ointment as per the sickness. His gift of 
Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Mr. Bandaplang 
Khongstied who is his son. 

 
 

113. Shri. Jrut Tynsong, aged 43years from Tengkei village of Pynurlsa Block; East Khasi Hills District 
has been practising traditional medicine since 2008. His treatment methods 
depend on the explanation as described by the patient. His treatment approach 
include massaging, wounds bandaging, preparation of oral medicines and 
ointment as per the sickness. He also treats those patients through his 
chanting. His gift of Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to 
Mr.Taialin Khongmuit who is his son.   

 
 
114. Smt. Jwela Khongthoh, aged 64years from Urksew village of Pynurlsa Block; 

East Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 1990. 
Her treatment methods depend on the explanation as described by the patient. 
Her treatment approach includes preparation of oral medicines and ointment 
as per the diagnosis. Her gift of Traditional medical knowledge will be passed 
on to Mr. Romesh Kumar Rawot who is her husband.  

 

 

115. Shri. Kabriel Marbaniang, aged 60years from Tenriang village of Pynurlsa Block; East Khasi Hills 
District has been practising traditional medicine since 1979. His treatment 
methods includes wounds bandaging, preparation of ointment and oral 
medicines as per the diagnosis and in some cases only chanting is being 
performed. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to 
Ms.Langtimai Subon who is his daughter.  
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116. Shri. Komik Khonglam, aged 50years from Langkawet village of Pynurlsa 
Block; East Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 
2008. His treatment methods depend on the explanation as described by the 
patient. His treatment approach includes wounds bandaging, preparation of 
oral medicines as per the sickness. His gift of Traditional medical knowledge 
will be passed on to Ms. Ribakmen Khongjoh who is his Grand-daughter.  

 

 

117. Shri. Kriston Thabah, aged 73years from Siatbakon village of Pynurlsa Block; East Khasi Hills 
District has been practising traditional medicine since 1988. His treatment 
methods includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of ointment 
and oral medicines as per the diagnosis and in some cases only chanting is 
being performed. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her 
Grand-daughter Ms. Loyalti Kharkiang, daughter Ms.Risa Kharshandi and 
Grand-daughter Ms. Baaijingkmen Kharshandi.  

 

 

118. Shri. Laktojen Khongmawloh, aged 67years from Mawpran Nongmadan 
village of Pynurlsa Block; East Khasi Hills District has been practising 
traditional medicine since 1998. His treatment method of diagnosis of various 
ailments is by sensing through the touch of the patient’s hands and by looking 
at the patient’s eyes. His treatment approach includes massaging and 
preparation of ointment as per the sickness. The Traditional medical 
knowledge will be passed on to his son Mr.Warson Khonglah.  

 
 

119. Shri. Marles Kshiar, aged 50years from Nongtyngur village of Pynurlsa Block; East Khasi Hills 
District has been practising traditional medicine since 1992. His treatment 
method includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, and preparation of 
ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis. The traditional medical 
knowledge will be passed on to Mr. Meban Khonglikong who is his son.  

 

 

 

120. Shri. Phiwer Sumer Mawpran, aged 45years from Mawpran village of 
Pynurlsa Block; East Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional 
medicine since 1989. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is 
by sensing through the touch of the patient’s hands and by looking at the 
patient’s eyes. His treatment approach includes wounds bandaging, and 
preparation of oral medicine and ointment as per the sickness. He also treats 
those patients through his chanting. The Traditional medical knowledge will 
be passed on to his brother Mr. Trestarwell Sumer and daughter Ms. Aitimon Khonglam.  

 
 

121. Shri. Rema Tynsong, aged 38years from Mawlam village of Pynurlsa Block; East Khasi Hills 
District has been practising traditional medicine since 2003. His treatment 
method includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, and preparation of 
ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis. The traditional medical 
knowledge will be passed on to Mr.Baptiplang Khongsdir who is his son.  
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122. Shri. Rokhih Khongthohrem, aged 62years from Nohwet village of Pynurlsa 
Block; East Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 
1970. His treatment methods depend on the explanation as described by the 
patient. His treatment approach includes preparation of oral medicines and 
ointment as per the sickness. His gift of Traditional medical knowledge will 
be passed on to Ms. Sumarhun Khongliang who is his daughter.  

 

 

123. Smt. Sibien Khongtani, aged 68years from Dongnengkit village of Pynurlsa Block; East Khasi 
Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 1984. Her 
treatment methods depend on the explanation as described by the patient. 
Her treatment approach includes preparation of oral medicines as per the 
sickness. Her gift of Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to 
Mr.Rapborlang Khongtani who is his son.  

 
 

124. Shri. Sibin Khongtim, aged 53years from Tangmang village of Pynurlsa 
Block; East Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 
1978. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing 
through touch. His treatment approach includes wounds bandaging, 
preparation of oral medicines and ointment as per the diagnosis. The 
traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Mr. Karliwell Khongtim 
who is his son.  

 

125. Shri. Terensius Thabah, aged 46years from Saitwait village of Pynurlsa Block; East Khasi Hills 
District has been practising traditional medicine since 1990. His treatment 
methods depend on the explanation as described by the patient. His treatment 
approach includes massaging, preparation of oral medicines and ointment as 
per the sickness. He also treats those patients through his chanting. His gift of 
Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Mr.Bestar Khongrom 
who is his son.  

 

126. Shri.Tolin Nengnong, aged 67years from Langkyrdem village of Pynurlsa 
Block; East Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine 
since 1998. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by 
observing the patients and sensing through touch. His treatment approach 
includes massaging, bandaging, preparation of oral medicines and ointment 
as per the sickness. The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to 
his son Mr. Watbor Mylliemngap.  

 
 

127. Smt.Tolin Nengnong, aged 54years from Pynter village of Pynurlsa Block; East Khasi Hills 
District has been practising traditional medicine since 1994. His treatment 
method of diagnosis of various ailments is by observing the patients and 
sensing through touch. His treatment approach includes bandaging, 
preparation of oral medicines and ointment as per the sickness and in some 
cases only chanting is being performed. The Traditional medical knowledge 
will be passed on to Ms. Iasohlang Umsong and Ms. Lisa Umsong who are 
her daughters.  
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128. Smt. Wahli Khongthaw, aged 70years from Rangthylliang village of Pynurlsa 
Block; East Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 
1988. Her treatment methods depend on the explanation as described by the 
patient. Her treatment approach includes preparation of oral medicines and 
ointment as per the sickness. Her gift of Traditional medical knowledge will 
be passed on to Bribon Khongthaw who is her daughters.  

 

 

SHELLA BLOCK 

 

129. Mr. Bresstar Khongwir, aged 46 years from Mawblang Mawswai/Nongthymmai Elaka of Shella 
Block (Sohra); East Khasi Hills District has been practicing traditional 
medicine since 2008. He determines his method of diagnosis after carefully 
listening to the symptoms of various ailments of his patients. His treatment 
methods include bandaging, oral medication, application of various ointments 
and pastes to the affected areas. The Traditional medical knowledge will be 
passed on to his neice Ms Iaphi Khongwir.  

 
 
130. Mr. Darwin Dkhar, aged 45 years from Umwai village of Shella Block ; East 

Khasi Hills District has been practicing traditional medicine since 2013. He 
determines his method of diagnosis after carefully listening to the symptoms 
of various ailments of his patients. His treatment methods include bandaging 
of the affected areas and prescription of oral medication of various ailments. 
The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his son Mr. 
Albinson Larngap.  

 

131. Mrs. Nosbilian Lynser, aged 60 years from Mawsahew village Shella Block (Sohra); East Khasi 
Hills District has been practicing traditional medicine since 1995. She 
determines her method of diagnosis after carefully listening to the symptoms 
of various ailments of his patients. Her treatment methods include massaging 
and bandaging of the affected area, prescription of oral medication, application 
of various ointments and pastes to the affected areas as well as performing 
various traditional chants for healing various ailments. The Traditional 
medical knowledge will be passed on to her daughter Ms. Jophika Lynser.  

 

132. Mr. Parlingdon Wanlah, aged 58 years from Mawsahew village of Shella 
Block ; East Khasi Hills District has been practicing traditional medicine since 
1978. He determines his method of diagnosis after carefully observing the 
symptoms of various ailments of his patients. His treatment methods include 
bandaging and application of various ointments and pastes to the affected 
areas. The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his son Mr. 
Shomtri  Warjri.  

 
133. Mr. Pristar Thein, aged 36 years from Laitiam Shella Block (Sohra); East Khasi Hills District has 

been practicing traditional medicine since 1998. He determines his method 
of diagnosis after carefully sensing by touch of the affected parts of the body 
of his patients. His treatment methods include bandaging and application of 
various ointments and pastes to the affected areas. The Traditional medical 
knowledge will be passed on to his sister Ms. Maruca Thein.  
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134. Mr. Rustarwell Bakai, aged 65 years from Nongwar village of Shella Block ; 
East Khasi Hills District has been practicing traditional medicine since 1980. 
He determines and diagnoses his patients through the traditional method of 
observing a few quantity of rice. His treatment methods include massaging of 
the affected area, prescription of oral medication, application of various 
ointments and pastes to the affected areas as well as performing various 
traditional chants for healing various ailments. The Traditional medical 
knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Ms. Iairilin Chyne.  

 
 

135. Mr. Shinningstar Lyngskor, aged 30 years from Umwai village Shella Block (Sohra); East Khasi 
Hills District has been practicing traditional medicine since 2003. He 
determines his method of diagnosis after carefully listening to the symptoms of 
various ailments of his patients. His treatment methods include bandaging of 
the affected areas. The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his 
father Mr. Jailin Jitem.  

 
 

136. Mr. Thiew Kharwanlang, aged 57 years from Mawkawir village of Shella 
Block ; East Khasi Hills District has been practicing traditional medicine 
since 2003. He determines his method of diagnosis after carefully sensing by 
touch of the affected parts of the body of his patients. His treatment 
methods include massaging of the affected area, prescription of oral 
medication, application of various ointments and pastes to the affected areas 
The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his  son 
Mr.Treiminot Bynnud.  

 

 

137. Mrs. Tressila wanlah, aged 55 years from Mawsahew of Shella Block (Sohra); East Khasi Hills 
District has been practicing traditional medicine since 2003. She determines 
her method of diagnosis after carefully listening to the symptoms of various 
ailments of her patients. Her treatment methods include prescription oral 
medication and application of various ointments and pastes to the affected 
areas. The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her daughter 
Ms. Ester Wanlah.  
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West Khasi Hills District 
A total of 92  Healers attended the training programme from West  Khasi Hills District. Their profiles 

are listed below:  
 

MAIRANG BLOCK 
 
138. Shri Balawan Manik Syiem, aged 34 years from Kurbah War village under 

Mairang Block, West Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional 
medicine since 2010. His treatment methods include preparation and 
prescription of oral medicines as per the diagnosis and in some cases only 
chanting is being performed. The traditional medical knowledge will be 
passed on to his daughter Ms. Ibapynhun Kurbah. 

 
 
139. Shri Gilbert Wahlang, aged 23 years is from Sangshong village of Mairang Block, West Khasi 

Hills District.  His treatment method of diagnosing the sickness depends on 
the explanation by the patient. His treatment approach includes preparation of 
oral medicines as per the sickness.  

 
 
 
140. Shri Homwel Marngar, aged 65 years from Nonglang village under Mairang 

Block, West Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine 
since 2013. His treatment methods include bandaging of the wounds and 
applying ointment in the affected areas. His gift of Traditional medical 
knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Ms. Ribajanai Lyngkhoi.  

 
141. Shri  Idro Kynshi Nongphud, aged 76 years from Nongsohmar village of Mairang Block, West 

Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 1966. His 
treatment methods include bandaging of wounds, preparation of ointment 
and oral medicines. His methods of diagnosis of various ailments are ruled 
out by listening to his patients describing their various symptoms and also 
by sensing through touch in those affected areas. The Traditional medical 
knowledge will be passed on to Mr. Sharborlin Rani who is his son.  

 
142. Shri Jrein Lyngdoh Mawnai, aged 78 years from Sangshong village of Mairang 

Block, West Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 
2003. His treatment methods include Bandaging of wounds, preparation of 
oral medicines as per the diagnosis. And in some cases chanting is also being 
performed. The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to 
Mr.Rangstar Syiemlieh who is his son. 

 
 
143.  Shri Netar Syiem, aged 52 years from Nongsohma village of Mairang Block, West Khasi Hills 

District has been practising traditional medicine since 1997. His treatment 
methods depend on the explanation as described by the patient and by 
sensing through touch. His treatment methods include massaging, 
bandaging of wounds, preparation of oral medicines and ointment as per the 
diagnosis. The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his son, 
Mr. Pynskhem Basaiawmoit.  
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144. Shri Peter Anton S. Umwi, aged 34 years from Umthlor village of Mairang 
Block, West Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 
2015. His treatment methods includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, 
preparation of  oral medicines and ointments as per the diagnosis and in some 
cases only chanting is being performed. The Traditional medical knowledge 
will be passed on to Ms. Baiarjingkmen who is his daughter.  

 
145. Shri  Phasstar Rani, aged 45 years from Sawlad village of Mairang Block, West Khasi Hills 

District has been practising traditional medicine since 1983. His treatment 
methods include preparation of oral medicines and ointments as per the 
diagnosis and in some cases chanting is being performed. The Traditional 
medical knowledge will be passed on to Mr. Jisskon Warjri who is his Son.  

 
 

146. Shri Phores Warjri, aged 52 years residing at Sangshong village of Mairang 
Block, West Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine 
since 1978. His treatment methods depend on the explanation as described 
by the patient. His treatment methods include bandaging of wounds, 
preparation of oral medicines and ointment as per the diagnosis and in 
some cases chanting is also being performed. The Traditional medical 
knowledge will be passed on to his son, Mr. Stemasing Marbaniang.  

 
 
147. Ms. Stildai Warbah, aged 57 years residing at Mawphanniew village of Mairang Block, West 

Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2016. 
Her treatment methods include bandaging of wounds, preparation of oral 
medicines and ointment as per the diagnosis and in some cases chanting is 
also being performed.  

 
 
 
 

MAWSHYNRUT BLOCK 
 
148. Smt. Bibiana Wanniang, aged 30 years from Borkhe village under 

Mawshynrut Block, West Khasi Hills District has been practising 
traditional medicine since 2017. Her treatment methods include 
preparation of oral medicines, ointments and bandaging of wounds as per 
the diagnosis. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her 
daughter., Ms. Rosesy Wanniang.  

 
 
 
149. Smt. Bluewensi Iawphniaw, aged 45 years from Nongpdeng village of Mawshynrut Block, 

West Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since the 
year 2016. Her treatment method of diagnosing the sickness depends on the 
explanation by the patient. Her treatment approach includes bandaging of 
wounds, preparation of oral medicines and ointments as per the sickness. 
Her knowledge of Traditional Medicine will be passed on to her son Mr. 
Ribonson Iawphniaw.  
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150. Smti  Dibilin Langrin, aged 46 years from Nongdaju village under 
Mawshynrut Block, West Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional 
medicine since 2013. Her treatment methods include massaging and 
preparation of oral medicines. Her gift of Traditional medical knowledge will 
be passed on to her daughter Ms. Wandalin Langrin.  

 
 

 

151. Smti Doris Wanniang, aged 49 years from Lumkyjang village of Mawshynrut Block, West 
Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2012. Her 
treatment methods include bandaging of wounds and preparation of oral 
medicines. The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Ms. 
Febfully Wanniang, who is her daughter.  

 
 
 
 
152. Shri Eldian Langrin, aged 56 years from Mawpon ’H’ village of Mawshynrut 

Block, West Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine 
since 1980. His treatment methods include massaging; Bandaging of 
wounds, preparation of oral medicines as per the diagnosis and in some cases 
chanting is also being performed. The Traditional medical knowledge will 
be passed on to Ms. Lerialda Sohshang who is his daughter.  

 
 
153. Shri  Extingdro Lyngkhoi, aged 43 years from Tynrong Sanlanpur village of Mawshynrut 

Block, West Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine 
since 1995. His treatment methods depend on the explanation as described 
by the patient and by examining the hands of the patients. His treatment 
methods include massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of oral 
medicines and ointment as per the diagnosis and chanting is also being 
performed if required. The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed 
on to his daughter Ms. Baluilui Thongni.  

 

 

154. Shri  Francise Marak, aged 36 years from Dymmuth village of 
Mawshynrut Block, West Khasi Hills District has been practising 
traditional medicine since 2011. His treatment methods includes 
bandaging of wounds, preparation of  oral medicines and ointments as per 
the diagnosis and in some cases only chanting is being performed. The 
Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Mr. Bigso Momin 
who is his son.  

 

 

155. Shri Hojimson Nongbak, aged 54 years from Badengkirit village of Mawshynrut Block, West 
Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 1998.. 
His treatment methods include massaging, bandaging of wounds, 
preparation of oral medicines and ointments as per the diagnosis and in 
some cases only chanting is being performed. The Traditional medical 
knowledge will be passed on to Mr. Leonard Sangma who is his Son.  
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156. Shri Khansingh Rengjong, aged 69 years residing at  Byndingkerit village of 
Mawshynrut Block, West Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional 
medicine since 1988. His treatment methods depend on the explanation as 
described by the patient. His treatment methods include massaging, 
bandaging of wounds, preparation of oral medicines and ointment as per the 
diagnosis. The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his son 
Mr. Deminingstar G.Momin.  

 
 
157. Shri Joke Marak, aged 63 years residing at Nongshram village of Mawshynrut Block, West 

Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 1988. 
His treatment methods include bandaging of wounds, preparation of oral 
medicines and ointment as per the diagnosis and in some cases chanting is 
also being performed.  His knowledge on traditional medicine will be 
passed on to Mr.Sapseng Sangma, who is his son.  

 
 
 
158. Shri Khweslan Wanniang, aged 54 years from Mawthylliang village under 

Mawshynrut Block, West Khasi Hills District has been practising 
traditional medicine since 2011. His treatment method includes 
massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of oral medicines and 
ointment as per the diagnosis. The traditional medical knowledge will be 
passed on to his daughter Ms.Fitilin Lyngkhoi.  

 

159. Shri  Lidisarius Thyniang, aged 30 years from Tynrong Mawsaw village of Mawshynrut Block, 
West Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 
2004. His treatment method of diagnosing the sickness depends on the 
explanation by the patient and by sensing through touch. His treatment 
approach includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, and preparation of oral 
medicines and ointments as per the sickness. The traditional medical 
knowledge will be passed on to his Sister  Smt. DionaThyrniang.  

 

 

160. Smt. Lindamery Iawphniaw, aged 53 years from Umkait village under 
Mawshynrut Block, West Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional 
medicine since 1988. Her treatment method includes massaging, bandaging 
of wounds, and preparation of oral medicines and ointments as per the 
sickness. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her daughter 
Ms. Marywanbok Iawphniaw.  

 

161. Shri Menroi Kharsyntiew, aged 56 years from Mawthylliang village of Mawshynrut Block, 
West Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 
2010. His treatment methods include bandaging of wounds, massaging, 
preparation of ointment and oral medicines. His methods of diagnosis of 
various ailments are ruled out by listening to his patients describing their 
various symptoms and also by sensing through touch in those affected 
areas. The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to 
Ms.Pyndapshisha who is his daughter.  
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162. Shri  Nicholas Lyngdoh, aged 41 years from Umkait village of Mawshynrut 
Block, West Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine 
since 2016. His treatment methods include Bandaging of wounds, 
preparation of oral medicines as per the diagnosis. The Traditional medical 
knowledge will be passed on to Ms. Banrihun Iawphniaw, who is his 
daughter.  

 

163. Shri  Phlimshon Thongni, aged 45 years from Tynrong riangkhon village of Mawshynrut 
Block, West Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine 
since 1993. His treatment methods depend on the explanation as 
described by the patient and by sensing through touch. His treatment 
approach includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of oral 
medicines and ointment as per the diagnosis. The Traditional medical 
knowledge will be passed on to his son Mr. Kerphul Thongiong.  

 
 
 
164. Smt. Probina Kharbani, aged 53 years from Mawpon village under 

Mawshynrut Block, West Khasi Hills District has been practising 
traditional medicine since 2007. Her treatment methods depend on the 
explanation as described by the patient. Her treatment methods includes, 
bandaging of wounds, preparation of oral medicines as per the sickness. 
The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her daughter 
Ms.Ridalin Kharbani.  

 

165. Smti Rubyrose Iawphniaw, aged 30 years from Umkait village under Mawshynrut Block, West 
Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2014. 
Her treatment methods depend on the explanation described by the patient 
and by looking at the signs and symptoms. Her treatment methods include 
bandaging of wounds and preparation of oral medicines. Her gift of 
Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her son Mr.Banteibok 
Iawphniaw.  

 
166. Smti  Shimdalin Wanniang, aged 33 years from Lumkynjang village under 

Mawshynrut Block, West Khasi Hills District has been practising 
traditional medicine since 2010. Her treatment methods depend on the 
explanation described by the patient and by looking at the signs and 
symptoms. Her treatment methods include bandaging of wounds and 
preparation of oral medicines. Her gift of Traditional medical knowledge 
will be passed on to her daughter Ms. Airihun Wanniang.  

 
 
167. Shri  Spikshon Thongni, aged 57  years from Tynrong Riangkhon village of Mawshynrut 

Block, West Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine 
since 2012. His treatment methods depend on the explanation described by 
the patient and by sensing through touch. His treatment approach includes 
massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of oral medicines and ointment 
as per the diagnosis. The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to 
his son Mr. Nikstar Lyngkhoi.  
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168. Smt. Thrialtibiris Lyngkhoi, aged 49 years from Tynrong Riangkhon 
village under Mawshynrut Block, West Khasi Hills District has been 
practising traditional medicine since 2002. Her treatment methods depend 
on the explanation described by the patient and by observing the patient. 
Her treatment method includes massaging, preparation of oral medicines as 
per the sickness. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her 
son Mr. Faithfully Lyngkhoi.  

 
169. Shri Tikilson Momin, aged 63 years from Nongshram village of Mawshynrut Block, West 

Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2008. His 
treatment methods include preparation of oral medicines. His methods of 
diagnosis of various ailments are ruled out by listening to his patients 
describing their various symptoms and also by sensing through touch in 
those affected areas. The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to 
Ms. Kremius Sangma who is his daughter.  

 

170. Shri  Willman Sanglin, aged 60 years from Mawsaw village of Mawshynrut 
Block, West Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine 
since 1983. His methods of diagnosis of various ailments are ruled out by 
listening to his patients describing their various symptoms and also by 
sensing through touch in those affected areas.  His treatment methods 
include Massaging, Bandaging of wounds, and preparation of oral 
medicinesand ointments as per the diagnosis. The Traditional medical 
knowledge will be passed on to Mr.Kmistrewdinglang Marwein who is his son.  

 
 

MAWTHADRAISHAN BLOCK 
 
171. Ms. Airindaris Sohshang, aged 35 years from Shohphria village under Mawthadraishan Block, 

West Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 
20.06.2000. Her treatment methods include preparation of oral medicines as 
per the diagnosis. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to 
her daughter Ms. Ibandari Sohshang.  

 

 

 

172. Mr. Badonboklang Pariong, aged 20 years from Mawiawet village of 
Mawthadraishan Block, West Khasi Hills District has been practising 
traditional medicine since 2018. His treatment methods include Bandaging of 
wounds, preparation of ointments as per the diagnosis.  

 
 
 
173. Smti  Drissimai Kharbani, aged 58 years from Nongdaju village under Mawthadraishan Block, 

West Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 
1996. Her treatment methods depend on the explanation as described by 
the patient and by sensing through touch. Her treatment methods include 
massaging, bandaging of wounds and preparation of oral medicines and 
ointments. Her  gift of Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to 
her daughter Ms. Intilin Kharbani.  
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174. Smti Emilin Lyngkhoi, aged 44 years from Shohphria village of 
Mawthadraishan Block, West Khasi Hills District has been practising 
traditional medicine since 2018. Her treatment methods include preparation 
of oral medicines. The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to 
Ms. Iahunlang Lyngkhoi, who is her daughter.  

 

 

175. Mr. Grossfull Pariong, aged 50 years from Mawkamoit village of Mawthadraishan Block, West 
Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 1998. 
His treatment methods include massaging, Bandaging of wounds, 
preparation of oral medicines as per the diagnosis and in some cases 
chanting is also being performed. The Traditional medical knowledge will 
be passed on to Smti Lucygracia Nongkhud his daughter.  

 
 
 
176. Ms. Jinia Kharsyntiew, aged 38 years from Shohphria village under 

Mawthadraishan Block, West Khasi Hills District has been practising 
traditional medicine since 2015. Her  treatment methods depend on the 
explanation  described by the patient and by sensing through touch. Her 
treatment methods include bandaging of wounds, preparation of oral 
medicines as per the sickness. The traditional medical knowledge will be 
passed on to her daughter, Ms. Banshemphang Kharsyntiew.  

 

 

177. Ms. Jnget Sohshang, aged 59 years from Shohphria village of Mawthadraishan Block, West 
Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 1990. 
Her treatment methods depend on the explanation described by the patient 
and by sensing through touch. Her treatment method includes massaging, 
bandaging of wounds, and preparation of oral medicines as per the sickness. 
The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her son  Mr. 
Barnabas Sohshang.  

 
 
178. Smti  Justina Marwein, aged 59 years from Wahliewlong village under 

Mawthadraishan Block, West Khasi Hills District has been practising 
traditional medicine since 2015. Her treatment methods depend on the 
explanation described by the patient and by looking at the signs and 
symptoms that the patient shows. Her treatment methods include 
massaging, bandaging of wounds and preparation of oral medicines. Her 
gift of Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her daughter 
Ms. Manisha Marwein.  

 
 

179. Smti. Kiolinda Kharbani, aged 24 years from Mawiawet  village under Mawthadraishan Block, 
West Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 
2018. Her treatment methods include massaging, bandaging of wounds 
and preparation of oral medicines and ointments. Her knowledge on 
traditional medicine will be passed on to her husband, Mr. Johanan 
Ryndem.  
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180. Ms. Krel Marshiangbai, aged 60 years from Laitkseh village under 
Mawthadraishan Block, West Khasi Hills District has been practising 
traditional medicine since 1988. Her treatment method includes 
massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of oral medicines and 
ointments as per the sickness and chanting is also performed if required. 
The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her daughter., Ms. 
Dasisilin Marshiangbai.  

 
181. Smti  Lajoplin Lyngkhoi, aged 24 years from Shohphria village under Mawthadraishan Block, 

West Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 
2018. Her treatment methods depend on the explanation described by the 
patient and by looking and observing at the signs and symptoms. Her 
treatment methods include preparation of oral medicines. Her gift of 
Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her sister  Ms. Ganess 
Lyngkhoi.  

 

182. Mr. Mestar Dieng Ramsiej, aged 38 years from Mynni mawbri village of 
Mawthadraishan Block, West Khasi Hills District has been practising 
traditional medicine since 2010. His treatment method of diagnosing the 
sickness depends on the explanation by the patient and by sensing through 
touch. His treatment approach includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, 
preparation of oral medicines and ointments as per the sickness and 
chanting are also performed in some cases. The traditional medical 
knowledge will be passed on to his son, Joshua Kharbani.  

 
 

183. Mr. Mosstarlin Wahlang, aged 55 years from Shohphria village of 
Mawthadraishan Block, West Khasi Hills District has been practising 
traditional medicine since 1998. His treatment methods include massaging, 
Bandaging of wounds, preparation of oral medicines as per the diagnosis 
and in some cases chanting is also being performed. The Traditional 
medical knowledge will be passed on to Tresful Khardewsaw.  

 

 

184. Smti  Phirmai Marshiangbai, aged 58 years from Upper Laitkseh village 
under Mawthadraishan Block, West Khasi Hills District has been 
practising traditional medicine since 1997. Her treatment methods depend 
on the explanation described by the patient and by sensing through touch. 
Her treatment methods include massaging, bandaging of wounds, and 
preparation of oral medicines and in some cases chanting is also performed. 
Her gift of Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her 
Daughter, Ms. Jacinta Marngar.  

 
 
185. Mr. Phondar Sahshang, aged 43 years from Upper Laitkseh village of Mawthadraishan Block, 

West Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 
1998. His treatment methods include Bandaging of wounds, preparation 
of ointments as per the diagnosis and in some cases chanting is also 
performed. The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Mr. 
Albingstar Marngar, who is his son.  
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186. Mr. Phraltolin Kharbani, aged 32 years from Mawiawet village of 
Mawthadraishan Block, West Khasi Hills District has been practising 
traditional medicine since 2016. His treatment methods depend on the 
explanation as described by the patient. His treatment approach includes 
bandaging of wounds, preparation of oral medicines and ointment as per the 
diagnosis. The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his wife, 
Ms. Miltona Nongsiej.  

 
 
187. Ms. Phrida Marshiangbai, aged 56 years from Shohphria village under Mawthadraishan Block, 

West Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 
2010. Her treatment method includes massaging as per the sickness. The 
traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her daughter Ms. Arti 
Marshiangbai.  

 
 
 
188. Smti  Phris Kharbani, aged 33 years from Mawiawet village under 

Mawthadraishan Block, West Khasi Hills District has been practising 
traditional medicine since 2018. Her treatment methods depend on the 
explanation described by the patient and by looking and observing at the 
signs and symptoms. Her treatment methods include preparation of oral 
medicines and ointments. Her gift of Traditional medical knowledge will 
be passed on to her son Mr. Lidishan Kharbani.  

 

189. Smti  Rismara Pariong, aged 40 years from Shohphria village under Mawthadraishan Block, 
West Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 
1994.  Her treatment methods include bandaging of wounds. Her gift of 
Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her daughter Ms. 
Aidamery Pariong.  

 
 
 
190. Mr.  Ruslanding Mawtyllup, aged 41  years from Mawiohwet village of 

Mawthadraishan Block, West Khasi Hills District has been practising 
traditional medicine since 2003. His treatment methods depend on the 
explanation described by the patient and by sensing through touch. His 
treatment approach includes bandaging of wounds, preparation of oral 
medicines and ointment as per the diagnosis and chanting is also performed 
in some cases. The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his 
son, Mr.. Donestar Kharbani.  

 
191. Mr. Sbining Pariong, aged 48 years from Wahliewlong village of Mawthadraishan Block, West 

Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 1983. 
His methods of diagnosis of various ailments are ruled out by listening to 
his patients describing their various symptoms and also by sensing through 
touch in those affected areas.  His treatment methods include Bandaging of 
wounds, preparation of oral medicines and ointments as per the diagnosis. 
The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Smti Baidaris 
Marwein who is his daughter.  
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192. Mr. Teklin Thabah, aged 64 years from Umkrem village of 
Mawthadraishan Block, West Khasi Hills District has been practising 
traditional medicine since 1978. His treatment methods include 
massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of oral medicines and 
ointments and in some cases only chanting is performed. His methods of 
diagnosis of various ailments are ruled out by listening to his patients 
describing their various symptoms and also by sensing through touch in 
those affected areas. The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Son, Mr. 
Okolshen Bani.  

 

193. Smti  Twilmaris Kharbani, aged 45 years from Mawiawet village under Mawthadraishan Block, 
West Khasi Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 
2018. Her treatment methods depend on the explanation described by the 
patient and by sensing through touch. Her treatment methods include 
massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of oral medicines and 
ointments. Her  gift of Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to 
her sister, Smti Messtilda Kharbani.  

 

 
NONGSTOIN BLOCK 

 
194. Shri. Asdingland Mawlieh aged 53 years from Shiahtangbah village of 

Nongstoin Block; West Khasi Hills has been practising traditional medicine 
since 1976. His treatment methods include bandaging of wounds, 
preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis. The 
traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his son Dibailin 
Sangriang.  

 
195. Shri. Bringwell Marthong 45 years from Mawthaw Rambrai village of Nongstoin Block, West 

Khasi Hills has been practising traditional medicine since 1994. His 
treatment methods include bandaging of wounds, preparation of ointment 
and oral medicines as per the diagnosis. The traditional medicinal 
knowledge will be passed on to his children  Lamphrang Lyngkhoi & 
Batskhem Marthong.  

 
 
 
196. Shri. Brokiy Sailendar Syiem aged 53 years from Mawpun village of 

Nongstoin Block; West Khasi Hills has been practising traditional medicine 
since 2016. His treatment methods include preparation of ointment and oral 
medicines as per the diagnosis. The traditional medicinal knowledge will be 
passed on to his brothers Kynsai june Syiem and Sunshine Syiem.  

 
 
197. Shri. Kasper Sangriang aged 60 years from Umsiej village of Nongstoin Block, West Khasi 

Hills has been practising traditional medicine since 2013. His treatment 
methods include bandaging of wounds, preparation of ointment and oral 
medicines as per the diagnosis. The traditional medicinal knowledge will be 
passed on to his daughter Donia Lyngkhoi.  
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198. Shri. Dimar Riangshiang aged 45 years from Maweit village of Nongstoin 
Block; West Khasi Hills has been practising traditional medicine since 
1990. His treatment methods include preparation of ointment and oral 
medicines as per the diagnosis. The traditional medicinal knowledge will be 
passed on to his son  Rajesh Kharbani.  

 
 
199. Smt Dwerlina Jyrwa aged 53 years from Diskiang village of Nongstoin Block; West Khasi 

Hills has been practising traditional medicine since 1993. Her treatment 
methods include preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per the 
diagnosis. Her traditional medicinal knowledge will be passed on to her 
daughter  Banrihun Jyrwa.  

 
 
200. Shri. Elvis Byrsat aged 34 years from Camino Mawblang village of 

Nongstoin Block; West Khasi Hills has been practising traditional medicine 
since 2016. His treatment methods include bandaging of wounds, 
preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis. The 
traditional medicinal knowledge will be passed on to his son Kmenlang 
Langrin.  

 
201. Shri. Enbiyousstar Mawblei aged 25 years from Nonglang Kynrud, Mairang village of 

Nongstoin Block; West Khasi Hills has been practising traditional medicine 
since 2006. His treatment methods include massaging, bandaging of 
wounds, and preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per the 
diagnosis. The traditional medicinal knowledge will be passed on to his wife  
Aitihun Syiem.    

 
 

202. Smt. Entrimai Shyrkon aged 42 years from Nongshyrkon(A)village of 
Nongstoin Block, West Khasi Hills has been practising traditional 
medicine since 2015. Her treatment methods include preparation of 
ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis. Her traditional medicinal 
knowledge will be passed on to her daughter Ibapyntngen Shyrkon.  

 
 
203. Shri. Genesistar Blah aged 36 years from Mawkawah village of Nongstoin Block, West Khasi 

Hills has been practising traditional medicine since 1996. His treatment 
methods include massaging, bandaging of wounds, and preparation of 
ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis and in some cases 
chanting is being performed. The traditional medicinal knowledge will be 
passed on to his nephew Nampherkupar Blah.  

 
 
204. Shri. Jiedstarness Khariingbah aged 26 years from Umsiej village of 

Nongstoin Block; West Khasi Hills has been practising traditional medicine 
since 2010. His treatment methods include messaging and bandaging of 
wounds. His traditional medicinal knowledge will be passed on to his son 
Wadjingshai Lyngkhoi.  
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205. Shri. Jinda Nianglang aged 48 years from Longdagung village of Nongstoin 
Block; West Khasi Hills has been practising traditional medicine since 
1993. His treatment methods include massaging, bandaging of wounds, and 
preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis and in 
some cases chanting is being performed. The traditional medicinal 
knowledge will be passed on to his son Denis Kharbani.  

 
206. Shri. Karlus Nongspung aged 68 years from Mawrok Mawbihbah village of Nongstoin Block; 

West Khasi Hills has been practising traditional medicine since 1993. His 
treatment methods include messaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of 
ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis. The traditional medicinal 
knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Mariana Paliar.  

 
 
 
207. Shri. Kenyphonsius Thyrniang aged 27 years from Marshan village of 

Nongstoin Block; West Khasi Hills has been practising traditional medicine 
since 2017. His treatment methods include massaging, bandaging of wounds, 
and preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis. The 
traditional medicinal knowledge will be passed on to his son   Nicky 
NellsonThongni.  

 
208. Shri. Khangsingh Nongphud aged 48 years from Nongpathar village of Nongstoin Block; 

West Khasi Hills has been practising traditional medicine since 2014. His 
treatment methods include bandaging of wounds, and preparation of 
ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis and in some cases chanting 
is being performed. The traditional medicinal knowledge will be passed on 
to his son   Will pital Nongsiang.  

 
 

209. Shri. Kherupsingh Thabah aged 31 years from Nonglwai(Nongstoin) village of 
Nongstoin Block, West Khasi Hills has been practising traditional medicine 
since 2011. His treatment methods includ bandaging of wounds and 
preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis and in some 
cases chanting is being performed. The traditional medicinal knowledge will be 
passed on to his wife Emi Jyndiang.  

 
210. Shri. Klostar Pariong aged 48 years from Belkhariang Nongkrem village of Nongstoin Block; 

West Khasi Hills has been practising traditional medicine since 1980. His 
treatment methods include massaging, bandaging of wounds, and 
preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis. The 
traditional medicinal knowledge will be passed on to his wife Shaktima 
Nonglait.  

 
 
211. Shri. Kmistriewlanding Marwein aged 40 years from Tihbah village of 

Nongstoin Block; West Khasi Hills has been practising traditional medicine 
since 2005. His treatment methods include preparation of ointment and 
oral medicines as per the diagnosis. The traditional medicinal knowledge 
will be passed on to his daughter Bansabet Iawphniaw.  
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212. Shri. Lamphranglin Nongsiej aged 52 years from Khliehmawlieh village of 
Nongstoin Block; West Khasi Hills has been practising traditional medicine 
since 1965. His treatment methods include bandaging of wounds, 
preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis. The 
traditional medicinal knowledge will be passed on to his daughter  
Banpyniarlang Blah.  

 
 
213. Smt Lindaris Kharbani aged 40 years from Maweit village of Nongstoin Block, West Khasi 

Hills has been practising traditional medicine since 2017. Her treatment 
methods include bandaging of wounds and preparation oral medicines as 
per the diagnosis. The traditional medicinal knowledge will be passed on 
to her daughter Blessme Kharbani.  

 
 
214. Smt Lindaris Nongkynrih aged 45 years from Maweit village of Nongstoin 

Block, West Khasi Hills has been practising traditional medicine since 2016. 
Her treatment methods include bandaging of wounds and preparation of 
oral medicines as per the diagnosis. The traditional medicinal knowledge 
will be passed on to her daughter Eladondor Nongkynrih.  

 
 
215. Smt Omlina Tyndiang aged 47 years from Tynrong Wahladew village of Nongstoin Block, 

West Khasi Hills has been practising traditional medicine since 2016. Her 
treatment methods include messaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of 
ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis and in some cases chanting 
is being performed. The traditional medicinal knowledge will be passed on to 
her Son Teinam Jyndiang.  

 
 
216. Shri. Manas Dkhar aged 25 years from Ummer village of Nongstoin Block, 

West Khasi Hills has been practising traditional medicine since 2017. His 
treatment methods include bandaging of wounds, preparation of ointment 
and oral medicines as per the diagnosis and in some cases chanting is being 
performed. The traditional medicinal knowledge will be passed on to his 
sister Manosha Dkhar.  

 
217. Shri. Orlan Thongni aged 58 years from Sohpian village of Nongstoin Block, West Khasi 

Hills has been practising traditional medicine since 1993. His treatment 
methods include messaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of ointment 
and oral medicines as per the diagnosis. The traditional medicinal 
knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Albina Lyngdoh.  

 
 
218. Shri. Phelik Thongni aged 40 years from Nongsohpian village of Nongstoin 

Block, West Khasi Hills has been practising traditional medicine since 2011. 
His treatment methods include messaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation 
of ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis and in some cases 
chanting is being performed. The traditional medicinal knowledge will be 
passed on to his daughter Rita  Marngar.  
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219. Shri. Phransis Myrthong aged 56 years from Nongliwai II village of 
Nongstoin Block, West Khasi Hills has been practising traditional medicine 
since 1998. His treatment methods include bandaging of wounds and 
preparation of ointment. The traditional medicinal knowledge will be passed 
on to his daughter Martina  Rmen.  

 
 
220. Smt Shidaris Kharjahrin aged 20 years from Tynrong Wahladew village of Nongstoin Block, 

West Khasi Hills has been practising traditional medicine since 2016. Her 
treatment methods include preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per 
the diagnosis. The traditional medicinal knowledge will be passed on to her 
brother Reebok Kharjahrin.  

 
 
 
221. Smt Shimtiris Jyndiang aged 42 years from Tynrong Wahladew village of 

Nongstoin Block, West Khasi Hills has been practising traditional medicine 
since 2015. Her treatment methods include preparation of ointment and oral 
medicines as per the diagnosis. The traditional medicinal knowledge will be 
passed on to her Son Shemphang Jyndiang.  

 
 
222. Shri. Spasterlin Nongrem aged 39 years from Nongliwai II village of Nongstoin Block, West 

Khasi Hills has been practising traditional medicine since 2014. His 
treatment methods include bandaging of wounds , preparation of ointment 
and oral medicines as per the diagnosis. The traditional medicinal 
knowledge will be passed on to his son Rebuildson Tympuin.  

 
 
 
223. Shri. Welbestone Warjri aged 39 years from Markasa (Tiehsaw Khyllem) 

village of Nongstoin Block, West Khasi Hills has been practising traditional 
medicine since 2014. His treatment methods include preparation of ointment 
and oral medicines as per the diagnosis. The traditional medicinal knowledge 
will be passed on to his daughter Ariana  Maeshiengbai.  

 
224. Shri. Osarly Wahlang aged 59 years from Mawiong Lumsyntiew village of Nongstoin Block, 

West Khasi Hills has been practising traditional medicine since 1990. His 
treatment methods include bandaging of wounds, preparation of ointment 
and oral medicines as per the diagnosis. The traditional medicinal knowledge 
will be passed on to his son Banshanlang Marboh.  

 
 
225. Shri. Kworly Marshariang aged 40 years from Umsiej village of Nongstoin 

Block, West Khasi Hills has been practising traditional medicine since 2010. 
His treatment methods include massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation 
of ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis. The traditional 
medicinal knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Rihunshisha Syiem.  
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226. Smt Milinda Dkhar aged 45 years from Langlieh village of Nongstoin Block, 
West Khasi Hills has been practising traditional medicine since 1998. Her 
treatment methods include massaging and in some cases chanting is being 
performed. The traditional medicinal knowledge will be passed on to her 
daughter Welldaris Dkhar.  

 
 
227. Shri. Lendar Langrin aged 55 years from Nongrangka village of Nongstoin Block, West Khasi 

Hills has been practising traditional medicine since 1993. His treatment 
methods include massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of ointment 
and oral medicines as per the diagnosis and in some cases chanting is being 
performed. The traditional medicinal knowledge will be passed on to his 
son Phransi Mawsor.  

 
 
228. Smt Twicesilda Syiemlieh aged 42 years from Tynrong Wahladew village of 

Nongstoin Block, West Khasi Hills has been practising traditional medicine 
since 2005. Her treatment methods include massaging and bandaging of 
wounds. The traditional medicinal knowledge will be passed on to her 
daughter Baltiris Syiemlieh.  

 
 
 
229. Shri. Phringstar Dkhar aged 50 years from Wahlyngdoh village of Nongstoin Block; West 

Khasi Hills has been practising traditional medicine since 2013. His 
treatment methods include massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of 
ointments and oral medicines as per the diagnosis and in some cases chanting 
is being performed. The traditional medicinal knowledge will be passed on to 
his son Pilius Nongspung.  
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South West Khasi Hills District 
A total of 54  Healers attended the training programme from South West Khasi Hills district. Their 

profiles are listed below:  
 

MAWKYRWAT BLOCK 

 

230. Shri. Calvin Shylla, and also a teacher aged 46 years from Mawten village of 
Mawkyrwat Block; South West Khasi Hills has been practicing traditional 
medicine since 1985.  His treatment methods include massaging, bandaging of 
wounds, preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis. His 
other method of treatment includes child birth. The traditional medicinal 
knowledge will be passed on to his son Herbertson Lyngkhoi.  

 

231. Shri. Dbios Shangdiar, aged 50 years from Mawbidong village of Mawkyrwat Block, South 
West Khasi Hills Pilius Nongspung since 1988. His treatment methods 
include massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of ointment and oral 
medicines as per the diagnosis. The traditional medicinal knowledge will be 
passed on to his nephew Apstarmon shangdiar.  

 
 
 
232. Shri. Dellington Shylla aged 65 years from Phlangkynshimihngi village of 

Mawkyrwat Block, South west khasi hills District has been practicing 
traditional medicine since 1974. His treatment methods include massaging, 
bandaging of wounds, preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per the 
diagnosis. The traditional medicinal knowledge will be passed on to his niece 
Philapynlum shylla.  

 
233. Shri. Dison Shira, and also a  farmer aged 63 years from Mawrap village of Mawkyrwat Block, 

South west khasi hill District has been practicing traditional medicine since 
1995. His treatment methods include massaging, bandaging of wounds, 
preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis. The 
traditional medicinal knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Khristina 
snaitang.  
 

 
234. Shri. Donbokshon Lyngkhoi, aged 42 years from Mawten village of 

Mawkyrwat Block, South West Khasi Hills District has been practicing 
traditional medicine since 2008. His treatment methods include massaging, 
bandaging of wounds, preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per the 
diagnosis. The traditional medicinal knowledge will be passed on to his 
daughter Thygreceya Lyngdoh Marshilong.  

 
 
235. Shri. Drelly Lyngdoh, aged 56 years from Wahsiej village of Mawkyrwat  Block, South West 

Khasi Hills has been practicing traditional medicine since1998. His treatment 
methods includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of ointment 
and oral medicines as per the diagnosis and in some cases chanting is being 
performed. The traditional medicinal knowledge will be passed on to his 
children Smt. Philasiewdor Kharjahrin and shri Badondor Kharjahrin.  
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236. Smt  Dwirdolin Thongni , aged 63 years from  Wahsiej  village of  
Mawkyrwat Block,  South West Khasi Hills has been practicing traditional 
medicine since 2004. Her treatment methods include massaging, preparation of 
ointment and in some cases only chanting is being performed. The traditional 
medicinal knowledge will be passed on to her daughter   IbalakyntiewThongni.  

 
 
237. Smt  Emelian Nongsiej, aged 46 years from Domjyrti village of Mawkyrwat Block, South West 

Khasi Hills District has been practicing traditional medicine since 1992. Her 
treatment methods include massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of 
ointment and oral medicines. The traditional medicinal knowledge will be 
passed on to Smt Mebanri Nongsiej who is her daughter.  
 

 

238. Smt  Evangelis Shylla, aged 28 years from Nonglang village of Mawkyrwat  
Block, South West Khasi Hills has been practicing traditional medicine since 
2013. Her treatment methods include bandaging of wounds and applying 
ointment. Her traditional medicinal knowledge will be passed on to Stevenson 
Shylla who is her son.  

 
 
239. Shri. Everners L. Ryngaid aged 44 years from Mawthawpdah village of Mawkyrwat Block; South 

West Khasi Hills has been practicing traditional medicine since 2010. His 
treatment methods include bandaging of wounds and oral medicines as per the 
diagnosis. The traditional medicinal knowledge will be passed on to his son 
Banshaibok Sawriang.  
 
 

 
240. Smt. H.L. Thongni, aged 47 years from Rohbah village of Mawkyrwat Block, 

South West Khasi Hills has been practicing traditional medicine since 1984. Her 
treatment methods include massaging, bandaging of wounds and applying 
ointment. The traditional medicinal knowledge will be passed on to  her 
daughter Smt  Mecci Thongni.  

 
 
241. Shri. Herbertson Lyngkhoi, aged 16 years from Mawten village of Mawkyrwat Block, South 

West Khasi Hills. His treatment methods includes massaging, bandaging of 
wounds, preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis and 
in some cases only chanting is being performed.  
 
 
 

 
242. Smt. Iohlinda Kharraswai, aged 23 years from Mawten village of Mawkyrwat 

Block, South West Khasi Hills District has been practicing traditional medicine 
since 2015. Her treatment methods include bandaging of wounds and 
preparation of ointment. Her traditional medicinal knowledge will be passed on 
to her niece Baphilahun Kharraswai.  
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243. Smt. Kalbitira Kharraswai, aged 37 years from Nonglang village of Mawkyrwat 
Block, South West Khasi Hills has been practicing traditional medicine since 
2014. Her treatment methods include bandaging of wounds, preparation of 
ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis. The traditional medicinal 
knowledge will be passed on to her niece Ribanisha Kharraswai.  

 
 
244. Shri. Kromolin Sohshang, aged 26 years from Mawten village of Mawkyrwat Block, South West 

Khasi Hills has been practicing traditional medicine since 2012. His only 
treatment methods include bandaging of wounds. He is also a daily labourer. 
The traditional medicinal knowledge will be passed on to Shri. Baiamonlang 
Lyngkhoi who is his son.  
 
 

245. Shri. Kwi Ramsiej, aged 50 years from PyndenSakwang village of Mawkyrwat 
Block, South West Khasi Hills has been practicing traditional medicine since 
1998.His treatment methods include massaging, bandaging of wounds, 
preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis. The traditional 
medicinal knowledge will be passed on to his son Wording Wartde.  

 
 
 
246. Smt. Kyntihun Nongrem, aged 33 years from Nonglang village of Mawkyrwat Block, South 

West Khasi Hills has been practicing traditional medicine since 2013. Her 
treatment methods include massaging, preparation of ointment and oral 
medicines as per the diagnosis. Her traditional medicinal knowledge will be 
passed on to her daughter Badashisha Nongrem.  
 
 

247. Shri. Mathius Thongnirit aged 43 years from Nongmyllam village of 
Mawkyrwat Block, South West Khasi Hills has been practicing traditional 
medicine since 2005. His treatment methods include massaging, bandaging of 
wounds, and preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis. 
The traditional medicinal knowledge will be passed on to her daughter Sukhim 
Lyngkhoi.  

 
 
248. Smt Phlobina Shylla, aged 31 years from Manad village of Mawkyrwat Block, South West Khasi 

Hills has been practicing traditional medicine since 2012. Her treatment 
methods include massaging, preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per 
the diagnosis. The traditional medicinal knowledge will be passed on to her 
daughter Sofica Shylla.  
 
 

249. Shri. Pitarlin Wannaing aged 20 years from Mawten village of Mawkyrwat 
Block, South West Khasi Hills has been practicing traditional medicine since 
2015.His treatment methods include massaging, bandaging of wounds, 
preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis. The traditional 
medicinal knowledge will be passed on to his sister  Tedalin Wanniang.  
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250. Smt. Presmelinty Lyngkhoi, aged 32 years from Mawten village of Mawkyrwat 
Block, South West Khasi Hills has been practicing traditional medicine since 
2007. Her treatment methods include preparation of ointment and oral medicines 
as per the diagnosis. The traditional medicinal knowledge will be passed on to 
Smt Daphibansara lyngkhoi who is her daughter.  

 
 
251. Shri. Prolishon Lyngdoh Rngaid, aged 62 years from Mawkyrwat village of Mawkyrwat Block, 

South West Khasi Hills has been practicing traditional medicine since 1986. 
His treatment methods include  bandaging of wounds, preparation of ointment 
and oral medicines as per the diagnosis. The traditional medicinal knowledge 
will be passed on to his children Shri. Pyniomi Langwar and smt Elinda 
Langwar.  
 

 
252. Smt Ritsilion Lyngdoh Marshillong, aged 71 years from Wahsiej village of 

Mawkyrwat Block, South West Khasi Hills has been practicing traditional 
medicine since 1996. Her treatment methods include bandaging of wounds, 
preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis. The 
traditional medicinal knowledge will be passed on to Smt. Mandolis Lyngdoh 
Marshilong who is her daughter.  

 
 
253. Shri. Rostentar Syiem, aged 46 years from Nongrynniang village of Mawkyrwat Block, South 

West Khasi Hills has been practicing traditional medicine since 2012. His 
treatment methods include bandaging of wounds and applying of ointment as 
per the diagnosis. The traditional medicinal knowledge will be passed on to 
his son Bahun Rangshiang who is his son.  
 
 

254. Smt Shailiris Thongni, aged 42 years from Rohbah village of Mawkyrwat 
Block, South West Khasi Hills has been practicing traditional medicine since 
1990. Her treatment methods include bandaging of wounds, preparation of 
ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis. The traditional medicinal 
knowledge will be passed on to Smt Baiarlin Thongni who is her daughter.  

 
 
255. Smt Spikty Tongwah aged 64 years from Mawten village of Mawkyrwat Block, South West 

Khasi Hills has been practicing traditional medicine since 2000. Her treatment 
methods include massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of ointment and 
oral medicines as per the diagnosis. The traditional medicinal knowledge will be 
passed on to  Caresiful Tongwah who is her daughter.  
 
 

256. Smt Therisia Thongnirit, aged 64 years from Awro village of Mawkyrwat 
Block, South West Khasi Hills has been practicing traditional medicine since 
1974. Her treatment methods include massaging, bandaging of wounds, and 
preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis. The traditional 
medicinal knowledge will be passed on to Christina Thongnirit who is her 
daughter.  
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257. Shri. Worling Syiemlieh, aged 42 years from Mawkyrwat village of Mawkyrwat 
Block, South West Khasi Hills has been practicing traditional medicine since 
2004. His treatment methods include massaging, bandaging of wounds, and 
preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis. The traditional 
medicinal knowledge will be passed on to Iladondor Snaitang who is his 
daughter.  

 
258. Shri. Wutspar Wartde aged 41 years from Mawten village of Mawkyrwat Block, South West 

Khasi Hills has been practicing traditional medicine since 1988. His treatment 
methods include massaging, bandaging of wounds, and preparation of ointment 
and oral medicines as per the diagnosis. The traditional medicinal knowledge 
will be passed on to Pitarlin Wannaing who is his son.  
 

 

259. Smt Diustribani Shylla aged 52 years from Mawtan village of Mawkyrwat Block, 
South West Khasi Hills has been practicing traditional medicine since 2008. 
Her treatment methods include massaging, bandaging of wounds,  preparation of 
ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis and in some cases chanting is 
being performed. The traditional medicinal knowledge will be passed on to 
Pynshngain Shylla who is her daughter.  

 
 
260. Smt Priskila Shylla aged 45 years from Nonglang village of Mawkyrwat Block, South West 

Khasi Hills has been practicing traditional medicine since 2005. Her treatment 
methods include massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of ointment 
and oral medicines as per the diagnosis. The traditional medicinal knowledge 
will be passed on to Ebahunlang Shylla who is her daughter.  
 
 

 
261. Smt Shikilsi Lyngdoh aged 76 years from Wahsiej village of Mawkyrwat 

Block, South West Khasi Hills has been practicing traditional medicine since 
1983. Her treatment methods include preparation of ointment per the 
diagnosis. The traditional medicinal knowledge will be passed on to 
Saphibanhun Lyngdoh who is her daughter.  

 
 
262. Smt Stolin Kharraswai aged 55 years from Nonglang village of Mawkyrwat Block, South West 

Khasi Hills has been practicing traditional medicine since 1996. Her treatment 
methods include preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per the 
diagnosis. The traditional medicinal knowledge will be passed on to Bilona 
Kharraswai who is her daughter.  
 
 
 

263. Shri. Robinson Lyngkhoi aged 20 years from Mawten village of Mawkyrwat 
Block, South West Khasi Hills has been practicing traditional medicine since 
2014. His treatment methods include bandaging of wounds, preparation of 
ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis. The traditional medicinal 
knowledge will be passed on to Damonjop Lyngkhoi who is his nephew.  
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264. Smt Plantinoris Lyngkhoi aged 48 years from Mawten village of Mawkyrwat 
Block; South West Khasi Hills has been practicing traditional medicine since 
2012. Her treatment methods include massaging, bandaging of wounds, 
preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis. The 
traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her daughter 
Daiakmenlang Lyngkhoi.  

 
RANIKOR BLOCK 

 
265. Shri. Aman Kharsaw Lyngdoh aged 45 years from Phlang Mawprah village of Ranikor Block; 

South West Khasi Hills has been practising traditional medicine since 2015. 
His treatment methods include massaging, preparation of ointment and oral 
medicines as per the diagnosis. The traditional medicinal knowledge will be 
passed on to Shri Jusmanroy Kharsaw Lyngdoh who is his brother.  
 
 

 
266. Smt. Bialanty Langte aged 59 years from Keniong village of Ranikor Block, 

South West Khasi Hills has been practising traditional medicine since 1989. 
Her treatment methods include massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation 
of ointments and oral medicines as per the diagnosis and in some cases 
chanting is being performed. She is specialises in eye-treatment. The 
traditional medicinal knowledge will be passed on to Smt   Twentyly Langte 
her daughter.  

 
 
267. Shri. Breswell Langte aged 49 years from Thiepdiengngan-Keniong village of Ranikor Block, 

South West Khasi Hills. His treatment methods include bandaging of wounds 
and preparation of ointment as per the diagnosis. The traditional medicinal 
knowledge will be passed on to Shri Dangkyrmen Thongni who is his son.  
 
 
 

 
268. Smt. Daplin Langte aged 42 years from Thiepdiengngan Keniong village of 

Ranikor Block, South West Khasi Hills has been practising traditional 
medicine since 2013. Her treatment methods includes bandaging of wounds, 
preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis and in some 
cases  chanting is being performed Her traditional medicinal knowledge will be 
passed on to Smt Arlisha Langte who is her Daughter.  

 
 
269. Smt. Dwipty Syiemlieh, aged 45 years from Thiepdiengngan-Keniong village of Ranikor Block, 

South West Khasi Hills has been practising traditional medicine since 2017. 
Her treatment methods include bandaging of wounds and Chanting is being 
performed in some cases.  Her other occupation include farming. The 
traditional medicinal knowledge will be passed on to Smt Skialcarefull 
Syiemlieh who is her daughter.  
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270. Shri Kwendro Langte aged 65 years from Thiepdiengngan, Keniong village of 
Ranikor Block; South West Khasi Hills has been practising traditional 
medicine since 2008. His treatment methods include bandaging of wounds and 
applying ointment. The traditional medicinal knowledge will be passed on to 
Shri  Bombatskhem Thongni who is his son.  

 
 
271. Shri Landar Langte aged 50 years from Keniong village of Ranikor Block, South West Khasi 

Hills has been practising traditional medicine since 2008. His treatment 
methods include massaging and bandaging of wounds. The traditional 
medicinal knowledge will be passed on to his son  Balbat  Snaitang.  
 
 

 

 

272. Shri Mrankly Thongni aged 58 years from Domshken village of Ranikor 
Block; South West Khasi Hills has been practising traditional medicine since 
1990. His treatment methods include massaging, bandaging of wounds, 
preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis. The 
traditional medicinal knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Maidenly 
Lyngkhoi.  

 
273. Smt Phretty Snaitang aged 59 years from Keniong village of Ranikor Block; South West Khasi 

Hills has been practising traditional medicine since 1993. Her treatment 
methods includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of ointment 
and oral medicines as per the diagnosis and in some cases chanting is being 
performed. The traditional medicinal knowledge will be passed on to her 
daughter Shri  Nangrishisha Snaitang.  
 

 
274. Shri Prayer Thongni aged 50 years from Thiepdiengngan-keniong village of 

Ranikor Block; South West Khasi Hills has been practising traditional 
medicine since 1998. His treatment methods include massaging, bandaging of 
wounds and preparation of ointment. The traditional medicinal knowledge 
will be passed on to his daughter  Geneval sanglein.  

 
 
275. Smt. Reintarlin Thongni aged 43 years from Thiepdiengngan-Keniong village of Ranikor Block; 

South West Khasi Hills has been practising traditional medicine since 2009. 
Her treatment methods include messaging and bandaging of wounds.  Her 
other occupation include farming. The traditional medicinal knowledge will be 
passed on to her daughter Rijoyfull Thongni.  
 
 

 
276. Shri Sbindro Turnia aged 62 years from Thiepdiengngan-keniong village of 

Ranikor Block; South West Khasi Hills has been practising traditional medicine 
since 2014. His treatment methods include oral medicines as per the diagnosis 
and in some cases chanting is being performed. The traditional medicinal 
knowledge will be passed on to his son Wisleader Syiemlieh.  
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277. Smt.Shallis Sanglein aged 58 years from Keniong village of Ranikor Block, 
South West Khasi Hills has been practising traditional medicine since 1980. 
Her treatment methods include messaging and bandaging of wounds.  Her 
other occupation include farming. The traditional medicinal knowledge will 
be passed on to her daughter Iaishahslem Sanglein.  

 
 
278. Shri Taiarless Sanglein aged 37 years from keniong village of Ranikor Block; South West Khasi 

Hills has been practising traditional medicine since 2016. His treatment 
methods include oral medicines and applying ointment. The traditional 
medicinal knowledge will be passed on to his son Jemnudlang Syiemlieh.  
 
 
 
 

279. Smt. Threlty Snaitang aged 57 years from Keniong village of Ranikor Block; 
South West Khasi Hills has been practising traditional medicine since 1991. 
Her treatment methods include massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation 
of ointments and oral medicines as per the diagnosis. The traditional 
medicinal knowledge will be passed on to her daughter Baiahunlang Snaitang.  

 
 
280. Shri Toland Nongrem aged 62 years from keniong village of Ranikor Block; South West Khasi 

Hills has been practising traditional medicine since 2014. His treatment 
methods include bandaging of wounds and in some cases chanting is being 
performed. The traditional medicinal knowledge will be passed on to his 
daughter Pynhunlin Khardewsaw.  
 
 

 
281. Smt. Tridalin Snaitang aged 54 years from Thiepdiengngan Keniong village 

of Ranikor Block; South West Khasi Hills has been practising traditional 
medicine since 2017. Her treatment methods include massaging, preparation 
of ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis. The traditional 
medicinal knowledge will be passed on to her daughter Nalinda Snaitang.  

 
 
282. Shri Wistingdor Syiemlieh aged 65 years from Rangthong village of Ranikor Block; South West 

Khasi Hills has been practising traditional medicine since 2003. His treatment 
methods include massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of ointments 
and oral medicines as per the diagnosis. The traditional medicinal knowledge 
will be passed on to his daughter Iohborlang shangdiar.  
 
 

 
283. Smt. Yieldalin Lnagte aged 56 years from Thiepdiengngan Keniong village of 

Ranikor Block; South West Khasi Hills has been practising traditional 
medicine since 2016. Her treatment methods include preparation of 
ointments and oral medicines as per the diagnosis. The traditional medicinal 
knowledge will be passed on to her daughter Ibanroi Langte.  
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West Jaintia Hills District 
A total of 47  Healers attended the training programme from West Jaintia Hills district. Their profiles 

are listed below:  
 

AMLAREM BLOCK 
 
284. Shri Bronsing Nongpluh, aged 40years from Pdengkseh village of Amlarem Block, 

West Jaintia Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 1991. His 
treatment methods depend on the explanation as described by the patient. His 
treatment approach includes bandaging of wounds, preparation ointment and oral 
medicines as per the sickness. He also treats those patients through his chanting. 
The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Elija Muksor.  

 
 
285. Smt Darihun Chyrmang, aged 40years from Skhen Pyrsit village of Amlarem Block, West Jaintia 

Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2003. Her 
treatment methods depend on the explanation as described by the patient and 
by looking at the patient’s eyes. Her treatment approach includes massaging, 
bandaging, preparation ointment and oral medicines as per the sickness. The 
Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her daughter Ms 
Ibanrishisha Chyrmang.  

 
286. Smt Duty Surong, aged 50 years from Pamtbuh village of Amlarem Block, West 

Jaintia Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 1986. Her 
treatment method includes massaging, preparation of ointment and oral medicines 
as per the diagnosis. The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Ms 
Samanlangki Surong who is her daughter.  

 

287. Shri Dwin Bapung, aged 67years from Umladkhur village of Amlarem Block, West Jaintia Hills 
District has been practising traditional medicine since 1972. His expertise with traditional 
medicine includes massaging and prescription of oral Medicine. His treatment method of 
diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch. The traditional medical knowledge 
will be passed on to his son Mr.  Kumar Mulad.  

 
 
288. Shri Hop Mukhim, aged 43years from Skhen Pyrsit village of Amlarem Block, 

West Jaintia Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2005. 
His treatment methods depend on the explanation as described by the patient. 
His treatment approach includes preparation of ointment and oral medicines as 
per the sickness. His gift of traditional medicine will be passed on to his son Mr 
Iai-ap Tariang.  

 
289. Smt. Joy Nongwa, aged 46years from Pamtbuh village of Amlarem Block, West Jaintia Hills 

District has been practising traditional medicine since 1992. Her treatment 
method includes massaging, preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per 
the sickness and in some cases only chanting is being performed. Her 
treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through 
touch. The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her daughter 
Ms Banrihun Nongwa.  
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290. Shri Moltis Dkhar, aged 42years from Pdengkseh village of Amlarem Block, West Jaintia Hills 
District has been practising traditional medicine since 2006. His treatment methods depend on 
the explanation as described by the patient. His treatment approach includes bandaging, 
preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per the sickness. His gift of traditional medicine 
will be passed on to Primal Muksor.  

 
 
291. Shri Nil Surong, aged 54years from Shkentalang village of Amlarem Block, 

West Jaintia Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2017. 
His expertise with traditional medicine includes preparation of ointment and 
oral medicines as per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of 
various By sensing through the touch of the patient’s hand. The traditional 
medical knowledge will be passed on to his son Mr Emaya Rasmut.  

 
 
292. Shri Phinel Muksor, aged 30years from Pdengkseh village of Amlarem Block, West Jaintia Hills 

District has been practising traditional medicine since 2005. His expertise 
with traditional medicine includes prescription of oral medicine as per the 
sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by 
observing the patient. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to 
his wife Mrs Ribha Pohshna.  
 

 
293. Smt. Pre Nongwa, aged 51years from Pamtbuh village of Amlarem Block, 

West Jaintia Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 1998. 
Her expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, prescription of 
ointment and oral Medicine. Her treatment method of diagnosis of various 
ailments is by sensing through touch. The traditional medical knowledge will 
be passed on to her daughter Ms Philda Nongwa.  

 
 
294. Shri Ruton Pohshna, aged 34years from Pdengkseh village of Amlarem Block, West Jaintia Hills 

District has been practising traditional medicine since 2004. His treatment 
method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch. His 
treatment approach includes massaging, bandaging, preparation of ointment 
and oral medicines as per the sickness. He also treats those patients through 
his chanting. His gift of Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to 
Mr Iaishah Muksor who is his son.  
 

 
LASKEIN BLOCK 

 
295. Shri Barwell Iongwet, aged 67years from Sahsniang village of Laskein Block, 

West Jaintia Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2007. 
His treatment method includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, prescription 
of ointment and oral medicines as per the sickness and in some cases only 
chanting is being performed. His treatment method of diagnosis of various 
ailments is by examining the patients. The Traditional medical knowledge will 
be passed on to his son Mr Medawan Suchiang.  
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296. Shri Boli Suiam, aged 56 years from Shangpung village of Laskein Block, West 
Jaintia Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 1993. His 
treatment method includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, and preparation of 
ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis. The traditional medical 
knowledge will be passed on to Ms Iwidithrang Dhar who is his daughter.  

 
 
297. Shri  Dwis suiam aged 68years from Saphai village of Laskein Block, West Jaintia Hills District 

has been practising traditional medicine since 1990. His treatment methods 
depend on the explanation as described by the patient. His treatment approach 
includes massaging, wounds bandaging, preparation of ointment and oral 
medicines as per the sickness. His gift of Traditional medical knowledge will be 
passed on to Mr Pascal Dkhar who is his son.  
 

 
298. Shri Hamlysynta Suchiang, aged 67years from Shangpung village of Laskein 

Block, West Jaintia Hills District has been practising traditional medicine 
since 1993. His treatment methods depend on the explanation as described by 
the patients and also by examining. His treatment approach includes 
massaging, bandaging, preparation ointment and oral medicines as per the 
sickness. He also treats those patients through his chanting. The Traditional 
medical knowledge will be passed on to his daughters.  

 
 
299. Shri. Imarjan Dhar, aged 55years from Saphai village of Laskein Block, West Jaintia Hills 

District has been practising traditional medicine since 1993. His treatment 
methods includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of ointment 
and oral medicines as per the diagnosis and in some cases only chanting is 
being performed. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Ms 
Tissilin Sungoh who is his daughter.  
 

 
300. Shri Kenny Sungoh, aged 43years from Mawtyrshih village of Laskein Block, 

West Jaintia Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 
1990. His treatment methods includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, 
preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis and in some 
cases only chanting is being performed. The traditional medical knowledge 
will be passed on to Ms Wanheithmu Law who is his son.  

 
 
 
301. Smt Mardawis Sungoh, aged 66years from Sahaniang village of Laskein Block, West Jaintia Hills 

District has been practising traditional medicine since 2003. Her expertise 
with traditional Medicine includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, chanting, 
prescription of ointment and oral Medicine as per the sickness Her treatment 
method of diagnosis of various ailments is by observing through signs. The 
Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her daughter Ms Rilang 
Sungoh.  
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302. Shri Mika Dhar, aged 64years from Molum village of Laskein Block, West 
Jaintia Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 1994. His 
treatment methods depend on the explanation as described by the patients and 
also by examining. His treatment approach includes massaging, bandaging, 
preparation ointment and oral medicines as per the sickness. He also treats 
those patients through his chanting. The Traditional medical knowledge will 
be passed on to his children.  

 
 
303. Shri  Mishal Dkhar, aged 55 years from Shangpung pohshnong village of Laskein Block, West 

Jaintia Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2001. His 
treatment methods includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of 
oral medicines as per the diagnosis and in some cases only chanting is being 
performed. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Mr 
Leibiang Pohpang who is his son.  
 
 

304. Smt Paiaruma Lamare, aged 49years from Mukhap village of Laskein Block, West Jaintia Hills 
District has been practising traditional medicine since 2004. Her treatment methods depend on 
the explanation as described by the patient. Her treatment approach includes bandaging of 
wounds, preparation ointment and oral medicines as per the sickness.  

 
 
305. Shri Roibok Dhar, aged 54years from Shangpung Pohshnong village of 

Laskein Block, West Jaintia Hills District has been practising traditional 
medicine since 1982.His expertise with traditional Medicine includes 
massaging, bandaging of wounds, chanting, prescription of ointment and oral 
Medicine as per the sickness His treatment method of diagnosis of various 
ailments is by observing the patient. The Traditional medical knowledge will 
be passed on to her daughter Ms. Pdianghun Suiam.  

 
306. Shri Shon Suiam, aged 57years from Saphai village of Laskein Block, West Jaintia Hills District 

has been practising traditional medicine since 1994. His treatment methods 
depend on the explanation as described by the patients and also by observing 
through signs. His treatment approach includes massaging, bandaging, 
prescription of ointment and oral medicines as per the sickness. He also treats 
those patients through his chanting. The Traditional medical knowledge will 
be passed on to his brothers.  

 

307. Smt. Sobila Rabon, aged 56years from Sahsniang village of Laskein Block, 
West Jaintia Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 1980. 
Her expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, chanting, 
prescription of ointment and oral medicines as per the sickness. Her treatment 
method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch. The 
traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her daughter Ms. 
Ribahunlang Rebon.  
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THADLASKEIN BLOCK 
 
308. Smt. Astella Kharsati, aged 68years from Nongkhroh  (Nartiang)village of 

Thadlaskein Block, West Jaintia Hills District has been practising traditional 
medicine since 2001. Her expertise with traditional medicine includes 
massaging, bandaging, prescription of ointment and oral Medicine as per the 
sickness. Her treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing 
through touch. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her 
son Mr Sitwin Kharsati.  

 
 
309. Shri. Barding Saree, aged 77years from Mukhla village of Thadlaskein Block, West Jaintia Hills 

District has been practising traditional medicine since 1975. His treatment 
methods depend on the explanation as described by the patient. His 
treatment approach includes preparation of ointment and oral medicines as 
per the sickness. He also treats patients through chanting. His gift of 
Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Ms Shimti Suna who is 
his daughter.  

 
310. Smt Bethel Shabong, aged 65years from Nongtrai village of Thadaskein Block, 

West Jaintia Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since1989. 
Her treatment methods includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation 
of ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis and in some cases only 
chanting is being performed. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed 
on to Ms Wonderful Shabong who is her daughter.  

 
 
311. Shri Cornilius Shylla, aged 46years from Iongnoh village of Thadlaskein Block, West Jaintia 

Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2012. His 
treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by observing the 
patients. His treatment approach includes massaging, bandaging, preparation 
of ointment and oral medicines as per the sickness. He also treats those 
patients through his chanting. His gift of Traditional medical knowledge will 
be passed on to Mr Generous Dkhar who is his son.  

 
312. Shri. Deisar Pariat, aged 54 years from Moodymmai village of Thadlaskein 

Block, West Jaintia Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 
1995. His treatment methods includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, 
preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis and in some 
cases only chanting is being performed. The traditional medical knowledge will 
be passed on to his son Mr Donbok Micky Phawa.  

 
313. Dr. H Carehome Pakyntein aged 56years from Jowai village of Thadlaskein Block, West Jaintia 

Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 1989. His 
treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by observing the 
patients and by looking for symptoms of sickness through rice. His treatment 
approach includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, preparation of oral 
medicines and ointment as per the sickness. The Traditional medical 
knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Ms Kanifa Shullai.  
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314. Ms Gracia Phawa, aged 26years from Mookyndur village of Thadlaskein Block, 
West Jaintia Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2013. 
Her treatment methods depend on the explanation as described by the patient. 
Her treatment approach includes preparation of oral medicines and ointment as 
per the sickness. Her gift of Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on 
to Ms Isabel Phawa who is her cousin.  

 

 
315. Shri.  Iooki Suna, aged 33 years from Mukhla village of Thadlaskein Block, West Jaintia Hills 

District has been practising traditional medicine since 2008. His treatment 
methods includes bandaging of wounds, preparation of oral medicines as per 
the diagnosis and in some cases only chanting is being performed. The 
traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Mr Manbha Sari  who is 
his son.  
 
 

316. Shri Jniar Nongrum, local health practitioner aged 50years from Bamkamar 
village of Thadlaskein Block, West Jaintia Hills District has been practising 
traditional medicine since 1981. His treatment method of diagnosis of various 
ailments is by sensing through the touch of the patient’s hands His treatment 
approach includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, chanting, prescription of 
oral medicine and ointment as per the sickness. The traditional medical 
knowledge will be passed on to his Son Mr Lungstar Rynjah.  

 
 
317. Shri.  Kyrshan Phalngki, aged 33years from Rakabah village of Thadlaskein Block, West Jaintia 

Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2014. His 
treatment approach includes wounds bandaging, preparation of oral medicines 
and ointment as per the diagnosis. He also treats those patients through his 
chanting. His gift of Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Ms 
Sambha Khariah his daughter.  
 

 
318. Shri. Lambor Sana, aged 65years from   Rakabah village of Thadlaskein Block, 

West Jaintia Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 1997. 
His treatment methods depend on the explanation as described by the patient. 
His treatment approach includes preparation of oral medicines as per the 
sickness. The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his son Mr 
Karlin Sari.  

 
 
319. Smt.Lamphrang Chyrmang, aged 49years from Mookyndur Nongtluh village of Thadlaskein 

Block, West Jaintia Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 
2000. Her treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing 
through touch and as described by the patients. Her treatment approach 
includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of oral medicines and 
ointment as per the sickness. She also treats those patients through her chanting.  
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320. Smt Leta Suting, aged 45years from Wahijer village of Thadlaskein Block, 
West Jaintia Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 
2015. Her treatment method includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, and 
preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per the sickness. Her treatment 
method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch. The 
Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her son Mr 
Mebanpynkhraw Suting.  

 
 
321. Smt.Limo Sutnga, aged 65years from Moodymmai village of Thadlaskein Block, West Jaintia 

Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 1998.  Her 
methods of diagnosis of various ailments are ruled out by listening to the 
patients describing their various symptoms. Her treatment approach includes 
preparation of oral medicines as per the sickness. The Traditional medical 
knowledge will be passed on to her daughter Ms Tushilangki Sutnga.  
 

322. Smt Marche Suna, aged 31years from  Mukhla Nongrim village of Thadlaskein 
Block, West Jaintia Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 
2003. Her treatment method includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, 
prescription of ointment and oral medicines as per the sickness and in some 
cases only chanting is being performed. Her treatment methods of diagnosis of 
various ailments depend on the explanation as described by the patient and also 
by examining. The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her daughter Ms 
Ibakynsaibha suna.  

 
 
323. Shri.  Meda Lytan, aged 43years from    Moodymmai village of Thadlaskein Block, West Jaintia 

Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2013. Her 
treatment methods depend on the explanation as described by the patient. Her 
treatment approach includes preparation of oral medicines as per the sickness. 
The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her daughter Ms  
Iwarisa Lytan.  
 
 

324. Smt.  Newlis Pala, aged 53years from Mawrymmai village of Thadlaskein 
Block, West Jaintia Hills District has been practising traditional medicine 
since 1997. Her expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, 
prescription of ointment and oral medicine as per the sickness and in some 
cases only chanting is being performed. Her treatment method of diagnosis of 
various ailments is by sensing through touch. The traditional medical 
knowledge will be passed on to her son Mr Ladbasuk Pala.  

 
325. Shri. Nightstar Pariat aged 42years from Moodymmai village of Thadlaskein Block; West Jaintia 

Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 1989. His 
treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by looking at the 
patient’s forehead. His treatment approach includes prescription of oral 
medicine and ointment as per the sickness. His gift of Traditional medical 
knowledge will be passed on to his sister Ms Netaris Pariat.  
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326. Smt.  Panbiang Kyndiah, aged 38years from Jowai village of Thadlaskein 
Block, West Jaintia Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 
2011. Her expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging,bandaging, 
prescription of ointment and oral medicine as per the sickness. Her treatment 
method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch. The 
traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her daughter Ms Manly 
wan I Kyndiah.  

 
 
327. Shri Pasting Laloo, aged 72years from Bambthong village of Thadlaskein Block, West Jaintia 

Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2000. His 
expertise with traditional medicine includes preparation of ointment and oral 
medicines as per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various 
ailments is by sensing through the touch of the patient’s hand. The traditional 
medical knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Ms Eddiemon 
Ryngkhlem.  

 
 
328. Shri Sanki Shylla, aged 37years from Iongnoh village of Thadlaskein Block, 

West Jaintia Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2007.  
His treatment methods includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation 
of ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis and in some cases only 
chanting is being performed. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed 
on to Mr Republic Lakiang who is his son.  

 
 
329. Smt. Silina Kharsati, aged 72years from Nongkhroh village of Thadlaskein Block, West Jaintia 

Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 1978.  Her 
treatment method includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, and preparation 
of ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis. The traditional medical 
knowledge will be passed on to Mr Lowis Kharsati who is her son.  
 
 

 
330. Shri.  Winchester Suting, aged 21years from Mookyndur village of 

Thadlaskein Block, West Jaintia Hills District has been practising traditional 
medicine since 2012. His treatment methods depend on the explanation as 
described by the patient. His treatment preparation of ointment as per the 
sickness. He also treats those patients through his chanting.  
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East Jaintia Hills District 
A total of 12  Healers attended the training programme from East Jaintia Hills district. Their profiles 

are listed below:  
 

KHLIEHRIAT BLOCK 
 

331. Shri. Dwell La, aged 64 years from Mootung Village of Khliehriat Block, East 
Jaintia Hills has been practising traditional medicine since 1998. He determines 
his method of diagnosis after carefully listening to the symptoms of various 
ailments of his patients. His treatment approach includes bandaging and 
preparation of oral medicine as per the sickness. His gift of traditional medicine 
will be passed on to his daughter Ms. Hamieit Phawa.  

 
332. Shri. Hammyllein Ryngkhlem, aged 60 years from Wapung  Shnong Village of Khliehriat Block, 

East Jaintia Hills has been practising traditional medicine since 2006. His 
treatment methods depend on the explanation as described by the patient.  His 
treatment approach includes bandaging of wounds, preparation of ointment and 
oral medicines as per the diagnosis. The traditional medical knowledge will be 
passed on to his son, Mr. Sobing Dkhar.  

 
 
333. Shri. Harwis Dkhar, aged 34years from Wapung  Village of Khliehriat Block, 

East Jaintia Hills has been practising traditional medicine Since 1991. He 
determines his method of diagnosis after carefully listening to the symptoms of 
various ailments of his patients.  His treatment method includes massaging and 
prescription of oral medicine and ointment as per the sickness. The traditional 
medical knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Ms. Spein Rymbai.  

 
 
334. Shri. Kar Dkhar, aged 83years from Laphet Village of Khliehriat Block, East Jaintia Hills has 

been practising traditional medicine since 1988. His treatment methods depend 
on the explanation as described by the patient. His treatment approach includes 
prescription of oral Medicine as per the sickness. The traditional medical 
knowledge will be passed on to his nephew Mr. Present Dkhar.  
 

 

335. Smt. Kongka Kyndait, aged 48years from Mootung Village of Khliehriat 
Block, East Jaintia Hills has been practising traditional medicine since 2003. 
Her method of diagnosis is to carefully listen to the symptoms of her patients. 
Her treatment approach includes bandaging, prescription of oral medicine and 
ointment as per the sickness. Her gift of traditional medical knowledge will be 
passed on to her son Mr. Phimon Kyndait.  

 
336. Shri. Plit Lyngdoh, aged 73years from Tuber Kmai village of Khliehriat Block, East Jaintia Hills 

has been practising traditional medicine since 1972. His treatment methods depend 
on the explanation as described by the patient.  His treatment approach includes 
massaging, bandaging, prescription of oral Medicine and ointment as per the 
sickness. He also treats those patients through his chanting. His gift of traditional 
medical knowledge will be passed on to his son Mr. Di Sayoo Phawa.  
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337. Shri. Sumar Sana, aged 46years from Tuber Kmai village of Khliehriat Block, 
East Jaintia Hills has been practising traditional medicine since 1994. He 
determines his method of diagnosis after carefully listening to the symptoms of 
various ailments of his patients. His treatment methods include prescription 
oral medication and application of various ointments and pastes to the affected 
areas. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his Son Mr.Phiby Phawa.  

 
SAIPUNG BLOCK 

 
338. Shri. Charming Rupon, aged 54years from Shnongrim Ilaka Nongkhlieh village of Saipung 

Block; East Jaintia Hills has been practising traditional medicine since 1988. 
His method of diagnosis of various ailments is by looking/observing the water 
and rice.  His treatment approach includes massaging, bandaging, prescription 
of oral medicine and ointment as per the sickness and in some cases only 
chanting is being performed. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed 
on to his son Mr.Neborful Pyrngap.  

 
339. Shri.Heipormi Phlangki, aged 42years from Tluh village of Saipung Block, East 

Jaintia Hills has been practising traditional medicine since 2010. He determines 
his method of diagnosis after carefully sensing by touch of the affected parts of 
the body of his patients. His treatment approach includes massaging, bandaging 
of wounds, prescription of oral Medicine and ointment as per the sickness. His 
gift of traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his daughter 
Ms.Eiwibha ia i Dkhar.  

 
 
340. Shri.Rang Malang, aged 56 years from Jarain Village of Saipung Block, East Jaintia Hills has 

been practising traditional medicine since 2002.He diagnosis by his sense of  
touch on the affected parts of the body of his patients. His treatment approach 
includes prescription of oral Medicine as per sickness. The traditional medical 
knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Ms. Chakti Paslein.  
 
 

 
341. Shri. Shempoi Sutnga, aged 57years from Shnongrim Nongkhlieh village of 

Saipung Block, East Jaintia Hills has been practising traditional medicine 
since 1987. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by 
sensing through the touch of the patient’s hand. His treatment approach 
includes massaging, bandaging and preparation of oral medicines and 
ointment as per the sickness and in some cases only chanting is being 
performed. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his son Mr.Pynngad Dkhar.  

 
 
342. Shri.West Rupon, aged 63years from Tongseng Nongkhlieh village situated of Saipung Block, 

East Jaintia Hills has been practising traditional medicine since 1988. His 
treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by using his sense of 
touch of his patient’s hand. His treatment approach includes bandaging and 
preparation of oral medicines and ointment as per the sickness and in some 
cases only chanting is being performed. His gift of traditional medical 
knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Ms.Kreti Pajuh.  
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Ri Bhoi District 
A total of 56  Healers attended the training programme from Ri Bhoi district. Their profiles are listed 

below:  
 

JIRANG BLOCK 
 
343. Shri. Beriwell Rani, aged 53 years from Umkremdkhong village of Jirang 

Block, Ri-Bhoi District has been practising traditional medicine since 2001. 
His treatment methods includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation 
of ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis and in some cases only 
chanting is being performed. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed 
on to Ms. Sanshai Mary Lakhmi who is his daughter.  

 
 
 
344. Shri. Gwarin Rabha, aged 60 years from Baklapara village of Jirang Block, Ri-Bhoi District has 

been practising traditional medicine since 2012. His treatment methods 
depend on the explanation as described by the patient. His treatment approach 
include wounds bandaging, preparation of oral medicines as per the sickness. 
He also treats those patients through his chanting. His gift of Traditional 
medical knowledge will be passed on to Mr.Pranjoy Rabha who is his son.  
 

 
 
345. Shri. JirowinThangkhiew, aged 53 years from Nonglum village of Jirang 

Block, Ri-Bhoi District has been practising traditional medicine since 1993. 
His treatment methods include preparation of oral medicines, ointment as per 
the diagnosis and in some cases only chanting is being performed. His gift of 
Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his son Mr.Pranjoy 
Rabha.  

 
 
 
346. Shri. Mrinal Narjari, aged 34 years from Bakholapar village of Jirang Block, Ri-Bhoi District has 

been practising traditional medicine since 2005. His treatment methods 
include bandaging of wounds, preparation of ointment and in some cases only 
chanting is being performed. His methods of diagnosis of various ailments are 
ruled out by listening to his patients describing their various symptoms. The 
Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Ms. Sanshai Mary 
Lakhmi who is his daughter.  

 
 
 
347. Shri. Pholendira N Sangma, aged 70 years from Baklapara village of Jirang 

Block, Ri-Bhoi District has been practising traditional medicine since 2012. 
His treatment methods depend on the explanation as described by the patient. 
His treatment methods include preparation of oral medicines as per the 
diagnosis. The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Mr.Tamar 
N Sangma who is his son.  
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348. Shri. Pilas Syngkli, aged 54 years from Hawla village of Jirang Block, Ri-Bhoi 

District has been practising traditional medicine since 1998. His treatment 
methods depend on the explanation as described by the patient. His treatment 
methods include preparation of oral medicines as per the diagnosis. The 
Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Mr. Mathias Usari who is 
his daughter.  

 
 
349. Shri 

350. . Premo Rangsa, aged 61 years from Baklapara village of Jirang Block, 
Ri-Bhoi District has been practising traditional medicine since 2008. His 
treatment methods includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of  
oral medicines as per the diagnosis and in some cases only chanting is being 
performed. The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Ms. 
Nijura Rangsa who is his Grand-Daughter.  
 

 
351. Shri. SuchenRabha, aged 45 years from Baklapara village of Jirang Block, Ri-

Bhoi District has been practising traditional medicine since 1993. His treatment 
methods depend on the explanation as described by the patient. His treatment 
methods include preparation of oral medicines as per the diagnosis. The 
Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Mr.Nirop Rabha who is his 
Son.  

 
 
 
352. Smt. Prissilsa Marboh , aged 66years from  Nongkhroh  village of Jirang Block, Ri-Bhoi District 

has been practising traditional medicine since 1971. Her treatment method 
includes massaging, preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per the 
diagnosis. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Ms 
Shyrynda Marboh who is her daughter.  
 
 

 
UMLING BLOCK 

 
353. Shri Biding Kling, aged 65years from Pyllaisha Rongjari village of Umling 

Block, Ri-Bhoi District has been practicing traditional medicine since 1992. 
His treatment methods includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation 
of ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis and in some cases only 
chanting is being performed. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed 
on to Mr Klement Kling who is his Son.  

 
 
354. Shri  Bihot Bey aged 45 years from Rongjari village of Umling Block, Ri-Bhoi District has been 

practicing traditional medicine since 2008. His treatment methods depend on 
the explanation as described by the patient. His treatment approach includes 
massaging, preparation of oral medicines as per the sickness. His gift of 
Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Ms Mithoi Bey who is his 
daughter.  
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355. Shri Binju Inghi, aged 60 years from Rongjari village of Umling Block, Ri-Bhoi 
District has been practicing traditional medicine since 2003. His expertise with 
traditional medicine includes massaging and prescription of oral Medicine. His 
treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch. 
The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Ms Mimita Inghi who 
is his daughter.  

 

 

356. Shri Brietshon Tron, aged 30years from Umshit village of Umling Block, Ri-Bhoi District has 
been practicing traditional medicine since2017. His treatment methods depend 
on the explanation as described by the patient. His treatment approach includes 
preparation of oral medicines as per the sickness. His gift of traditional medicine 
will be passed on to his sister Ms Duli Tron.  
 
 

 
357. Shri Dikki Malai, aged 60years from Pahanjri village of Umling Block, Ri-

Bhoi District has been practicing traditional medicine since2008. . His 
treatment method includes massaging as per the diagnosis and in some cases 
only chanting is being performed. The traditional medical knowledge will be 
passed on to Mr Ramu Mallai who is his Son.  

 
 
 
358. Shri  Diwan Umbah aged 62 years from Umdohkha Nongtluh village of Umling Block, Ri-Bhoi 

District has been practicing traditional medicine since 2012. His treatment 
method of diagnosis of various ailments is by observing and sensing through 
touch. His treatment approach includes chanting, preparation of oral medicines 
and ointment as per the sickness. His gift of Traditional medical knowledge will 
be passed on to his son Mr Saian Langi.  
 

 
359. Shri Durju Rompeit, aged 48years from Lasha village of Umling Block, Ri-

Bhoi District has been practicing traditional medicine since 1991. . His 
treatment method includes massaging as per the diagnosis and in some cases 
only chanting is being performed. The traditional medical knowledge will be 
passed on to Mr Bretstan Rompeit who is his Son.  

 
 
 
360. Shri Elington Syiemsad,  from Nongpoh Pahamsyiem village of Umling Block, Ri-Bhoi District 

has been practicing traditional medicine since 2007. His treatment methods 
depend on the explanation as described by the patient. His treatment approach 
includes preparation of oral medicines as per the sickness. The traditional 
medical knowledge will be passed on to his son Mr Banteibor Dkhar.  
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361. Shri Hubis Inghi, aged 53years from Diwon Raid Nontluh village of Umling 
Block, Ri-Bhoi District has been practicing traditional medicine since 1980. 
His treatment methods includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation 
of ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis and in some cases only 
chanting is being performed. His traditional medical knowledge will be 
passed on to Ms Munila Inghi who is his daughter.  

 
 
362. Shri Jasper B. Manih, aged 55 years from Umden Khasi, Raid- Nontluh village of Umling Block, 

Ri-Bhoi District has been practicing traditional medicine since 1985. His 
treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by observing the patient. 
His treatment approach includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation 
of ointment and oral medicines as per the diagnosis and in some cases only 
chanting is being performed. His traditional medical knowledge will be passed 
on to his son Mr Kyntiewburom Syiem.  

 
 
363. Shri Jona Hanse, aged 75years from Umshakait village of Umling Block, Ri-

Bhoi District has been practicing traditional medicine since 1970. His treatment 
approach includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of ointment 
and oral medicines as per the sickness and in some cases only chanting is being 
performed. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Mr 
Mention Hanse who is his Son.  

 

364. Shri  Joseph Makri aged 62years from Umdap Rngi village of Umling Block, Ri-Bhoi District 
has been practicing traditional medicine since 2003. His treatment methods 
depend on the explanation as described by the patient and by examining the 
patient His treatment approach includes massaging, preparation of oral 
medicines and ointment as per the sickness. His gift of Traditional medical 
knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Ms Shailin Maring.  

 
 
 
365. Shri Klot Nongrum, aged 73years from Umdap Rumu village of Umling 

Block, Ri-Bhoi District has been practicing traditional medicine since 1986. 
His treatment approach includes preparation of ointment and oral medicines 
as per the sickness. His other occupation is farming The traditional medical 
knowledge will be passed on to Mr Anjilis Maring who is his Son.  

 
 
 
366. Shri Kulbahadur Chetri, aged 64 years a resident of Umkon village situated in Umling Block, Ri-

Bhoi District District has been practicing traditional medicine since 1990. His 
expertise with traditional Medicine includes prescription of oral Medicine and 
ointment. . His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by observing 
the patient and sensing through touch. The traditional medical knowledge will be 
passed on to his son Mr Omos Mallai.  
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367. Shri Lamphrang Lyngdoh Nonglait, aged 55years from Umjarasi village of 
Umling Block, Ri-Bhoi District has been practicing traditional medicine since 
1988. His treatment approach includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, 
preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per the sickness .The traditional 
medical knowledge will be passed on to Mr Victorian Makri who is his Son.  

 
 
368. Shri Nam Malai aged 65 years a resident of Umkon Nongpluh village situated in Umling Block; 

East Jaintia Hills District has been practicing traditional medicine since 2010. 
His treatment methods depend on the explanation as described by the patient. 
His treatment approach includes preparation of oral medicines as per the 
sickness. The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his son Mr 
KlomenTrang.  

 
 
369. Shri  Naran Khymdeit aged 51 years from Umsaw Nongbri village of Umling 

Block, Ri-Bhoi District has been practicing traditional medicine since 2005. 
His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by looking for 
symptom of sickness through rice. His treatment approach includes chanting, 
preparation of oral medicines and ointment as per the sickness. The 
Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his son Mr Practical 
Madur.  

 
 
370. Shri Ngel Malai aged 62years from Umden Khasi village of Umling Block, Ri-Bhoi District has 

been practicing traditional medicine since 2011. His treatment methods depend 
on the explanation as described by the patient. His treatment approach includes 
preparation of oral medicines as per the sickness. His gift of Traditional medical 
knowledge will be passed on to Mr Wanphai Kongdeit who is his son.  
 
 

 
371. Shri Nobot Maring, aged 64 years a resident of Umdap Rngi village situated in 

Umling Block, Ri-Bhoi District District has been practicing traditional medicine 
since 1995. His expertise with traditional Medicine includes bandaging of 
wounds and prescription of oral Medicine as per the sickness. His treatment 
method of diagnosis of various ailments is by observing the patient and sensing 
through touch. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his son 
Mr Aristar Nongrum.  

 
 
372. Shri Nolkin Tron, aged 61years from Umsaw Nongbri village of Umling Block, Ri-Bhoi 

District has been practicing traditional medicine since 1980. His treatment 
method includes bandaging of wounds, preparation of ointment and oral 
medicines as per the diagnosis. The traditional medical knowledge will be 
passed on to Mr Sapstar Nongpoh who is his Son.  
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373. Shri Odren Tynsong aged 47 years from Umdap Rngi village of Umling Block; 
Ri-Bhoi District has been practicing traditional medicine since 2007. His 
treatment methods depend on the explanation as described by the patient and by 
observing through signs. His treatment approach includes massaging, bandaging 
of wounds and preparation of ointment as per the sickness. His gift of 
Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Mr Arjun Maring who is 
his Son.  

 
 
374. Shri Paul D Klein, aged 60 years from Plasha village of Umling Block; Ri-Bhoi District has been 

practicing traditional medicine since 2014. His treatment methods depend on the 
explanation as described by the patient. His treatment approach includes 
massaging, bandaging of wounds and preparation of ointment as per the sickness. 
His gift of Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Mr Romes Klein 
who is his Son.  
 

 
375. Shri Phransis Khymdeit, aged 70 years a resident of Umsaw Nongbri village 

situated in Umling Block, Ri-Bhoi District has been practicing traditional 
medicine since 1990. His expertise with traditional Medicine includes 
prescription of oral medicine and ointment as per the sickness. His treatment 
method of diagnosis of various ailments is by observing the patient and sensing 
through touch. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his son 
Mr Lesman.  

 
 
376. Shri Sankar Sharma, aged 41years from Umsaw Namri village of Umling Block, Ri-Bhoi District 

has been practicing traditional medicine since 2016. His treatment method 
includes bandaging of wounds, preparation of ointment and oral medicines as 
per the diagnosis and in some cases only chanting is being performed.  
 
 
 

377. Shri Silvestar Mallai, aged 26 years a resident of Sohtad village situated in 
Umling Block, Ri-Bhoi District has been practicing traditional medicine 
since2017. His expertise with traditional Medicine includes prescription of oral 
as per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by 
observing the patient and sensing through touch. The traditional medical 
knowledge will be passed on to his Ms Anjelina Mallai.  

 
 
378. Shri Smathias Malai, aged 52 years from Sohtad village of Umling Block; Ri-Bhoi District has 

been practicing traditional medicine since 2013. His treatment methods depend on 
the explanation as described by the patient. His treatment approach includes 
massaging, preparation of ointment as per the sickness and in some cases only 
chanting is being performed. His gift of Traditional medical knowledge will be 
passed on to Mr Silbistar Malai who is his Son.  
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379. Shri Sparlin Rynshon, aged 42years from Mawlong Sepngi village of Umling 
Block, Ri-Bhoi District has been practicing traditional medicine since 1991. 
His treatment methods depend on the explanation as described by the patient.  
His treatment approach includes massaging and chanting. The traditional 
medical knowledge will be passed on to his son Mr Kiewshaphrang Matong.  

 
 
 
380. Shri Stelin Khymdeit, aged 65years from Sohtad village of Umling Block, Ri-Bhoi District has 

been practicing traditional medicine since 1995. His treatment method of 
diagnosis of various ailments is sensing through touch and in some cases only 
chanting is being performed .The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on 
to his son Mr Hilarius Trang.  
 
 

 
381. Mr. Victorian Makri aged 21 years from Umjarasi village of Umling Block; Ri-

Bhoi District has been practicing traditional medicine since 2014.  His 
treatment method includes massaging, preparation of ointment and oral 
medicines as per the diagnosis. The traditional medical knowledge will be 
passed on to Mr Wanbor Makri who is his brother.  

 
 

UMSNING BLOCK 
 
382. Smt Anbolin Markhap, aged 48years from Pyllaisha Mawtneng village of Umsning Block, Ri-

Bhoi District has been practising traditional medicine since 1992. Her expertise 
with traditional Medicine includes massaging, prescription of oral medicines as 
per the sickness. Her treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by 
observing the patient and sensing through touch.  The traditional medical 
knowledge will be passed on to Mr Meban Markhap who is her Son.  
 

 
 
383. Smt Aphilin Sohiong aged 44 years from Mawtneng village of Umsning Block; 

Ri-Bhoi District has been practising traditional medicine since 2011. Her 
treatment approach includes bandaging of wounds, preparation of ointment as 
per the sickness. Her gift of Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on 
to Ms Rushalimon who is her daughter.  

 
 
 
384. Smt Diw Balansha Lapang aged 49 years from Mawbri village of Umsning Block; Ri-Bhoi 

District has been practising traditional medicine since 2016. Her treatment 
method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch. Her 
treatment approach includes massaging, bandaging of wounds and preparation 
of oral medicines and ointment as per the sickness. The Traditional medical 
knowledge will be passed on to her daughter Ms Baiarimon  Lapang.  
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385. Shri Damutskhem Markhap aged 32years from Mawtngen village of Umsning 
Block; Ri-Bhoi District has been practising traditional medicine since 2008. His 
treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by looking at the betel nuts 
and betel leaves that the patients are asked to bring during the treatment. His 
treatment approach includes bandaging of wounds and preparation of ointment 
as per the sickness. His gift of Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on 
to his son Mr Mebawanskhem Masharing.  

 
 
386. Shri Heklan Kharkrang aged 48years from Jukiang village of Umsning Block; Ri-Bhoi District 

has been practising traditional medicine since 2010. His treatment methods 
depend on the explanation as described by the patient. His treatment approach 
includes bandaging of wounds, preparation of ointment and oral medicines as 
per the sickness. His gift of Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to 
Ms Iakmenlang Nongrum and Mr Hilarius Nongrum.  
 

 
387. Smt Ibadondor Sujai, aged 23years from Mawbri village of Umsning Block, Ri-

Bhoi District has been practising traditional medicine since 2009. Her treatment 
methods includes massaging, bandaging of wound and preparation of ointment as 
per the diagnosis. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Ms 
Cynthianella Sujai who is her Sister.  

 
 
388. Smt Jecinta Syngkli aged 40years from Mawbri village of Umsning Block; Ri-Bhoi District has 

been practising traditional medicine since 2016. Her treatment methods depend 
on the explanation as described by the patient. . Her treatment approach 
includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of ointment and oral 
medicines as per the diagnosis and in some cases only chanting is being 
performed. Her gift of Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Ms 
Josaphine  Syngkli wo is his daughter.  

 
 
389. Shri Kardioness Rynjah, aged 59years from Mawiamblei village of Umsning 

Block, Ri-Bhoi District has been practising traditional medicine since 1998. His 
treatment methods includes massaging, bandaging of wounds and preparation oral 
medicines as per the diagnosis. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed 
on to his daughter Ms Tiewbhalang Nongrum.  

 
 
 
390. Shri Ken Thongni aged 49 years from Umsohlang village of Umsning Block; Ri-Bhoi District 

has been practising traditional medicine since 2001. His treatment method of 
diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch. His treatment approach 
includes bandaging of wounds as per the sickness. His gift of Traditional medical 
knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Ms Dequeenda Mawlong.  
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391. Shri Konmanik Makdoh, local health practitioner aged 70years from Umkei 
village of Umsning Block; Ri-Bhoi District has been practising traditional 
medicine since 1976. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is 
by sensing through the touch of the patient’s hands His treatment approach 
includes bandaging of wounds, prescription of oral medicine as per the 
sickness. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his Son-in-
Law Mr Lorberjait Kylla.  

 
 
392. Shri Kwiolet Rynjah, aged 56years from Umdohthli village of Umsning Block, Ri-Bhoi District 

has been practising traditional medicine since 2001. His treatment method 
includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, and preparation of ointment and oral 
medicines as per the diagnosis. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed 
on to his daughter Ms Hananmon Wanniang.  

 
 
 
393. Smt Metilda Suting aged 40years from Mawiambei village of Umsning Block; Ri-

Bhoi District has been practising traditional medicine since 1998. Her treatment 
method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch. Her 
treatment approach includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, chanting, 
preparation of oral medicines and ointment as per the sickness. Her gift of 
Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her daughter Ms Ibarihun Suting.  

 
 
394. Shri Nicholas Thongni, aged 38 years from Umsohlang of Umsning Block, Ri-Bhoi District has 

been practising traditional medicine since 2001. His treatment method of 
diagnosis of various ailments is by observing the patients. His treatment 
approach includes bandaging of wounds and preparation of ointment as per the 
sickness. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his son Mr Pius 
Nongrum.  
 

 
 
395. Shri Nosparlan Nongrum aged 20years from Umdohtlhi village of Umsning 

Block; Ri-Bhoi District has been practising traditional medicine since 2016. His 
treatment methods depend on the explanation as described by the patient. His 
treatment approach includes bandaging, preparation of oral medicines and 
ointment as per the sickness.  

 
 
 
396. Shri Overland Dkhar Syngku, aged 64years from Syngku village of Umsning Block, Ri-Bhoi 

District has been practising traditional medicine since 1989. His treatment 
methods includes massaging, preparation of ointment and oral medicines as per 
the diagnosis and in some cases only chanting is being performed. The 
traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to Mr Pynhunlang Shadap who 
is his Son.  
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397. Shri Skhot Kharkrang, aged 40years from Jukiang village of Umsning Block; Ri-
Bhoi District has been practising traditional medicine since 2008. His treatment 
methods depend on the explanation as described by the patient. His treatment 
approach includes massaging, bandaging of wounds, preparation of oral 
medicines and ointment as per the sickness.  

 
 
 
398. Shri Thriking Shadap, aged 67years from Mawlingai village of Umsning Block, Ri-Bhoi District 

has been practising traditional medicine since 1982. His treatment methods 
include preparation oral medicines as per the diagnosis and in some cases only 
chanting is being performed. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed 
on to Mr Aiban Shaniahlang Makdoh who is his Son.  

 
 
 
399. Smt Yasko Kurkalang, aged 50 years from Lumsohphoh village of Umsning 

Block; Ri-Bhoi District has been practising traditional medicine since 2012. Her 
treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch. 
Her treatment approach includes massaging, bandaging of wounds and 
preparation of ointment as per the sickness and in some cases only chanting is 
being performed. The Traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her 
Grand-daughter Ms Jiswinia Kurkalang.  
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87%
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13%
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Gender Distribution  of TH (%)
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25%
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(61-70) Years

4%
(71-80) Years

Age Group Distribution of TH  (%)
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Age Group
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Traditional Healers Statistics in Ri Bhoi District 
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East Garo Hills District 
A total of 27  Healers attended the training programme from East Garo Hills district. Their profiles 

are listed below:  
 

SONGSAK BLOCK 
 
400. Shri Rakring M Sangma, aged 35 years from Napak Apal village of Songsak 

Block, East Garo Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 
1988. His expertise with traditional medicine includes bandaging, chanting, 
prescription of oral medicine and ointment as per the sickness. His treatment 
method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and 
observing the patient. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his wife Mrs 
Timilla Marak.  

 
 
401. Shri Albin Marak, aged 61 years from Napak songgital village of Songsak  Block, East Garo 

Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 1982. His 
expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, 
prescription of ointment as per the sickness. His treatment method of 
diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the 
patient. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his wife Mrs 

Silbalin Sangma.  
 
 
402. Shri Jillason K Marak, aged 39 years from Koknal imong village of Songsak  

Block, East Garo Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 
1988. His expertise with traditional medicine includes bandaging, chanting, 
prescription of oral medicines and ointment as per the sickness. His treatment 
method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and 
observing the patient. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his wife Mrs 
Trejilla Sangma.  

 
 
403. Shri Jenash N Arengh, aged 42 years from Songsak Bolchugre village of Songsak Block, East 

Garo Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2001. His 
expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging as per the 
sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing 
through touch and observing the patient.  
 

 
404. Shri Sengan Sangma, aged 40 years from Napak Songgital village of Songsak 

Block, East Garo Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 
1988. His expertise with traditional medicine includes bandaging, chanting, 
prescription of oral medicine and ointment as per the sickness. His treatment 
method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and 
observing the patient. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to 
his daughter Ms Chime Sangma.  
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SAMANDA BLOCK 
 
405. Shri Tarbinson Sangma, aged 61 years from Sasatgre village of Samanda  

Block, East Garo Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 
1988. His expertise with traditional medicine includes bandaging, prescription 
of oral medicines and ointment as per the sickness. His treatment method of 
diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the 
patient. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his son Mr Seilchang G Momin.  

 
406. Smt Ellya Sangma, aged 48 years from Williamnagar Nokgil awe village of Samanda Block, East 

Garo Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 1988. Her 
expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, prescription 
of oral medicines and ointment including other methods as per the sickness. 
Her treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through 
touch and observing the patient. The traditional medical knowledge will be 

passed on to her daughter Ms Prejitha Sangma.  
 
407. Smt Miseni Marak, aged 37 years from Tongbal Kamagiri village of Samanda 

Block, East Garo Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 
2016. Her expertise with traditional medicine includes bandaging as per the 
sickness. Her treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing 
through touch and observing the patient.  

 
 
408. Smt Benjonny Ch Marak, aged 41 years from Balsrigilim village of Samanda Block, East Garo 

Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2015. Her 
expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, prescription of oral 
medicine and ointment as per the sickness. Her treatment method of diagnosis 
of various ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the patient. The 
traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her daughter Ms 
Prechithra Ch Marak.  

 
 
409. Smt Janje Sangma, aged 46 years from Samanda Prapgre village of Samanda  

Block, East Garo Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 
2006. Her expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, 
prescription of oral medicines and ointment and midwife (baby delivery) as 
per the sickness. Her treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by 
sensing through touch and observing the patient. The traditional medical knowledge will be 
passed on to her husband Mr Linggan Momin.  

 

410. Smt Silem Sangma, aged 49 years from Samanda prapgre village of Samanda  Block, East Garo 
Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2010. Her 
expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, including 
other methods as per the sickness. Her treatment method of diagnosis of 
various ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the patient. The 
traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her daughter Ms Silla M 
Sangma.  
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411. Shri Dekki Sangma, aged 51 years from Dolwaregre village of Samanda  
Block, East Garo Hills District. His expertise with traditional medicine 
includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, prescription of oral medicines and 
ointment as per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various 
ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the patient. The 
traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his son Mr Tengrak Momin.  

 
412. Shri Jarang Ch Marak, aged 49 years from Rongrebo nategre village of Samanda Block, East 

Garo Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2005. His 
expertise with traditional medicine includes bandaging, chanting, prescription 
of oral medicine and ointment as per the sickness. His treatment method of 
diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the 
patient. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his daughter 
Ms Tapchi Marak.  

 
 

413. Smt Tiromi Ch Momin, aged 50 years from Nokil awe, Williamnagar 
village of Samanda Block, East Garo Hills District has been practising 
traditional medicine since 2013. Her expertise with traditional medicine 
includes massaging, prescription of oral medicines and ointment as per the 
sickness. Her treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing 
through touch and observing the patient. The traditional medical knowledge 
will be passed on to her husband Mr Tilson Marak.  

 
 
414. Shri Naman Marak, aged 45 years from Rongrebo Wategre village of Samanda Block, East Garo 

Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 1981. His 
expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, 
prescription of oral medicine and ointment as per the sickness. His treatment 
method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and 
observing the patient. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to 

his son Mr Anilbirth Sangma.  
 
 
415. Smt Gorethya Marak, aged 54 years from Williamnagar of Samanda  Block, 

East Garo Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2005. 
Her expertise with traditional medicine includes prescription of oral 
medicines and ointment as per the sickness. Her treatment method of 
diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the 
patient. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her daughter & son Ms Femina 
Marak & Anthon Marak respectively.  

 
416. Smt Teresa N Marak, aged 36 years from Williamnagar Nokgil awe village of Samanda  Block, 

East Garo Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2013. 
Her expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, prescription of 
oral medicines and ointment  as per the sickness. Her treatment method of 
diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the 
patient. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her brother 
Mr Keolinstone Marak.  
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417. Smt Satmare N Sangma, aged 30 years from Samanda prapgre village of 
Samanda Block, East Garo Hills District has been practising traditional 
medicine since 2001. Her expertise with traditional medicine includes 
massaging, bandaging including other methods as per the sickness. Her 
treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch 
and observing the patient. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on 
to her daughter Ms Hekamchi Sangma.  

 
418. Shri Salman Marak, aged 40 years from Samanda prapgre village of Samanda Block, East Garo 

Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2006. His expertise 
with traditional medicine includes bandaging, prescription of oral medicine and 
ointment as per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various 
ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the patient. The traditional 
medical knowledge will be passed on to his son Mr Jebi Sangma.  

 
419. Shri Alden Sangma, aged 56 years from Rongakgre of Samanda  Block, East 

Garo Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 1978. His 
expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, 
prescription of oral medicines and ointment including other methods  as per the 
sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing 
through touch and observing the patient. The traditional medical knowledge 
will be passed on to his sons Mr Win Marak & Rajis Marak.  

 
 
420. Shri Jinon Marak, aged 48 years from Samanda prapgre village of Samanda  Block, East Garo 

Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 1998. His 
expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, 
prescription of oral medicines and ointment  as per the sickness. His 
treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through 
touch and observing the patient. The traditional medical knowledge will be 

passed on to his wife Mrs Satmare Sangma.  
 
 

RONGJENG BLOCK 
 
421. Shri Sontilson Marak, aged 47 years from Nongchram village of Rongjeng 

Block, East Garo Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 
1987. His expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging 
including other methods as per the sickness. His treatment method of 
diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the 
patient.  

 
 
422. Shri Etdam Marak, aged 50 years from Nongchram  village of Rongjeng Block, East Garo Hills 

District has been practising traditional medicine since 1993. His expertise with 
traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, prescription of 
oral medicine and ointment as per the sickness. His treatment method of 
diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the 
patient.  
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423. Shri Joge Marak, an adult local health practitioner from Nongchram village of 
Rongjeng  Block, East Garo Hills District has been practising traditional 
medicine since 1980. His expertise with traditional medicine includes 
massaging, bandaging, chanting, prescription of oral medicines and ointment 
including other methods as per the sickness. His treatment method of 
diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the patient.  

 
 
424. Shri Tickilson Momin, aged 48 years from Nongchram village of Rongjeng Block, East Garo 

Hills District. His expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, 
bandaging, chanting, prescription of ointment as per the sickness. His treatment 
method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and 
observing the patient.  

 
 
 
 
425. Shri Jongbin N Marak, aged 35 years from Rongrebo chibolgre village of 

Samanda Block, East Garo Hills District has been practising traditional medicine 
since 2013. His expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, 
bandaging, chanting as per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of 
various ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the patient. The 
traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his son Mr Sandip Marak.  

 
 
426. Smt Jerilla Sangma, aged 38 years from Samanda prapgre village of Samanda Block, East Garo 

Hills District. Her expertise with traditional medicine includes prescription of 
oral medicines & ointment as per the sickness. Her treatment method of 
diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the 
patient. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her son Mr 
Jeckwal Sangma.  
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Traditional Healers Statistics in East Garo Hills 
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North Garo Hills District 
A total of 25  Healers attended the training programme from North Garo Hills district. Their profiles 

are listed below:  
 

BAJENGDOBA BLOCK 
 
427. Shri Willith Marak, aged 45 years from Bajengdoba Block, North Garo 

Hills District. His expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, 
bandaging,  prescription of ointment as per the sickness. His treatment 
method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and 
observing the patient.  

 
 
428. Shri Jaseng B Marak, aged 35 years from Bajengdoba Block, North Garo Hills District. His 

expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, 
prescription of ointment as per the sickness. His treatment method of 
diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the 
patient.  

 
 
429. Shri Podoroth G Momin, aged 46 years from Narongkol village of 

Bajengdoba Block, North Garo Hills District has been practising traditional 
medicine since 1998. His expertise with traditional medicine includes 
massaging, bandaging, chanting, prescription of oral medicines and ointment 
as per the disease. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is 
by sensing through touch and observing the patient. The traditional medical 
knowledge will be passed on to his sister Ms Dimlla G Momin.  

 
 
430. Shri Prinalson Marak, aged 50 years from Lineading village of Bajengdoba Block, North Garo 

Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 1996. His 
expertise with traditional medicine includes chanting, prescription of oral 
medicines as per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various 
ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the patient.  

 
 
 
431. Smt Jenti Sangma, aged 70 years from Bolongpang Village of  Bajengdoba 

Block, North Garo Hills District. Her expertise with traditional medicine 
includes massaging, prescription of oral medicines & ointment as per the 
sickness. Her treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by 
sensing through touch and observing the patient.  

 
 
432. Shri Bitherson Sangma, aged 44 years from Chichotchung village of  Bajengdoba Block, North 

Garo Hills District. His expertise with traditional medicine includes 
bandaging, chanting, prescription of ointment as per the sickness. His 
treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through 
touch and observing the patient. The traditional medical knowledge will be 
passed on to his daughter Ms Simchira Marak.  
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433. Shri Phisonsing Marak, aged 68 years from Omorpul village of Bajengdoba 
Block, North Garo Hills District has been practising traditional medicine 
since 2001. His expertise with traditional medicine includes chanting as per 
the disease. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by 
sensing through touch and observing the patient. The traditional medical 
knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Ms Siltorina Sangma.  

 
 
 
434. Shri Luckash Marak, aged 35 years from Akanok Sanggital village of Bajengdoba Block, North 

Garo Hills District. His expertise with traditional medicine includes 
massaging, bandaging, chanting as per the sickness. His treatment method of 
diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the 
patient.  

 
 
 
435. Shri Enjinston Marak, an adult  local health practitioner from Akanok 

Lemkona village of Bajengdoba Block, North Garo Hills District. His 
expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, 
prescription of oral medicines & ointment  as per the sickness. His treatment 
method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and 
observing the patient.  

 
KHARKUTTA BLOCK 

 
436. Shri Minarson  Sangma, an adult local health practitioner from Rangagora village of  Kharkutta 

Block, North Garo Hills District. His expertise with traditional medicine 
includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, prescription of oral medicines & 
ointment as per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various 
ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the patient.  

 
 
 
437. Shri Krewingson Sangma, an adult local health practitioner from Baksalpara 

village of Kharkutta Block, North Garo Hills District. His expertise with 
traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, prescription of 
oral medicine & ointment as per the sickness. His treatment method of 
diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the 
patient.  

 
 
438. Smt Belkesh Momin, from Baksalpara village of Kharkutta Block, North Garo Hills District. 

Her expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, 
chanting, prescription of oral medicines & ointment as per the disease. Her 
treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through 
touch and observing the patient.  
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RESUBELPARA BLOCK 
 
439. Shri Kraming Marak, aged 45 years from Dingok apal village of Resubelpara 

Block, North Garo Hills District has been practicing since 1987. His expertise 
with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, 
prescription of oral medicines as per the sickness. His treatment method of 
diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the 
patient.  

 
 
440. Shri Nengson Sangma, an adult  local health practitioner from Bolsong village of Resubelpara 

Block, North Garo Hills District. His expertise with traditional medicine 
includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, prescription of oral medicines & 
ointment as per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various 
ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the patient.  

 

441. Shri Pathrick Sangma, aged 51 years from Medu Apal village of  Resubelpara 
Block, North Garo Hills District. His expertise with traditional medicine 
includes massaging, bandaging, chanting including other methods as per the 
sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing 
through touch and observing the patient. The traditional knowledge will be 
passed on to his daughter Ms Olimaa Marak.  

 
 
442. Shri Rupleen Marak, aged 53 years from Rangman village of Resubelpara Block, North Garo 

Hills District. His expertise with traditional medicine includes chanting, 
prescription of ointment as per the sickness. His treatment method of 
diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the 
patient.  

 
 
443. Shri Arminath R Marak, aged 52 years from Resu Haluapara village of 

Resubelpara Block, North Garo Hills District. His expertise with traditional 
medicine includes massaging, chanting, prescription of ointment as per the 
disease. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing 
through touch and observing the patient.  

 
 
444. Smt Nibilla Marak, aged 48 years from Haluapara village of Resubelpara Block, North Garo 

Hills District. Her expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, 
bandaging, chanting as per the sickness. Her treatment method of diagnosis of 
various ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the patient. The 
traditional knowledge will be passed on to her daughter Ms Alkania Marak.  

 
 
445. Smt Sairina A Sangma, aged 34 years from Motcholpara village of Resubelpara 

Block, North Garo Hills District. Her expertise with traditional medicine 
includes massaging, bandaging as per the sickness. Her treatment method of 
diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the 
patient.  
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446. Smt Ronitha A Sangma, aged 33 years from Motcholpara village of  
Resubelpara Block, North Garo Hills District. Her expertise with traditional 
medicine includes bandaging as per the sickness. Her treatment method of 
diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the 
patient.  

 
 
447. Smt Eballin Marak, aged 30 years from New Putimary village of Resubelpara Block, North Garo 

Hills District. Her expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, 
bandaging, prescription of ointment as per the sickness. Her treatment 
method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and 
observing the patient.  

 
 
448. Smt Brosomoti R Marak, an adult local health practitioner from Thorika 

village of Resubelpara Block, North Garo Hills District. Her expertise with 
traditional medicine includes massaging, chanting, prescription of ointment as 
per the disease. Her treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by 
sensing through touch and observing the patient.  

 
 
449. Shri Anand A Sangma, an adult local health practitioner from Aruakgre village of Resubelpara 

Block, North Garo Hills District. His expertise with traditional medicine 
includes massaging, bandaging, chanting as per the sickness. His treatment 
method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and 
observing the patient.  

 
 
 
450. Shri Biuhun Sangma, an adult local health practitioner from Aneaga village of 

Resubelpara Block, North Garo Hills District. His expertise with traditional 
medicine includes massaging, bandaging as per the sickness. Histreatment 
method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and 
observing the patient.  

 
 
 
 
451. Shri Mollitchar D Sangma, an adult local health practitioner from Thorika village of  

Resubelpara Block, North Garo Hills District. His expertise with traditional 
medicine includes bandaging as per the sickness. Her treatment method of 
diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the 
patient.  
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Traditional Healers Statistics in North Garo Hills 
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South Garo Hills District 
A total of 22   Healers attended the training programme from South Garo Hills district. Their profiles 

are listed below:  
 

BAGHMARA BLOCK 
 
452. Shri Weningstone N Marak, aged 55 years from Rangdohram village of 

Baghmara Block, South  Garo Hills District has been practising traditional 
medicine since 2007. His expertise with traditional medicine includes 
massaging, bandaging,  prescription of oral medicine and ointment as per the 
sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing 
through touch and observing the patient. The traditional medical knowledge 
will be passed on to his son Mr Zedikia R Sangma.  

 
 
453. Shri Dipalson Ch Sangma, aged 48 years from Dabit- Ampangdamgre village of Baghmara 

Block, South Garo Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 
2006. His expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, 
chanting, prescription of oral medicines & ointment as per the sickness. His 
treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch 
and observing the patient. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on 
to his son Mr Salkrengbarth N Sangma.  

 
 
454. Smt Ronabel M Sangma, aged 55 years from Bolsalgre village of Baghmara 

Block, South Garo Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 
1985. Her expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, 
chanting, prescription of oral medicines and ointment as per the disease. She 
also treats poultry and cattle diseases. Her treatment method of diagnosis of 
various ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the patient. The 
traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her daughter Ms Rinebell Sangma.  

 
 
455. Shri Robinstone N Marak, aged 58 years from Bolsalgre village of Baghmara Block, South Garo 

Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 1985. His expertise 
with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, prescription 
of oral medicines and ointment as per the sickness. His treatment method of 
diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the 
patient. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Ms 

Rinebell Sangma.  
 
 
456. Shri Loithonath N Sangma, aged 55 years from Dabit Ampangdamgre village 

of Baghmara Block, South  Garo Hills District has been practising traditional 
medicine since 1995. His expertise with traditional medicine includes 
massaging, bandaging, chanting,  prescription of oral medicine and ointment as 
per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by 
sensing through touch and observing the patient. The traditional medical 
knowledge will be passed on to his son Mr Arin C Jitchichang R Marak.  
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457. Smt Henilla Marak, aged 50 years from Dabit Ampangdamgre village of 
Baghmara Block, South  Garo Hills District. Her expertise with traditional 
medicine includes massaging, bandaging,   prescription of ointment as per the 
sickness. She also works as a mid wife. Her treatment method of diagnosis of 
various ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the patient. The 
traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her daughter Ms Sinitha Marak.  

 
 
458. Shri Peljing Sangma, aged 54 years from Dadenggre village of Baghmara Block, South Garo Hills 

District has been practising traditional medicine since 1998. His expertise with 
traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, prescription of oral 
medicines and ointment as per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis 
of various ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the patient. The 
traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Ms Rukmachi 
Ch Marak.  

 
459. Shri Livingstone Ch Marak, aged 48 years from Mikalpagre village of 

Baghmara Block, South Garo Hills District has been practising traditional 
medicine since 2007. His expertise with traditional medicine includes 
massaging, bandaging, chanting, prescription of oral medicines and ointment as 
per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by 
sensing through touch and observing the patient. The traditional medical 
knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Ms Sebalina M Sangma.  

 
 

CHOKPOT BLOCK 
 
460. Shri Alwingston Sangma, aged 61 years from Mikalpagre village of Chokpot Block, South Garo 

Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2000. His expertise 
with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, prescription of oral 
medicines & ointment as per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of 
various ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the patient. The 
traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Ms Phrinila Ch 

Marak.  
 
 
461. Shri Thitush Ch Marak, aged 60 years from Kalbanggre village of Chokpot 

Block, South Garo Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 
1990. His expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging,  
prescription of ointment as per the sickness. His treatment method of 
diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the 
patient and sense of odour. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed 
on to his son Mr Basanio M Sangma.  
 
 

462. Smt Sesilla Ch Marak, aged 50 years from Kalbanggre village of Chokpot Block, South Garo 
Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2010. Her expertise 
with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, chanting,   as per the 
sickness. Her treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing 
through touch and observing the patient.  
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463. Shri Galek Sangma, aged 48 years from Dadenggre village of Chokpot Block, 
South Garo Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2011. 
His expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, 
prescription of oral medicines & ointment as per the sickness. His treatment 
method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and 
observing the patient. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his wife Mrs Mela 
Marak.  

 
 
464. Shri Depson Marak, aged 51 years from Rongchanggre village of Chokpot Block, South Garo 

Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2002. His 
expertise with traditional medicine includes bandaging, chanting, prescription 
of oral medicines & ointment as per the sickness. His treatment method of 
diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the 
patient. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his daughter 

Ms Balasme Ch Marak.  
 
 
465. Shri Barnabas Ch Marak, aged 25 years from Bugigre village of Chokpot 

Block, South Garo Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 
2007. His expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, 
chanting, prescription of oral medicines & ointment as per the sickness. His 
treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch 
and observing the patient. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on 
to his daughter Ms Saritha M Sangma.  

 
 
466. Shri Pudhi T Marak, aged 56 years from Gangugre village of Chokpot Block, South Garo Hills 

District has been practising traditional medicine since 2011. His expertise 
with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, prescription of oral 
medicines & ointment as per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis 
of various ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the patient. The 
traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his son Mr Arnath Marak.  
 

 
467. Shri Benedik M Sangma, aged 71 years from Mukkalpagre village of Chokpot 

Block, South Garo Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 
2008. His expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging as 
per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by 
sensing through touch and observing the patient. The traditional medical 
knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Ms Gresil Ch Marak.  

 
 
468. Smt Angela Ch Marak, aged 47 years from Kalbanggre village of Chokpot Block, South Garo 

Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2013. Her 
expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, prescription of 
ointment as per the sickness. She also help in baby delivery.  Her treatment 
method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and 
observing the patient. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to 
her daughter Ms Rigina Marak.  
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469. Shri Kolom M Sangma, aged 45 years from Kalbanggre village of Chokpot Block, 
South Garo Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2008. 
His expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, 
prescription of oral medicines & ointment as per the sickness. His treatment 
method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and 
observing the patient. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his 
daughter Ms Salchira Ch Marak.  

 
 

RONGARA BLOCK 
 
470. Shri Changsin D Sangma, aged 40 years from Gaobari village of Rongara Block, South Garo 

Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2016. His 
expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, 
prescription of oral medicines & ointment as per the sickness. His treatment 
method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and 
observing the patient. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to 
his son in law Mr Jackyson Ch Marak.  

 
 
471. Shri Medison N Marak, aged 50 years from Gaobari village of Rongara 

Block, South Garo Hills District has been practising traditional medicine 
since 1995. His expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, 
bandaging, chanting, prescription of oral medicines & ointment as per the 
sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing 
through touch and observing the patient. The traditional medical knowledge 
will be passed on to his daughter Ms Tenganchi A Sangma.  

 
 
472. Shri Rahen G Marak, aged 81 years from Dambuk Jongkol village of Rongara Block, South 

Garo Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2004. His 
expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, 
prescription of oral medicines & ointment as per the sickness. His treatment 
method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and 
observing the patient. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to 
his son Mr Alwid M Sangma.  

 
 
473. Shri Wenendro Sangma, aged 54 years from Gaobari village of Rongara 

Block, South Garo Hills District. His expertise with traditional medicine 
includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, prescription of oral medicines & 
ointment as per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various 
ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the patient. The 
traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his son Mr Polingstone 
Marak.  
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Traditional Healers Statistics in South Garo Hills 
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South West Garo Hills District 
A total of 42 Healers attended the training programme from South West Garo Hills district. Their 

profiles are listed below:  
 

ZIKZAK BLOCK 
 

474. Shri Phillipson Marak, aged 52 years from Rongchugre village of Zikzak 
Block, South West Garo Hills District has been practising traditional medicine 
since 1989. His expertise with traditional medicine includes bandaging, 
chanting, prescription of oral medicine and ointment as per the sickness. His 
treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch 
and observing the patient. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his daughter 
Ms Chianchi D Sangma.  

 
 
475. Smt Miktera D Sangma, a beginner in the traditional health practices aged 20 years from 

Rongchugre village of Zikzak Block, South West Garo Hills District. Her 
expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, 
prescription of oral medicine as per the sickness.  

 
 
 
476. Shri Nilkanta Koch, aged 55 years from Kalaigoan village of Zikzak Block, 

South West Garo Hills Distric. His expertise with traditional medicine 
includes massaging,bandaging, chanting as per the sickness. The traditional 
medical knowledge will be passed on to his brother Mr Lalmohan Koch.  

 
 

477. Shri Mingnang Sangma, aged 63 years from Dingampara village of Zikzak Block, South West 
Garo Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2008. His 
expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, 
prescription of oral medicine and ointment as per the sickness.The traditional 
medical knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Ms Sobanni Arengh.  

 
 
478. Shri Temsing Marak, aged 37 years from Salman para village of Zikzak 

Block, South West Garo Hills District has been practising traditional 
medicine since 2013. His expertise with traditional medicine includes 
massaging, bandaging, chanting as per the sickness. His treatment method of 
diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the 
patient. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his daughter 
Ms Antira Sangma.  
 
 

479. Shri Sparson Ch Marak, aged 26 years from Songatam of Zik Zak Block, South West Garo 
Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2013. His 
expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, 
prescription of oral medicine and ointment as per the sickness. His treatment 
method of diagnosis of various ailments is by using physical examination. The 
traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Ms Salkimne 

Sangma.  
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480. Shri Alsing Marak, aged 30 years from Salman para of Zik Zak Block, South 
West Garo Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2015. 
His expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, chanting, 
including other methods as per the sickness. His treatment method of 
diagnosis of various ailments is by using physical examination.  

 
481. Shri Himforth M Sangma, aged 51 years from Rokolpara of Zik Zak Block, South West Garo 

Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2003. His 
expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, 
prescription of oral medicine and ointment as per the sickness. His treatment 
method of diagnosis of various ailments is by using physical examination and 
interviewing the patient.  

 
 
482. Shri Bilash Ch Koch, aged 57 years from Patijora of Zik Zak Block, South 

West Garo Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2013. 
His expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, 
chanting as per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various 
ailments is by using physical examination.  

 
483. Shri Bijan Bihari Koch, aged 50 years from Patijora of Zik Zak Block, South West Garo Hills 

District has been practising traditional medicine since 2011. His expertise 
with traditional medicine includes massaging, prescription of oral medicine 
and ointment as per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of 
various ailments is by using physical examination. The traditional medical 
knowledge will be passed on to his son Mr Aurab Koch.  

 
484. Shri Ronsing Sangma, aged 70 years from Chelapara of Zik Zak Block, 

South West Garo Hills District has been practising traditional medicine 
since 2008. His expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, 
chanting, prescription of oral medicine and ointment including other 
methods as per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various 
ailments is by using physical examination. His wife, Mrs Milji Marak assists 
him in preparations of herbal medicines.  

 
 
485. Shri Prinbirthson Sangma, aged 38 years from Demdemakona of Zik Zak Block, South West 

Garo Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2013. His 
expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, chanting as per the 
sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by using 
physical examination. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on 
to his son Mrs Charik Sangma.  

 
 
486. Shri Changman Sangma, aged 53 years from Tallinggre of Zik Zak Block, 

South West Garo Hills District has been practising traditional medicine 
since 2008. His expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, 
bandaging, chanting  prescription of oral medicine and ointment including 
other methods  as per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of 
various ailments is by using physical examination. The traditional medical 
knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Ms Gresi Ch Marak.  
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BETASING BLOCK 
 

487. Shri Kenalson Sangma, aged 42 years from Salbari village of Betasing Block, 
South West Garo Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 
1992. His expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, 
chanting as per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various 
ailments is by physical examination. The traditional medical knowledge will 
be passed on to his daughter Ms Benitha Ch Marak.  

 
 
488. Smt Skulla T Sangma, aged 35 years from Baishpara village of Betasing Block, South West Garo 

Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2013. Her 
expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, 
prescription of oral medicine and ointment as per the sickness. Her treatment 
method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and 
observing the patient. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to 

her daughter Ms Silbamchi T Sangma.  
 
489. Smt Rukmoni T Sangma, aged 68 years from Baishpara village of Betasing 

Block, South West Garo Hills District has been practising traditional 
medicine since 2013. Her expertise with traditional medicine includes 
massaging, bandaging, prescription of oral medicine as per the sickness. Her 
treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through 
touch and observing the patient. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her 
daughter Ms Ronolish T Sangma.  

 
 
490. Shri Johny N Marak, aged 23 years from Rongbagre village of Betasing Block, South West Garo 

Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2001. His 
expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, 
prescription of oral medicine and ointment as per the sickness. His treatment 
method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and 
observing the patient.  

 
 
491. Dr. Vidyanisth  Marak, aged 60 years from Samachik Sikman, Rongbakgre, 

Ethnic Hospital of Betasing Block, South West Garo Hills District has been 
practising traditional medicine since 1980. His expertise with traditional 
medicine includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, prescription of oral 
medicine and ointment as per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis 
of various ailments is by using traditional process, interviewing and physical 
examination, measurement of blood pressure etc. The traditional medical knowledge will be 
passed on to his daughter Ms Ravina A Sangma.  

 
492. Shri Yenden R Marak, aged 58 years from Mekdual Adinggre of Zikzak Block, South West 

Garo Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 1997. His 
expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, 
prescription of oral medicine and ointment as per the sickness. His treatment 
method of diagnosis of various ailments is by using traditional process. The 
traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Ms Hezikhia 

M Marak.  
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493. Shri Rangson Sangma, aged 42 years from Sasatbalgre of Betasing Block, South 
West Garo Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 1997. 
His expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, 
prescription of oral medicine and ointment as per the sickness. The traditional 
medical knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Ms Hilkira  Marak.  

 
494. Shri Nikhil Koch, aged 32 years from Gasura of Betasing Block, South West Garo Hills District. 

His expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, chanting 
as per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by 
using traditional process.  

 
 
 
495. Shri Gasin Marak, aged 29 years from Chengkompara of Betasing Block, 

South West Garo Hills District. His expertise with traditional medicine 
includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, prescription of oral medicine and 
ointment as per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various 
ailments is by using traditional process.  

 
 
496. Shri Clever Marak, aged 55 years from Muchapani of Betasing Block, South West Garo Hills 

District has been practising traditional medicine since 2000. His expertise 
with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, 
prescription of oral medicine and ointment as per the sickness. His treatment 
method of diagnosis of various ailments is by using traditional process. The 
traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his son Mr Silsrang 
Sangma.  

 
 
497. Shri Senjiv D Sangma-, aged 58 years from Jongchetpara of Betasing Block, 

South West Garo Hills District has been practising traditional medicine 
since 2003. His expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, 
bandaging, chanting, prescription of oral medicine and ointment including 
other methods as per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of 
various ailments is by using traditional process. The traditional medical 
knowledge will be passed on to his son Mr Jumsum Ch Marak.  

 
 
498. Shri Prinson Ch Marak, aged 40 years from Chengkompara of Betasing Block, South West Garo 

Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 1986. His 
expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, 
prescription of oral medicine and ointment including other methods as per the 
sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by using 
traditional process.  

 
499. Shri Dol Koch, aged 43 years from Bainapara of Betasing Block, South West 

Garo Hills District. His expertise with traditional medicine includes 
massaging, bandaging, chanting, prescription of oral medicine and ointment 
including other methods as per the sickness. His treatment method of 
diagnosis of various ailments is by using traditional process. The traditional 
medical knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Ms Rubhi Koch.  
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500. Shri Greathing B Sangma, aged 40 years from South West Ampati  of 
Betasing Block, South West Garo Hills District. His expertise with 
traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, prescription of 
oral medicine and ointment including other methods as per the sickness. His 
treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by using traditional 
process.  
 

501. Shri Juni Ch Marak, aged 46 years from Agalgre of Betasing Block, South West Garo Hills 
District has been practising traditional medicine since 1998. His expertise 
with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, 
prescription of oral medicine and ointment including other methods as per the 
sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by using 
traditional process. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his 
son Mr Nonera R Sangma.  

 
 
502. Smt Ronolish T Sangma, aged 38 years from Baishpara of Betasing Block, 

South West Garo Hills District. Her expertise with traditional medicine 
includes massaging, bandaging, prescription of oral medicine as per the 
sickness. Her treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by using 
traditional process. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to 
her daughter Ms Anwesha T Sangma.  

 
 
503. Shri Patinson M Marak, aged 37 years from Simlakona of Zik Zak Block, South West Garo 

Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2003. His 
expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, 
prescription of oral medicine and ointment including other methods as per 
the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by 
using traditional process.  

 
 
504. Smt Premish Ch Marak, aged 58 years from Sona mitte of Betasing Block, 

South West Garo Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 
1985. Her expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, 
chanting, prescription of oral medicine and ointment including other methods 
as per the sickness. Her treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by 
using traditional process.  

 
505. Shri Sebastin D Marak, aged 38 years from Wadagre of Betasing Block, South West Garo Hills 

District. His expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, 
chanting, prescription of oral medicine and ointment including other methods 
as per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by 
using traditional process.  

 
 
506. Smt Lojonish D Sangma, aged 60 years from Sonamitte of Betasing Block, 

South West Garo Hills District. Her expertise with traditional medicine 
includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, prescription of oral medicine and 
ointment including other methods as per the sickness. Her treatment method 
of diagnosis of various ailments is by using traditional process.  
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507. Smt Suntilla Marak, aged 32 years from Muji Agalgre of Betasing Block, 
South West Garo Hills District. Her expertise with traditional medicine 
includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, prescription of oral medicine and 
ointment including other methods as per the sickness. Her treatment 
method of diagnosis of various ailments is by using traditional process.  

 
 

508. Shri Baldit Marak, aged 40 years from Salbare of Betasing Block, 
South West Garo Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 
2002. His expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, 
chanting, prescription of oral medicine and ointment including other methods 
as per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is 
by using traditional process. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed 
on to his daughter Ms Misanchi  Sangma.  

 
 
509. Shri Melson S Sangma, aged 60 years from Rongseng Abegre of Betasing 

Block, South West Garo Hills District has been practising traditional 
medicine since 1998. His expertise with traditional medicine includes 
massaging, bandaging, chanting, prescription of oral medicine and ointment 
including other methods as per the sickness. His treatment method of 
diagnosis of various ailments is by using traditional process. The traditional 
medical knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Ms Mimel Marak.  

 
 
510. Shri Tistoram Koch, aged 60 years from Belbari of Betasing Block, South West Garo Hills 

District has been practising traditional medicine since 1988. His expertise 
with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, 
prescription of oral medicine and ointment including other methods as per 
the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by 
using physical examination. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed 
on to his daughter Ms Bonjitha Koch.  

 
 
511. Shri Pitdrikson Marak, aged 48 years from Muji Agalgre of Betasing Block, 

South West Garo Hills District. His expertise with traditional medicine 
includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, prescription of oral medicine and 
ointment including other methods as per the sickness. His treatment method 
of diagnosis of various ailments is by using physical examination. The 
traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Ms 
Prechithra Ch Marak.  

 
 
512. Smt Bitchil Ch Marak, aged 30 years from Ronggekgre of Betasing Block, South West Garo 

Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 2003. Her 
expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, chanting, prescription 
of oral medicine and ointment including other methods as per the sickness. 
Her treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by using physical 
examination. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her sister 
Ms Nobina Marak.  
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513. Shri Prithiraj Koch, aged 48 years from Taktaki of Betasing Block, South 
West Garo Hills District has been practising traditional medicine since 1976. 
His expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, 
chanting, prescription of oral medicine and ointment including other 
methods as per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various 
ailments is by using physical examination.  

 
 
514. Smt Chengme Ch Marak, a beginner in local health practices aged 30 years from Rongramgre of 

Betasing Block, South West Garo Hills District.  
 
 
 
 
 
515. Smt Tamina N Marak, aged 20 years from Rongbakgre of Betasing Block, 

South West Garo Hills District has been practising traditional medicine 
since 2014. Her expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, 
bandaging, prescription of oral medicine and ointment as per the sickness. 
Her treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by using physical 
examination. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to her 
daughter Ms Nokmera Marak.  
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Traditional Healers Statistics in South West Garo Hills 
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West Garo Hills District 

A total of 45  Healers attended the training programme from West Garo Hills district. Their profiles are listed 

below:  

 

DADENGGRE BLOCK 

 

516. Shri Minte B Marak, aged 45years from Tebronggre Village of  Dadenggre Block, 

West Garo Hills District. His expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, 

prescription of ointment as per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of 

various ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the patient. The 

traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Ms Jerike S Sangma.  

 

 

517. Shri Marbin Ch Sangma, aged 56 years from Tebronggre village of Dadenggre Block, West Garo Hills 

District. His expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, 

chanting, prescription of oral medicines & ointment as per the sickness. His 

treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and 

observing the patient. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his 

daughter Ms Tengchira Sangma.  

 

 

518. Shri Galwen Sangma, aged 51 years from Dadenggre Block, West Garo Hills 

District. His expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, 

chanting, prescription of ointment as per the disease. His treatment method of 

diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the patient.  

 

 

 

519. Shri Henson R Marak, aged 52 years from Tebronggre village of Dadenggre Block, West Garo Hills 

District. His expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, 

chanting, prescription of ointment as per the sickness. His treatment method of 

diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the patient. 

The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Ms Tamila A 

Sangma.  

 

DALU BLOCK 

 

520. Smt Robojeni Ch Marak, aged 60 years from Tebapara village of Dalu Block, West 

Garo Hills District has been practicing since the year 1985. Her expertise with 

traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, prescription of oral 

medicines as per the sickness. Her treatment method of diagnosis of various 

ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the patient. The traditional 

medical knowledge will be passed on to her daughter Ms Kasanchi Ch Marak.  

 

 

521. Shri Etherson D Sangma, aged 47 years from Thibapara Village of Dalu Block, West Garo Hills District 

has been practicing since the year 2012. His expertise with traditional medicine 

includes massaging, bandaging, prescription of oral medicine as per the sickness. His 

treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and 

observing the patient. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his 

daughter Ms Chinali D Sangma.  
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522. Shri Charlet N Marak, aged 36 years from Dedokgre village of Dalu Block, West 

Garo Hills District has been practicing since the year 2000. His expertise with 

traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, prescription of oral medicines 

& ointment as per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various 

ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the patient. The traditional 

medical knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Ms Nokrikchi D Sangma.  

 

 

523. Shri Enikson M Sangma, aged 42 years from Amongpara village of Dalu Block, West Garo Hills District 

has been practicing since the year 2012. His expertise with traditional medicine 

includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, prescription of oral medicines & ointment as 

per the disease. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing 

through touch and observing the patient. The traditional medical knowledge will be 

passed on to his son Mr Salgrim M Marak.  

 

 

524. Shri Wentosh Ch Momin, aged 45 years from Amongpara village of Dalu Block, 

West Garo Hills District has been practicing since the year 2008. His expertise with 

traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, prescription of oral medicines & 

ointment as per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is 

by sensing through touch and observing the patient. The traditional medical 

knowledge will be passed on to his son Mr Bilsong Ch Marak.  

 

 

GAMBEGRE BLOCK 

 

525. Shri Sengban R Sangma, aged 51 years from Darenggre Village of Gambegre Block, West Garo Hills 

District has been practicing since the year 2000. His expertise with traditional 

medicine includes massaging, bandaging, prescription of oral medicine & ointment as 

per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing 

through touch and observing the patient. The traditional medical knowledge will be 

passed on to his wife Mrs Pullina B Marak.  

 

 

526. Shri Dewil Sangma, aged 42 years from Lower Darenggre village of Gambegre 

Block, West Garo Hills District has been practicing since the year 2005. His 

expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, 

prescription of oral medicines as per the sickness. His treatment method of 

diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the 

patient. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Ms 

Chemchere R Marak.  

 

 

527. Shri Mondu Marak, aged 62 years from Alabagre village of Gambegre Block, West Garo Hills District 

has been practicing since the year 1978. His expertise with traditional medicine 

includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, prescription of oral medicines & ointment as 

per the disease. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing 

through touch and observing the patient.  
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528. Shri Habel Ch Momin, aged 46 years from Aminda Rangsa village of Gambegre 

Block, West Garo Hills District has been practicing since the year 2002. His 

expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, prescription of 

oral medicines & ointment including other methods as per the sickness. His 

treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and 

observing the patient.  

 

 

529. Shri Henathson A Sangma, aged 57 years from Darenggre village of Gambegre Block, West Garo Hills 

District has been practicing since the year 1986. His expertise with traditional 

medicine includes massaging, bandaging, prescription of oral medicines & ointment as 

per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing 

through touch and observing the patient. The traditional medical knowledge will be 

passed on to his daughter Ms Polijia Sangma.  

 

 

530. Shri Bearson Sangma, aged 65 years from Daren Agal Village of Gambegre Block, 

West Garo Hills District has been practicing since the year 2003. His expertise with 

traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, prescription of oral medicine & 

ointment as per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is 

by sensing through touch and observing the patient. The traditional medical 

knowledge will be passed on to his wife Ms Sunny Merry Ch Marak.  

 

 

RERAPARA BLOCK 

 

531. Shri Snowalson Marak, aged 56 years from Akinpara village of Rerapara Block, West Garo Hills District 

has been practicing since the year 1994. His expertise with traditional medicine 

includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, prescription of oral medicines & ointment 

as per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by 

sensing through touch and observing the patient.  

 

 

 

532. Shri Jasvyl Ch Marak, aged 43 years from Jaluagre village of Rerapara Block, West 

Garo Hills District has been practicing since the year 2014. His expertise with 

traditional medicine includes bandaging, prescription of oral medicines as per the 

disease. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through 

touch and observing the patient.  

 

 

 

533. Shri Itdhillson R Sangma, aged 50 years from Gondugre village of Rerapara Block, West Garo Hills 

District has been practicing since the year 1983. His expertise with traditional 

medicine includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, prescription of oral medicines & 

ointment including other methods as per the sickness. His treatment method of 

diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the patient.  
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RONGRAM BLOCK 

 

534. Shri Bitchon Ch Marak, aged 64 years from Agillanggre village of Rongram Block, 

West Garo Hills District has been practicing since the year 1998. His expertise with 

traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, prescription of oral medicines & 

ointment including other methods as per the sickness. His treatment method of 

diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the patient.  

 

 

 

535. Shri Jingban N Sangma, aged 54 years from Timbogre Village of Rongram Block, West Garo Hills 

District has been practicing since the year 1993. His expertise with traditional 

medicine includes massaging, bandaging, prescription of oral medicine & ointment 

as per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by 

sensing through touch and observing the patient. The traditional medical knowledge 

will be passed on to his daughter Ms Cronsila Ch Marak.  

 

 

 

536. Ms Rabina A Sangma, aged 21 years from Agillanggre village of Rongram Block, 

West Garo Hills District has been practicing since the year 2005. Her expertise 

with traditional medicine includes prescription of oral medicines & ointment as per 

the sickness. Her treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing 

through touch and observing the patient. The traditional medical knowledge will 

be passed on to her mother Mrs Tresaline A Sangma.  

 

 

537. Shri Rokmon T Sangma, aged 40 years from Boldorenggre village of Rongram Block, West Garo Hills 

District has been practicing since the year 2007. His expertise with traditional 

medicine includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, prescription of oral medicines & 

ointment as per the disease. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is 

by sensing through touch and observing the patient. The traditional medical 

knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Ms Treom Chik R Marak.  

 

 

538. Shri Welbin Marak, aged 45 years from Boldorenggre village of Rongram Block, 

West Garo Hills District has been practicing since the year 2010. His expertise with 

traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, prescription of oral 

medicines & ointment as per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of 

various ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the patient.  

 

 

539. Shri Prenson Marak, aged 45 years from Boldorenggre village of Rongram Block, West Garo Hills 

District has been practicing since the year 2005. His expertise with traditional 

medicine includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, prescription of oral medicines & 

ointment as per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments 

is by sensing through touch and observing the patient. The traditional medical 

knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Ms Lucy A Sangma.  
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540. Shri Thezendro R Marak, aged 54 years from New Tura Araimile of Rongram 

Block, West Garo Hills District has been practicing since the year 1988. His 

expertise with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, 

prescription of oral medicine & ointment as per the sickness. His treatment method 

of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the 

patient.  

 

 

541. Smt Gatri Sangma, aged 50 years from Agillanggre village of Rongram Block, West Garo Hills District 

has been practicing since the year 2012. Her expertise with traditional medicine 

includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, prescription of oral medicines & ointment 

as per the sickness. Her treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by 

sensing through touch and observing the patient.  

 

 

SELSELLA BLOCK 

 

542. Shri Ranjeng R Marak, aged 51 years from Pathangre village of Selsella Block, West 

Garo Hills District has been practicing since the year 2003. His expertise with 

traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, prescription of oral 

medicines & ointment as per the disease. He is also involved in treating poultry 

diseases. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing 

through touch and observing the patient. The traditional medical knowledge will be 

passed on to his daughter Ms Midmi Sangma.  

 

 

543. Shri Pottingson R Marak, aged 32 years from Bolsalgre village of Selsella Block, West Garo Hills District 

has been practicing since the year 2008. His expertise with traditional medicine 

includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, prescription of oral medicines & ointment as 

per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing 

through touch and observing the patient. The traditional medical knowledge will be 

passed on to his daughter Ms Nerithi Sangma.  

 

 

544. Shri Benson A Sangma, aged 76 years from Selsella project village of Selsella Block, 

West Garo Hills District has been practicing since the year 2008. His expertise with 

traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, prescription of oral 

medicines & ointment as per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of 

various ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the patient. The 

traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Ms Arengche 

Marak.  

 

 

545. Shri Raneng B Marak, aged 33 years from Kangkalapara of Selsella Block, West Garo Hills District has 

been practicing since the year 1988. His expertise with traditional medicine includes 

massaging, bandaging, chanting, prescription of oral medicine & ointment as per the 

sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through 

touch and observing the patient. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on 

to his daughter Ms Lerish Marak.  
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546. Sekson B Marak, aged 63 years from Selsella Singe Mari village of Selsella Block, 

West Garo Hills District has been practicing since the year 2003. His expertise with 

traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, prescription of oral 

medicines & ointment as per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of 

various ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the patient. The 

traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Ms Nitora M Sangma.  

 

 

547. Shri Mingseng B Marak, aged 51 years from Selsella singe Mari village of Selsella Block, West Garo Hills 

District has been practicing since the year 2009. His expertise with traditional 

medicine includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, prescription of oral medicines & 

ointment as per the disease. He is also involved in treating poultry diseases. His 

treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and 

observing the patient. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his 

daughter Ms Aheda T Sangma.  

 

 

 

548. Shri Greswarsh R Sangma, aged 39 years from Chinabatgre village of Selsella Block, 

West Garo Hills District has been practicing since the year 2009. His expertise 

with traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, prescription of 

oral medicines & ointment as per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis 

of various ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the patient. The 

traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Ms Chean Bimeth 

Ch Marak.  

 

 

549. Shri Lastborn Sangma, aged 40 years from Sangadam village of Selsella Block, West Garo Hills District 

has been practicing since the year 1999. His expertise with traditional medicine 

includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, prescription of oral medicines & ointment 

as per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by 

sensing through touch and observing the patient. The traditional medical knowledge 

will be passed on to his daughter Ms Kimbre Sangma.  

 

 

 

550. Shri Joren Sangma, aged 48 years from Kangkalapara of Selsella Block, West Garo 

Hills District has been practicing since the year 2005. His expertise with traditional 

medicine includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, prescription of oral medicine & 

ointment as per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is 

by sensing through touch and observing the patient. The traditional medical 

knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Ms Silbenani Marak.  

 

 

551. Shri Debit Marak, aged 44 years from Selsella Nokatgre village of Selsella Block, West Garo Hills 

District has been practicing since the year 2012. His expertise with traditional medicine 

includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, prescription of oral medicines & ointment as 

per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing 

through touch and observing the patient. The traditional medical knowledge will be 

passed on to his son Mr Bidona Sangma.  
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552. Shri Changman Marak, aged 45 years from Dilnapare village of Selsella Block, West 

Garo Hills District has been practicing since the year 2002. His expertise with 

traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, prescription of oral 

medicines & ointment as per the disease. He is also involved in treating poultry 

diseases. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing 

through touch and observing the patient. The traditional medical knowledge will be 

passed on to his daughter Ms Anil Marak.  

 

TIKRIKILLA BLOCK 

 

553. Shri Wiljin Marak, aged 47 years from Bomdokmali village of Tikrikilla Block, West Garo Hills District 

has been practicing since the year 1985. His expertise with traditional medicine 

includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, prescription of ointment including other 

methods as per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments 

is by sensing through touch and observing the patient. The traditional medical 

knowledge will be passed on to his son/daughter Mr/Ms Pasebath Sangma.  

 

 

554. Shri Mohendro M Marak, aged 30 years from Upper Damachiga village of 

Tikrikilla Block, West Garo Hills District. His expertise with traditional medicine 

includes massaging, chanting, prescription of ointment as per the sickness. His 

treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and 

observing the patient. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his 

son/daughter Mr/Ms Yahaine Marak.  

 

 

555. Shri Praiditson Sangma, aged 45 years from Rongalgre of Tikrikilla Block, West Garo Hills District has 

been practicing since the year 2013. His expertise with traditional medicine includes 

massaging, bandaging, chanting, prescription of ointment as per the sickness. His 

treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and 

observing the patient. The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his 

daughter Ms Belgia Momin.  

 

 

556. Shri Sanju Sangma, aged 30 years from Rongalgre village of Tikrikilla Block, West 

Garo Hills District has been practicing since the year 2000. His expertise with 

traditional medicine includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, prescription of oral 

medicines as per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments 

is by sensing through touch and observing the patient.  

 

 

 

557. Shri Schoolson Sangma, aged 50 years from Upper Dimachiga village of Tikrikilla Block, West Garo 

Hills District has been practicing since the year 1986. His expertise with traditional 

medicine includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, prescription of oral medicines & 

ointment including other methods as per the disease. His treatment method of 

diagnosis of various ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the patient. 

The traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Ms Kimchilla 

Sangma.  
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558. Shri Balson Sangma, aged 31 years from Rongalgre village of Tikrikilla Block, West 

Garo Hills District has been practicing since the year 2008. His expertise with 

traditional medicine includes massaging, chanting, prescription of ointment 

including other methods as per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of 

various ailments is by sensing through touch and observing the patient. The 

traditional medical knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Ms Trikchi Sangma.  

 

559. Shri Metiriash  Marak, aged 45 years from Upper Rongalgre village of Tikrikilla Block, West Garo Hills 

District has been practicing since the year 2008. His expertise with traditional 

medicine includes massaging, bandaging, chanting, prescription of oral medicines & 

ointment as per the sickness. His treatment method of diagnosis of various ailments 

is by sensing through touch and observing the patient. The traditional medical 

knowledge will be passed on to his daughter Ms Silrime Sangma.  
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Traditional Healers Statistics in West Garo Hills 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

97%
(Male)

3%
(Female)Gender Distribution of TH (%)

3%
(21-30) Years

25%
(31-40) Years

38%
(41-50) Years

25%
(51-60) Years

6%
(61-70) Years

3%
(71-80) Years

Age Group Distribution  of TH (%)

21 - 30

31 - 40

41 - 50

51 - 60

61 -70

71 - 80

Age Group
(in Years)
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81%
(TH with 

Inheritance)

19%
(TH without 
Inheritance)

Inheritance of TH (%)

40%
(1-10) Years

44%
(11-20) Years

3%
(21-30) Years

13%
(31-40) Years

TH Experiences (%)

1 - 10

11- 20

21 - 30

31 - 40

Experiences
(in Years)
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A REPORT ON DISTRIBUTION OF TOOLS & KITS FOR TRADITIONAL HEALERS 

  

Bio-Resources Development Centre organised the sensitisation programme on the voluntary 

certification scheme for the Traditional Community Health-care Providers (TCHP) and distribution 

of Tools & Kits for Traditional Healers on 7th December, 2018 at U Soso Tham Auditorium, 

Shillong. The programme was funded by the Ministry of Tribal Affairs, Government of India under 

Article 275 (1) under the Project “Support to Traditional Healers for Strengthening and Capacity 

building”. 

The Inaugural programme was held in the presents of Chief Guest Shri A. L. Hek, Minister of 

Health & Family Welfare Department, Government of Meghalaya., Shri Cyril V. D. Diengdoh, IAS, 

Member Secretary, Bio-Resources Development Centre (BRDC), Shillong., Dr. Debjani Roy, Advisor, 

Quality Council of India (QCI), New Delhi., Dr. P. K. Goswami, Director, North East Institute of 

Ayurveda & Homeopath (NEIAH), Shillong., Prof. D. Khating, Vice Chancellor, North East Christian 

University (NECU), Dimapur., Shri P. Bakshi, IAS, Secretary to the Government of Meghalaya, 

Health & Family Welfare Department & Director, AYUSH. Government of Meghalaya., other 

dignitaries, facilitators, and Local Health Practitioners from Meghalaya.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Dignitaries presents in the programme ‘Distribution of Tools & Kits to Traditional Healers’ 
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The programme was started with the welcome speech presented by Shri Cyril V. D. Diengdoh, 

IAS, Member Secretary, Bio-Resources Development Centre (BRDC), Shillong. The Member Secretary 

In his address pays tribute to different stake holders which make the programme possible and 

successful. Particularly the Traditional Healers or the Community of Local Health Practitioners, for 

their efforts in preserving the traditional knowledge & method they have got from their fore-fathers 

and taking it further. Moreover, the Member Secretary bring up the requirements for awareness, 

Training and Capacity building for the Traditional Healers which is the mission of the programme. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Stake Holders, Facilitators & Participants presents in the programme 

 
Shri Cyril V. D. Diengdoh,  Member Secretary, BRDC, Shillong, delivered a Welcome Address 
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Dr. Debjani Roy during her speech Stressed on the way forward for implementation of 

Voluntary Certification Scheme for Traditional Community Health-care Providers (VCSTHCP). 

Besides, giving an appreciation and gratitude to the BRDC for translation of the documentation of 

Voluntary  Certification Scheme for Traditional Community Health-care Providers (VCSTHCP) 

from English dialect to a local dialect ie; Khasi & Garo dialects.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prof. D. Khating, Vice Chancellor, North East Christian University (NECU), Dimapur, talk 

about preservation & conservation of traditional skills and knowledge which are lost through oral 

exchange. Since, most of our traditional skills and knowledge are getting lost through oral medium, 

because our Traditional healers never put any record in writing but only through oral exchange. He also 

mentioned that, the traditional skill is so vast, so immense and so rich and it needs to have a proper 

record. And, with the Government itself and the Quality Council of India (QCI) coming forward to 

support, encourage and motivate to preserve and conserve the traditional skills and knowledge of the 

people of this area, he believe that this skills and knowledge will be recognised by the people all around 

the world. 
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Shri P. Bakshi, Secretary to the Government of Meghalaya, Health & Family Welfare 

Department & Director, AYUSH, during his speech addresses the need to integrate traditional and folk 

medicine under Ayurveda, Yoga & Naturopathy, Unani, Siddha and Homeopathy (AYUSH). Since 

most traditional healers almost done wonders in quite critical cases, and traditional healers have really 

work out in some unique medicines with medicinal herbs. He also invites, sensitised and involved with 

integrate traditional healers as traditional healers are the strength of AYUSH in the state of Meghalaya. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On sharing his personal experience, Shri A L Hek, Minister of Health & Family Welfare 

Department, Government of Meghalaya, said that he is a strong believer and faith in traditional healers. 

But also stressed on the need of professionalism that traditional healers should grow simultaneously 

with the scientific method, so that traditional healers can uphold its method as well as to promote 

medical tourism. 
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During the Vote of Thanks Shri A. S. Suting, Officer on Special Duty, Bio Resources 

Development Centre (BRDC), reminds Myllung Soso Tham quotation which states; “We search for 

other’s people knowledge, yet we forget to see our own knowledge”. He also mentions an outlook, that 

we are not the inheritor of this earth but just a custodian. Hence we should give it a back to our 

children and grand children just the way we got it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Unveiled/Presents of ‘Profiles of Trained Traditional Healers’ prepared by Bio Resources Development 

Centre (BRDC) 
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Presentation of Certificates to Trained Traditional Healers 
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Presentation of Tools & Kits to Trained Traditional Healers 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


